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INTERPOLATIVE FUSIONS
ALEX KRUCKMAN, MINH CHIEU TRAN, ERIK WALSBERG
Abstract. We define the interpolative fusion of multiple theories over a com-
mon reduct, a notion that aims to provide a general framework to study model-
theoretic properties of structures with randomness. In the special case where
the theories involved are model-complete, their interpolative fusion is precisely
the model companion of their union. Several theories of model-theoretic in-
terest are shown to be canonically bi-interpretable with interpolative fusions
of simpler theories. We initiate a systematic study of interpolative fusions by
also giving general conditions for their existence and relating their properties
to those of the individual theories from which they are built.
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1. Introduction
Throughout the introduction, L1 and L2 are first-order languages with the same
sorts, L∩ = L1 ∩ L2, and L∪ = L1 ∪ L2. We let T1 and T2 be L1 and L2-theories,
respectively, with a common set T∩ of L∩-consequences, and T∪ = T1 ∪ T2. Finally,
M∪ is an L∪-structure,M◻ is the L◻-reduct ofM∪, andX◻ ranges overM◻-definable
sets for ◻ ∈ {1,2,∩}. This is a special case of the setting introduced in Section 3.
We say that M∪ is interpolative if for all X1 ⊆X2, there is an X∩ such that
X1 ⊆X∩ and X∩ ⊆X2
(more symmetrically: for all X1 and X2, we have X1∩X2 ≠ ∅ unless there are M∩-
definable sets X1∩ and X
2
∩ such that X1 ⊆ X1∩, X2 ⊆ X2∩, and X1∩ ∩X2∩ = ∅). This
notion is an attempt to capture the idea that M1 and M2 interact, with respect
to definability, in a generic, independent, or random fashion over the reduct M∩.
Informally, the definition above says that the only “information” M1 has about M2
comes from M∩. If the class of interpolative models of T∪ is elementary with theory
T ∗∪ , then we say that T
∗
∪ is the interpolative fusion (of T1 and T2 over T∩). We
also say that “T ∗∪ exists” if the class of interpolative T∪-models is elementary.
The reader may notice similarities with the Craig interpolation theorem: for every
L1-sentence ϕ1 and L2-sentence ϕ2 for which ⊧ ϕ1 → ϕ2, there is an L∩-formula ϕ∩
such that ⊧ ϕ1 → ϕ∩ and ⊧ ϕ∩ → ϕ2. The resemblance is consequential. It allows
us to prove the following theorem in Section 3:
Theorem 1.1. Suppose T1 and T2 are model-complete. Then M∪ ⊧ T∪ is inter-
polative if and only if it is existentially closed in the class of T∪-models. Hence, T
∗
∪
is precisely the model companion of T∪, if either of these exists.
In the case that T1 and T2 are not model-complete, we can still think of T
∗
∪ as a
“relative” model companion of T∪, see Theorem 3.6.
This paper begins a systematic study of interpolative fusions with three aspects:
examples, existence conditions, and preservation results. Many interesting theories
may be realized (up to bi-interpretability) as interpolative fusions of simpler theo-
ries. We also give general “pseudo-topological” conditions on T∩ and the Ti which
ensure that T ∗∪ exists. When these conditions are satisfied we obtain a suitable
axiomatization of T ∗∪ . Finally, we seek to understand model-theoretic properties of
the interpolative fusion T ∗∪ in terms of properties of its reducts T1, T2, T∩, by prov-
ing theorems of the form “if T1 and T2 satisfy P (and possibly some extra additional
conditions), then T ∗∪ also satisfies P ”. Various results about particular theories can
then be recovered as special cases of our general results.
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1.1. Examples. In Section 4, we show that many theories of model-theoretic inter-
est are interpolative fusions, or are bi-interpretable with interpolative fusions. This
motivates the development of a general theory to put these examples in a uniform
setting.
We show in Section 4.1 that if P is an infinite and co-infinite unary predicate on
a one-sorted structure M with underlying set M , then P is a generic predicate as
defined in [CP98] if and only if (M;P ) is a model of the interpolative fusion of the
theories of M and (M ;P ) over the theory of the pure set M . Another interesting
source of examples with the same flavor is the expansion of a structure by a generic
predicate for a reduct, recently described by d’Elbée [d’E18]. We will discuss the
latter examples and others in our next paper [KTW].
Usual notions of independence in mathematics give us interpolative fusions. Let
K be an algebraically closed field and v1, v2 be non-trivial valuations which induce
distinct topologies on K. It follows from [vdD] or [Joh16] that (K;v1, v2) is a model
of the interpolative fusion of the theories of (K;v1) and (K;v2) over the theory of
K (see Section 4.2). Now write k ≼p l if vp(k) ≤ vp(l) for integers k, l and p-adic
valuation vp. Following results in [Ad17], if p and p
′ are distinct, then (Z;≼p,≼p′)
is a model of the interpolative fusion of the theories of (Z;≼p) and (Z;≼p′) over the
theory of Z as an additive group.
Suppose (F;+,×) is an algebraic closure of a finite field. Let ◁ be any circular or-
dering on F× that respects multiplication, and view ◁ as a relation on F. Then by
results in [Tra17], (F;+,×,◁) is a model of the interpolative fusion of the theories
of (F;+,×) and (F;×,◁) over the theory of (F;×) (see Section 4.4). This example
belongs to a context often described as “pseudo-random” in mathematics. Here,
the pseudo-randomness comes from the use of number-theoretic results on charac-
ter sums in [Tra17]. The initial motivation of this paper was to find a common
generalization of this example and the first example in the preceding paragraph.
Many interesting theories are not themselves interpolative fusions, but are bi-
interpretable with an interpolative fusion. Let σ be an automorphism of a model-
complete L-structure M, N another L-structure, and τ an isomorphism from M to
N. Let T be the theory of M and TAut be the theory of a T -model expanded by
an L-automorphism. We show in Section 4.7 that the theories of (M,N; τ) and(M,N; τ ○ σ) are each bi-interpretable with the theory of M, and the theory of(M,N; τ, τ ○ σ) is bi-interpretable with the theory of (M;σ). Further, (M;σ) is
existentially closed in the collection of TAut-models if and only if (M,N; τ, τ ○ σ)
is an interpolative structure. It follows that if TAut has a model companion T
∗
Aut,
then T ∗Aut is bi-interpretable with the interpolative fusion of two theories, each of
which is bi-interpretable with T .
As a special case of the remarks in the preceding paragraph, we see that the model
companion ACFA of the theory of an algebraically closed field equipped with an
automorphism is bi-interpretable with an interpolative fusion of two theories, each
of which is bi-interpretable with the theory of algebraically closed fields. We also
show that the analogous statement holds for the theory DCF of differentially closed
fields. The general algebraic framework of D-fields, developed by Moosa and Scan-
lon [MS14], gives a way of uniformly handling both ACFA and DCF. We show in
Section 4.8 that the model companion of the theory of D-fields of characteristic 0 is
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always bi-interpretable with an interpolative fusion of two theories, each of which
is bi-interpretable with ACF0.
1.2. Existence results. In general, T ∗∪ need not exist. and the existence of T
∗
∪ may
even involve classification-theoretic issues. For example, it is conjectured that if T is
unstable then TAut does not have a model companion. In Section 5 we give general
“pseudo-topological” conditions on T1, T2, and T∩ which ensure the existence of T
∗
∪ .
These conditions are highly non-trivial, but they are satisfied in many interesting
examples. We also give a natural set of pseudo-topological axioms for T ∗∪ when
the pseudo-topological conditions are satisfied. In several concrete examples, the
pseudo-topological axioms are essentially identical with known axiomatizations. We
now briefly describe these conditions and axioms.
Suppose that dim is an ordinal-valued notion of dimension on definable subsets of
T∩-models satisfying some minimal conditions given in Section 5.1. Most tame the-
ories come with a canonical dimension. We say that an arbitrary set A is pseudo-
dense in X∩ if A intersects everyM∩-definable Y∩ ⊆X∩ such that dimY∩ = dimX∩.
We say that X∩ is a pseudo-closure of A if A is pseudo-dense in X∩ and A ⊆X∩.
We say that Mi is approximable over M∩ if every Mi-definable set has a pseudo-
closure, and we say Ti is approximable over T∩ if the same situation holds for
every Ti-model. Then Ti satisfies the pseudo-topological conditions if Ti is ap-
proximable over T∩ and Ti defines pseudo-denseness (see Section 5.1 for a precise
definition of the latter). If T1 and T2 satisfy the pseudo-topological conditions, then
M∪ is interpolative if and only if X1∩X2 ≠ ∅ whenever X1 and X2 are both pseudo-
dense in some X∩. The definability of pseudo-denseness ensures this property
is axiomatizable. In many settings of interest, the notions of approximability and
definability of pseudo-denseness turns out to be equivalent to very natural notions
in those settings.
The use of the term “pseudo-topological” is motivated by consideration of the case,
treated in Section 5.3, when T∩ is o-minimal and dim is the canonical o-minimal
dimension. In this case, any theory extending T∩ defines pseudo-denseness. Fur-
thermore Ti is approximable over T∩ if and only if T∩ is an open core of Ti, i.e. the
closure of any Mi-definable set in any Ti-model Mi is already M∩-definable. This
leads to the following:
Theorem 1.2. Suppose T∩ is o-minimal. If T∩ is an open core of both T1 and T2
then T ∗∪ exists.
In the case when L∩ = ∅ and T∩ is the theory of an infinite set, the notion of
interpolative fusion is essentially known. It was studied by Winkler in his thesis
under Robinson and Macintyre [Win75]. Winkler shows that T ∗∪ exists if only if
T1 and T2 both eliminate ∃∞. In Section 5.4, we show that if T∩ is ℵ0-stable, and
dim is Morley rank, then any theory extending T∩ is approximable over T∩ (e.g. if
T∩ is the theory of algebraically closed fields, then this follows from the fact that
every Zariski-closed set is definable). In Section 5.5, we show that if T∩ is ℵ0-stable,ℵ0-categorical, and weakly eliminates imaginaries, then Ti defines pseudo-denseness
if and only if Ti eliminates ∃∞. This yields a generalization of Winkler’s theorem:
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that T∩ is ℵ0-stable, ℵ0-categorical, and weakly eliminates
imaginaries. If T1 and T2 both eliminate ∃∞, then T ∗∪ exists.
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Theorem 1.3 can also be used prove another principal result of Winkler’s thesis:
the existence of generic Skolemizations of model-complete theories eliminating ∃∞.
We explain in Section 4.5.
In [vdD, 3.1.20] van den Dries notes a similarity between his main result and Win-
kler’s theorem and claims that this similarity “. . . suggests a common generalization
of Winkler’s and my results”. We believe the present paper provides a moral answer
to this suggestion but perhaps not the final answer as our results do not in fact
generalize the main result of [vdD].
1.3. Preservation results. Suppose that the interpolative fusion T ∗∪ exists. The
examples described above motivate the following question:
How are the model-theoretic properties of T ∗∪ determined by T1, T2, and T∩?
Model-theoretic properties of T ∗∪ should be largely determined by how Ti relates to
T∩ for i ∈ {1,2}, and not by any relationship between T1 and T2. In this paper we
focus on syntactic tameness properties of T ∗∪ . We describe a general framework for
strengthenings of model-completeness in Section 2.2 and prove syntactic preserva-
tion results in Section 6. The most important is the following, see Proposition 6.11.
Theorem 1.4. Suppose T∩ is stable with weak elimination of imaginaries. Suppose
T ∗∪ exists. Then every L∪-formula ψ(x) is T ∗∪ -equivalent to a finite disjunction of
formulas of the form ∃y (ϕ1(x, y) ∧ϕ2(x, y))
where ϕi(x, y) is an Li-formula for i ∈ {1,2} and (ϕ1(x, y) ∧ ϕ2(x, y)) is bounded
in y, i.e. there exists k such that T ∗∪ ⊧ ∀x∃≤ky (ϕ1(x, y) ∧ϕ2(x, y)).
This result is close to optimal, as L∪-formulas are in general not T
∗
∪ -equivalent to
Boolean combinations of L1 and L2-formulas. However, in Proposition 6.14, we
show that certain restrictive conditions on algebraic closure in T1 and T2 do imply
that every L∪-formula is T
∗
∪ -equivalent to a Boolean combination of L1 and L2-
formulas. If this special situation holds, and if T1 and T2 are both stable (NIP),
then T ∗∪ must also be stable (NIP), see Section 6.5.
These syntactic preservation results can be applied to obtain classification-theoretic
preservation results which relate the (neo)stability theoretic properties of T ∗∪ to
those of T1, T2, T∩. In the present paper, we only address preservation of stability
and NIP (Section 6.5). We will address NSOP1 in the next paper [KTW], and other
properties in future work.
1.4. Conventions and notation. Throughout, m and n range over the set of
natural numbers (which contains 0), and k and l range over the set of integers. We
work in multi-sorted first-order logic. Our semantics allows empty sorts and empty
structures. Our syntax includes logical constants ⊺ and  interpreted as true and
false, respectively. We view constant symbols as 0-ary function symbols.
Throughout, L is a language with S the set of sorts. Concepts like variables,
functions, formulas, etc. are by default with respect to L. Suppose M is an L-
structure. We use the corresponding capital letterM to denote the S-indexed family(Ms)s∈S of underlying sets of the sorts of M. By A ⊆ M , we mean A = (As)s∈S
with As ⊆Ms for each s ∈ S. If A ⊆M , then a tuple of elements (possibly infinite)
in A is a tuple whose each component is in As for some s ∈ S. If x = (xj)j∈J is
a tuple of variables (possibly infinite), we let Ax = ∏j∈J As(xj) where s(xj) is the
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sort of the variable xj . If ϕ(x, y) is an L-formula and b ∈ My, we let ϕ(M, b) be
the set defined in M by the L(b)-formula ϕ(x, b). We adopt the same notations for
L-structures N and A.
When the structure in question is the monster model for a complete theory, we
boldface the relevant notations, i.e., writing M instead of M and M instead of M .
When discussing a monster model, we adopt the usual convention that all models
of Th(M) are small elementary substructures of M, and all sets of parameters are
small subsets of M .
We often work with multiple languages with the same set of sorts S. In these
cases, we may define the union and intersection of the languages in the obvious
manner and use tuples of variables without specifying the language. Whenever we
consider multiple reducts of a structure, we decorate these reducts with the same
decorations as their languages. For example, if L0 ⊆ L1 are languages, we denote an
L1-structure by M1, and we denote its reduct M1∣L0 to L0 by M0. In this situation,
we write “in M0” to denote that we are evaluating some concept in the reduct.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we review background material and establish general results for later
use which are not specific to the context of interpolative fusions. The reader may
skip to Section 3 and refer back to this section as needed.
2.1. Flat formulas. A formula is atomic flat if it is of the form x = y,
R(x1, . . . , xn), or f(x1, . . . , xn) = y, where R is an n-ary relation symbol and f
is an n-ary function symbol. Here x, y, x1, . . . , xn are single variables, which need
not be distinct.
A flat literal is an atomic flat formula or the negation of an atomic flat formula.
The flat diagram fdiag(A) of an L-structure A is the set of all flat literal L(A)-
sentences true in A.
A flat formula is a conjunction of finitely many flat literals. An E♭-formula is a
formula of the form ∃y ϕ(x, y), where ϕ(x, y) is flat and ⊧ ∀x∃≤1y ϕ(x, y).
Remark 2.1. The class of E♭-formulas is closed (up to equivalence) under finite
conjunction: the conjunction of the E♭-formulas ∃y1 ϕ1(x, y2) and ∃y2ϕ2(x, y2) is
equivalent to the E♭-formula
∃y1y2 (ϕ1(x, y1) ∧ϕ2(x, y2)).
The following lemma essentially appears as Theorem 2.6.1 in [Hod93]. Note Hodges
uses the term “unnested” instead of “flat”.
Lemma 2.2. Every literal (atomic or negated atomic formula) is logically equiva-
lent to an E♭-formula.
Proof. We first show that for any term t(x), with variables x = (x1, . . . , xn), there
is an associated E♭-formula ϕt(x, y) such that ϕt(x, y) is logically equivalent to
t(x) = y. We apply induction on terms. For the base case where t(x) is the variable
xk, we let ϕt(x, y) be xk = y. Now suppose t1(x), . . . , tm(x) are terms and f is an
m-ary function symbol. Then ϕf(t1,...,tm) is the E♭-formula equivalent to
∃z1 . . . zm [m⋀
i=1
ϕti(x, zi) ∧ (f(z1, . . . , zm) = y)] .
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We now show that every atomic or negated atomic formula is equivalent to an
E♭-formula. Suppose t1(x), . . . , tm(x) are terms and R is either an m-ary rela-
tion symbol or = (in the latter case, we have m = 2). Then the atomic formula
R(t1(x), . . . , tm(x)) is equivalent to
∃y1 . . .∃ym [m⋀
i=1
ϕti(x, yi) ∧R(y1, . . . , ym)] .
Negated atomic formulas can be treated similarly. 
Corollary 2.3. Every quantifier-free formula is logically equivalent to a finite dis-
junction of E♭-formulas.
Proof. Suppose ϕ(x) is quantifier-free. Then ϕ(x) is equivalent to a formula in
disjunctive normal form, i.e., a finite disjunction of finite conjunctions of literals.
Applying Lemma 2.2 to each literal and using Remark 2.1, we find that ϕ(x) is
equivalent to a finite disjunction of E♭-formulas. 
2.2. K-completeness. In this subsection, T is an L-theory and K is a class of
pairs (A,M), where M ⊧ T and A is a substructure of M.
We say that T is K-complete if for all (A,M) ∈ K, every embedding from A to
another T -model is partial elementary: if f ∶A → N is an embedding and N ⊧ T ,
then M ⊧ ϕ(a) if and only if N ⊧ ϕ(f(a)) for any formula ϕ(x) and any a ∈ Ax.
Remark 2.4. The terminology K-complete comes from the following equivalent
definition: T is K-complete if and only if for all (A,M) ∈K,
T ∪ fdiag(A) ⊧ ThL(A)(M),
i.e., T ∪ fdiag(A) is a complete L(A)-theory. Indeed, if N is an L(A)-structure,
then N ⊧ fdiag(A) if and only if the obvious map A → N is an embedding.
Suppose T is K-complete. If K is the class of pairs (M,M) such that M ⊧ T , then
T is model-complete. We say T is substructure-complete if K is the class of
all pairs (A,M) such that A is a substructure of M. If cl is a closure operator on T -
models and K is the class of all pairs (A,M) such that A is a cl-closed substructure
of M, i.e., cl(A) = A, then we say T is cl-complete.
The class of T -models has the K-amalgamation property if whenever (A,M) ∈
K, N ⊧ T , and f ∶A → N is an embedding, then there is an elementary extension
N ≼ N′ and an elementary embedding f ′∶M → N′ such that f ′∣A = f , i.e., the
following diagram commutes:
M
f ′
// N
′
A
f
//
⊆
OO
N
≼
OO
If, in the situation above, we can choose N′ and f ′ with the further condition that
f ′(M) ∩N = f ′(A) = f(A),
then the class of T -models has the disjoint K-amalgamation property.
Proposition 2.5. The theory T is K-complete if and only if the class of T -models
has the K-amalgamation property. Further, if T is K-complete, then A is alge-
braically closed in M for all (A,M) ∈K if and only if the class of T -models has the
disjoint K-amalgamation property.
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Proof. We prove the first equivalence. Suppose T is K-complete. The K-
amalgamation property follows from [Hod93, Theorem 6.4.1].
Conversely, suppose the class of T -models has the K-amalgamation property. If
M and N are T -models, A ⊆M is in K, and f ∶A→ N is an embedding, then there is
an elementary extension N ≼ N′ and an elementary embedding f ′∶M→ N′ such that
f ′∣A = f . For any L-formula ϕ(x) and a ∈ Ax, M ⊧ ϕ(a) if and only if N′ ⊧ ϕ(f ′(a))
if and only if N ⊧ ϕ(f(a)). So f is partial elementary. Thus T is K-complete.
Now, assuming T is K-complete, we prove the second equivalence. If every
structure in K is algebraically closed, then the class of T -models has the disjoint
K-amalgamation property, by [Hod93, Theorem 6.4.5].
Conversely, suppose the class of T -models has the disjointK-amalgamation prop-
erty. Assume towards a contradiction that (A,M) ∈ K and A is not algebraically
closed in M. Then there is some c ∈M ∖A such that tp(c/A) has exactly k realiza-
tions c1, . . . , ck inM∖A. Taking N =M and f = idA in the disjoint K-amalgamation
property, there is an elementary extension M ≼ M′ and an elementary embedding
f ′∶M →M′ which is the identity on A and satisfies f ′(M) ∩M = A. Then tp(c/A)
has 2k distinct realizations c1, . . . , ck, f
′(c1), . . . , f ′(ck) in M′, contradiction. 
We recall some classical facts about model-completeness and model companions.
Fact 2.6 ([Hod93], Theorem 6.5.9, Exercise 6.5.5). The following are equivalent:
(1) T admits an ∀∃-axiomatization.
(2) The class of T -models is closed under unions of chains.
(3) The class of T -models is closed under directed colimits (in the category of
L-structures and embeddings).
If one of the equivalent conditions above are satisfied, we say that T is inductive.
Fact 2.7 ([Hod93], Theorem 8.3.3). Every model-complete theory is inductive.
An L-theory T ∗ is a model companion of T if T ∗ is model-complete, every T -
model embeds into a T ∗-model, and every T ∗-model embeds into a T -model.
Fact 2.8 ([Hod93], Theorem 8.2.1, Theorem 8.3.6). Suppose T is inductive. Then:
(1) Every T -model embeds into an existentially closed T -model.
(2) T has a model companion if and only if the class of existentially closed
T -models is elementary.
(3) If T has a model companion T ∗, then T ∗ is the theory of existentially closed
T -models.
Model-completeness has a syntactic equivalent: every L-formula is T -equivalent to
an existential (hence also universal) formula [Hod93, Theorem 8.3.1(e)].
Substructure-completeness also has a syntactic equivalent: quantifier elimination.
This follows from [Hod93, Theorem 8.4.1] and Proposition 2.5 above.
Many of the theories we consider are acl-complete. Unfortunately, there does not
seem to be a natural syntactic equivalent to acl-completeness. We introduce a
slightly stronger notion, bcl-completeness, which does have a syntactic equivalent.
An L-formula ϕ(x, y) is bounded in y with bound k (with respect to T ) if
T ⊧ ∀x∃≤ky ϕ(x, y).
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A formula ∃y ψ(x, y) is boundedly existential (b.e.) (with respect to T ) if
ψ(x, y) is quantifier-free and bounded in y. We allow y to be the empty tuple of
variables, so every quantifier-free formula is b.e. (with bound k = 1, by convention).
The E♭-formulas from Section 2.1 are also b.e. with bound k = 1 with respect to
the empty theory.
Remark 2.9. The class of b.e. formulas is closed (up to T -equivalence) under
conjunction: if ∃y ψ1(x, y1) and ∃y2ψ2(x, y2) are b.e. with bounds k1 and k2 on y1
and y2 respectively, then
(∃y1ψ1(x, y1)) ∧ (∃y2 ψ2(x, y2))
is T -equivalent to
∃y1y2 (ψ1(x, y1) ∧ψ2(x, y2)),
which is b.e. with bound k1 ⋅ k2 on y1y2.
Suppose M ⊧ T and A ⊆M. The boundedly existential algebraic closure of A
in M, denoted bcl(A), is the set of all b in M such that M ⊧ ∃z ϕ(a, b, z) for some
quantifier-free L-formula ϕ(x, y, z) bounded in yz and some a ∈ Ax.
Remark 2.10. The formula ϕ(x, y, z) is bounded in yz if and only if it is bounded
in z and ∃z ϕ(x, y, z) is bounded in y. As a consequence, b ∈ bcl(A) if and only if b
satisfies a b.e. formula ∃z ϕ(y, z) with parameters from A, which is bounded in y.
Such a formula is algebraic, so bcl(A) ⊆ acl(A).
Lemma 2.11. If A ⊆M then ⟨A⟩ ⊆ bcl(A). Furthermore, bcl is a closure operator.
Proof. Fix A ⊆M. Suppose b ∈ ⟨A⟩. Then t(a) = b for a term t(x) and a tuple a from
A. Then the formula t(x) = y is b.e. (taking z to be the empty tuple of variables)
and bounded in y (with bound 1), so it witnesses b ∈ bcl(A) by Remark 2.10.
It follows that A ⊆ bcl(A), and it is clear that A ⊆ B implies bcl(A) ⊆ bcl(B).
It remains to show bcl is idempotent.
Suppose b ∈ bcl(bcl(A)). Then M ⊧ ∃z ϕ(a, b, z) for some quantifier-free formula
ϕ(x, y, z) which is bounded in yz and some tuple a = (a1, . . . , an) from bcl(A). For
each 1 ≤ j ≤ n, since aj is in bcl(A), M ⊧ ∃zj ψj(dj , aj , zj) for some quantifier-free
formula ψj(wj , xj , zj) which is bounded in xjzj , and some tuple dj from A.
Then the quantifier-free formula
( n⋀
j=1
ψj(wj , xj , zj)) ∧ϕ(x1, . . . , xn, y, z)
is bounded in x1 . . . xnyz1 . . . znz (by the product of the bounds for ϕ and the ψj),
and
M ⊧ ∃x1 . . . xnz1 . . . znz ( n⋀
j=1
ψj(dj , xj , zj)) ∧ϕ(x1, . . . , xn, b, z),
so b ∈ bcl(A). 
Remark 2.12. Every model is acl-closed, every acl-closed set is bcl-closed, and
every bcl-closed set is a substructure, therefore:
QE ⇔ substructure-complete⇒ bcl-complete⇒ acl-complete⇒model-complete.
Theorem 2.13 clarifies the relationship between acl- and bcl-completeness and pro-
vides the promised syntactic equivalent to bcl-completeness.
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Theorem 2.13. The following are equivalent:
(1) Every L-formula is T -equivalent to a finite disjunction of b.e. formulas.
(2) T is acl-complete and acl = bcl in T -models.
(3) T is bcl-complete.
Proof. We assume (1) and prove (2). We first show acl and bcl agree. Suppose A ⊆
M ⊧ T and b ∈ acl(A), witnessed by an algebraic formula ϕ(a, y) with parameters a
from A. Suppose there are exactly k tuples in My satisfying ϕ(a, y). Let ϕ′(x, y)
be the formula
ϕ(x, y) ∧ ∃≤ky′ ϕ(x, y′),
and note ϕ′(x, y) is bounded in y. By assumption, ϕ′(x, y) is equivalent to a finite
disjunction of boundedly existential formulas, so there is some boundedly existential
formula ψ(x, y) such that T ⊧ ψ(x, y) → ϕ′(x, y) and M ⊧ ψ(a, b). Since ϕ′(x, y) is
bounded in y, so is ψ(x, y), and hence b ∈ bcl(A) by Remark 2.10.
We continue to assume (1) and show T is acl-complete. Suppose A is an alge-
braically closed substructure of M ⊧ T and f ∶A → N ⊧ T is an embedding. We
show that for any formula ϕ(x), if M ⊧ ϕ(a), where a ∈ Ax, then N ⊧ ϕ(f(a)). By
our assumption, ϕ(x) is equivalent to a finite disjunction of boundedly existential
formulas, so there is some boundedly existential formula ∃y ψ(x, y) such that
T ⊧ (∃y ψ(x, y)) → ϕ(x) and M ⊧ ∃y ψ(a, y).
Let b ∈My be a witness for the existential quantifier. Then each component of the
tuple b is in acl(a) ⊆ A, since A is algebraically closed. And ψ is quantifier-free, so
N ⊧ ψ(f(a), f(b)), and hence N ⊧ ϕ(f(a)).
It is clear that (2) implies (3).
We now assume (3) and prove (1). For any finite tuple of variables x, let ∆x be
the set of boundedly existential formulas with free variables from x.
Claim: For all models M and N of T and all tuples a ∈ Mx and a′ ∈ Nx, if
tp∆x(a) ⊆ tp∆x(a′), then tp(a) = tp(a′).
Proof of claim: Suppose that M and N are models of T , a ∈Mx, a′ ∈ Nx, and
tp∆x(a) ⊆ tp∆x(a′). Let y be a tuple of variables enumerating the elements of
bcl(a) which are not in a. Let p(x, y) = qftp(bcl(a)), and let q(x) = tp(a′). We
claim that T ∪ p(x, y) ∪ q(x) is consistent.
Let b = (b1, . . . , bn) be a finite tuple from bcl(a) which is disjoint from a, and let
ψ(x, y′) be a quantifier-free formula such that M ⊧ ψ(a, b) (where y′ = (y1, . . . , yn)
is the finite subtuple of y enumerating b).
For each 1 ≤ j ≤ n, the fact that bj ∈ bcl(a) is witnessed by M ⊧ ∃zj ϕj(a, bj , zj),
where ϕj(x, yj , zj) is quantifier-free and bounded in yjzj . Letting z = (z1, . . . , zn),
the conjunction ⋀nj=1 ϕj(x, yj , zj) is a quantifier-free formula ϕ(x, y′, z) which is
bounded in y′z. It follows that ϕ(x, y′, z) ∧ ψ(x, y′) is also bounded in y′z, and
M ⊧ ∃z (ϕ(a, b, z)∧ ψ(a, b)). Then
∃y′z (ϕ(x, y′, z) ∧ψ(x, y′)) ∈ tp∆x(a) ⊆ tp∆x(a′),
so N ⊧ ∃y′z (ϕ(a′, y′, z)∧ψ(a′, y′)). Letting b′ ∈ Ny′ be a witness for the first block
of existential quantifiers, N ⊧ ψ(a′, b′), so T ∪ {ψ(x, y′)} ∪ q(x) is consistent.
By compactness, T ∪ p(x, y)∪ q(x) is consistent, so there exists a model N′ ⊧ T ,
a tuple a′′ ∈ (N ′)x realizing q(x), and an embedding f ∶bcl(a) → N′ such that
f(a) = a′′. By bcl-completeness, we have tp(a) = tp(a′′) = tp(a′), as was to be
shown.
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Having established the claim, we conclude with a standard compactness ar-
gument. Let ϕ(x) be an L-formula. Suppose M ⊧ T and M ⊧ ϕ(a). Let
pa(x) = tp∆x(a). By the claim, T ∪ pa(x) ∪ {¬ϕ(x)} is inconsistent. Since pa(x)
is closed under finite conjunctions (up to equivalence) by Remark 2.9, there is a
formula ψa(x) ∈ pa(x) such that T ⊧ ψa(x) → ϕ(x).
Now
T ∪ {ϕ(x)} ∪ {¬ψa(x) ∣M ⊧ T and M ⊧ ϕ(a)}
is inconsistent, so there are finitely many a1, . . . , an such that T ⊧ ϕ →(⋁ni=1 ψai(x)). Since also T ⊧ (⋁ni=1 ψai(x)) → ϕ(x), we have shown that ϕ(x)
is T -equivalent to ⋁ni=1 ψai(x). 
It may be surprising that acl-completeness does not already imply every formula
is equivalent to a finite disjunction of b.e. formulas, i.e., acl-completeness is not
equivalent to bcl-completeness. We give a counterexample.
Example 2.14. Let L be the language with a single unary function symbol f .
We denote by E(x, y) the equivalence relation defined by f(x) = f(y). We say an
element of an L-structure is special if it is in the image of f . Let T be the theory
asserting the following:
(1) Models of T are nonempty.
(2) There are no cycles, i.e., for all n ≥ 1, ∀xfn(x) ≠ x.
(3) Each E-class is infinite and contains exactly one special element.
Every T -model can be decomposed into a disjoint union of connected compo-
nents, each of which is a chain of E-classes, (Cn)n∈Z, such that each class Cn
contains a unique special element an, and f(b) = an for all b ∈ Cn−1.
Let A be a subset of a T -model. Then acl(A) consists of A, together with the
Z-indexed chain of special elements in each connected component which meets A.
But bcl(A) is just the substructure generated by A: it only contains the special
elements from E-classes further along in the chain than some element of A. Indeed,
if an is the unique special element in class Cn, an ∉ A, and no element of A is in any
class Cm with m < n in the same connected component, then an does not satisfy
any bounded and b.e. formula with parameters from A.
It is not hard to show that T is acl-complete (and hence complete, since
acl(∅) = ∅), but not bcl-complete. For an explicit example of a formula which
is not equivalent to a disjunction of b.e. formulas, consider the formula
∃y f(y) = x
defining the special elements.
2.3. Existential bi-interpretations. Here we set our notation for interpretations
and related notions. We will then show that existential bi-interpretations preserve
the property of being existentially closed, and hence restrict to bi-interpretations
between model companions, when these exist.
Let T be an L-theory, and let T ′ be an L′-theory. An interpretation of T ′ in T ,
F ∶T ↝ T ′, consists of the following data:
(1) For every sort s′ in L′, an L-formula ϕs′(xs′) and an L-formula Es′(xs′ , x∗s′).
(2) For every relation symbol R′ in L′ of type (s′1, . . . , s′n) in L′, an L-formula
ϕR′(xs′
1
, . . . , xs′n).
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(3) For every function symbol f ′ in L′ of type (s′1, . . . , s′n) → s′ in L′, an L-
formula ϕf ′(xs′
1
, . . . , xs′n , xs′).
We then require that for every model M ⊧ T , the formulas above define an L′-
structure M′ in the natural way, such that M′ ⊧ T ′. See [Hod93, Section 5.3] for
details. We sometimes denote M′ by F (M). For every sort s′ in L′, we write pis′
for the surjective quotient map ϕs′(M)→M ′s′ .
An interpretation F ∶T ↝ T ′ is an existential interpretation if for each sort s′ in
L′, the L-formula ϕs′(xs′) is T -equivalent to an existential formula, and all other
formulas involved in the interpretation and their negations (i.e., the formulas Es′ ,
¬Es′ , ϕR′ , ¬ϕR′ , ϕf ′ , and ¬ϕf ′) are also T -equivalent to existential formulas.
Lemma 2.15. Suppose F ∶T ↝ T ′ is an existential interpretation. Let ϕ′(y) be
a quantifier-free L′-formula, where y = (y1, . . . , yn) and yi is a variable of sort s′i.
Then there is an existential L-formula ϕ̂(xs′
1
, . . . , xs′n) such that for every M ⊧ T
and every tuple a = (a1, . . . , an) with ai ∈ ϕs′
i
(M), M ⊧ ϕ̂(a) if and only if F (M) ⊧
ϕ′(pis1(a1), . . . , pisn(an)).
Proof. By Corollary 2.3, ϕ′(y) is equivalent to a finite disjunction of E♭ formulas.
The rest of the proof is as in [Hod93, Theorem 5.3.2]. The fact that the formulasEs′ ,
¬Es′ , ϕR′ , ¬ϕR′ , ϕf ′ , and ¬ϕf ′ are existential implies that flat literal L
′-formulas
can be pulled back to existential L-formulas, and the fact that the formulas ϕ′s are
existential is used in the inductive step to handle existential quantifiers. 
A bi-interpretation (F,G, η, η′) between T and T ′ consists of an interpretation
F ∶T ↝ T ′, an interpretation G∶T ′ ↝ T , together with L-formulas and L′-formulas
defining for each M ⊧ T and each N′ ⊧ T ′ isomorphisms
ηM ∶M→ G(F (M)) and η′N′ ∶ N′ → F (G(N′)).
See [Hod93, Section 5.4] for the precise definition. Such a bi-interpretation is ex-
istential if F and G are each existential interpretations, and moreover the afore-
mentioned L-formulas and L′-formulas are existential. If there is an existential
bi-interpretation between T and T ′, we say that T and T ′ are existentially bi-
interpretable. The following is [Hod93, Exercise 5.4.3]:
Lemma 2.16. Suppose F ∶T ↝ T ′ is existential. Then F induces a functor from
the category of models of T and embeddings to the category of models of T ′ and
embeddings. Suppose moreover that (F,G, η, η′) is an existential bi-interpretation
from T to T ′. Then the induced functors form an equivalence of categories; in
particular, if f ∶M→ N is an L-embedding, then the following diagram commutes:
N
ηN // G(F (N))
M
f
OO
ηM // G(F (M))
G(F (f))
OO
We next prove the main result of this subsection:
Proposition 2.17. Suppose T and T ′ are existentially bi-interpretable. Then M
is an existentially closed model of T if and only if F (M) is an existentially closed
model of T ′.
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Proof. Let (F,G, η, η′) be an existential bi-interpretation of between T and T ′. It
suffices to show that if F (M) is an existentially closed model of T ′, then M is an
existentially closed model of T . Indeed, by symmetry it follows that if G(N′) is an
existentially closed model of T , then N′ is an existentially closed model of T ′. And
then, since ηM ∶M→ G(F (M)) is an isomorphism, if M is existentially closed, then
F (M) is existentially closed.
So assume that F (M) is an existentially closed model of T ′. Let f ∶M→ N be an
embedding of T -models, and let ϕ(y) be a quantifier-free formula with parameters
from M which is satisfied in N. By commutativity of the diagram in Lemma 2.16,
after moving the parameters of ϕ(y) into G(F (M)) by the isomorphism ηM, we
find that ϕ(y) is satisfied in G(F (N)), and it suffices to show that it is satisfied in
G(F (M)).
By Lemma 2.15, there is an existential L′-formula ϕ̂′(x) with parameters from
F (M) such that F (N) ⊧ ϕ̂′(a) if and only if G(F (N)) ⊧ ϕ(b), where b is the image
of a under the appropriate pis quotient maps. Writing ϕ̂
′(x) as ∃z ψ′(x, z), we have
F (N) ⊧ ψ′(a, c) for some c, where a is any preimage of the tuple from G(F (N))
satisfying ϕ(y). But since F (M) is existentially closed, there are some a∗ and c∗ in
F (M) such that M ⊧ ψ′(a∗, c∗), so M ⊧ ϕ̂′(a∗), and it follows that ϕ(y) is satisfied
in G(F (M)), as desired. 
Corollary 2.18. Suppose T and T ′ are inductive, and T has a model companion
T ∗. If (F,G, η, η′) is an existential bi-interpretation between T and T ′, then T ′ has a
model companion (T ′)∗, and (F,G, η, η′) restricts to an existential bi-interpretation
between T ∗ and (T ′)∗.
Proof. By [Hod93, Theorem 5.3.2], for every L-sentence ϕ ∈ T ∗, there is an L′-
sentence ϕ′ such that for all M′ ⊧ T ′, M′ ⊧ ϕ′ if and only if G(M) ⊧ ϕ. Let(T ′)∗ = T ′∪{ϕ′ ∣ ϕ ∈ T ∗}. Then M′ ⊧ (T ′)∗ if and only if M′ ⊧ T ′ and G(M′) ⊧ T ∗.
By Proposition 2.17, M′ ⊧ (T ′)∗ if and only if M′ is an existentially closed model of
T ′. So (T ′)∗ is the model companion of T ′. And Proposition 2.17 further implies
that M ⊧ T ∗ if and only if F (M) ⊧ (T ′)∗. So (F,G, η, η′) restricts to an existential
bi-interpretation between the model companions. 
2.4. Stationary independence relations. In this subsection, T is a complete
L-theory, L′ is a first order language extending L, and T ′ is a complete L′-theory
extending T . Let M′ be a monster model of T ′ and M be the L-reduct of M′, so
M is a monster model of T .
Let ⫝ be a ternary relation on small subsets of M. We consider the following
properties that ⫝ may satisfy. The first three are specific to T , while the fourth
concerns the relationship between T and T ′. We let A, B, and C range over
arbitrary small subsets of M.
(1) Invariance: If σ is an automorphism of M, then A⫝C B if and only if
σ(A)⫝σ(C) σ(B).
(2) Algebraic independence: If A⫝C B, then
aclL(AC) ∩ aclL(BC) = aclL(C).
(3) Stationarity (over algebraically closed sets): If C = aclL(C),
tpL(A/C) = tpL(A∗/C), A⫝C B, and A∗ ⫝C B, then tpL(A/BC) =
tpL(A∗/BC).
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(4) Full existence (over algebraically closed sets) in T ′: If C = aclL′(C)
then there exists A∗ with tpL′(A∗/C) = tpL′(A/C) and A∗ ⫝C B in M.
For brevity, we omit the parenthetical “(over algebraically closed sets)” in properties
(3) and (4).
We say ⫝ is a stationary independence relation in T if it satisfies invariance,
algebraic independence, and stationarity. In particular, a stationary independence
relation identifies, for every L-type p(x) ∈ Sx(C) with C = aclL(C) and every set
B, a unique “independent” extension of p(x) in Sx(BC).
Our definition of a stationary independence relation differs from that introduced
in [TZ13]. Most natural stationary independence relations satisfy additional axioms
(symmetry, monotonicity, etc.). We only require the axioms listed above.
Forking independence ⫝f in a stable theory with weak elimination of imaginaries
is the most familiar stationary independence relation, and this is the relation we
will use in most examples. However, as the next example shows, there are also
non-trivial examples in unstable theories.
Example 2.19. Suppose L contains a single binary relation E, and T is the theory
of the random graph (the Fraïssé limit of the class of finite graphs). Define:
A⫝E
C
B ⇐⇒ A ∩B ⊆ C and aEb for all a ∈ A ∖C and b ∈ B ∖C
A⫝/E
C
B ⇐⇒ A ∩B ⊆ C and ¬aEb for all a ∈ A ∖C and b ∈ B ∖C.
Both ⫝Eand ⫝/Eare stationary independence relations in T .
Now let L′ = {E,P}, where P is a unary predicate, and let T ′ be the theory of
the Fraïssé limit of the class of finite graphs with a predicate P naming a clique.
T ′ extends T and has quantifier elimination, and aclL′(A) = A for all sets A.
Then ⫝E has full existence in T ′. Indeed, for any A, B, and C, let p(x) =
tpL′(A/C), where x = (xa)a∈A is a tuple of variables enumerating A. The type
p(x) ∪ {xaEb ∣ a ∈ A ∖C and b ∈ B ∖C} is consistent, and for any realization A∗ of
this type, we have A∗ ⫝EC B in M.
On the other hand, let a and b be any two elements of M′ satisfying P . Then
for any realization a∗ of tpL′(a/∅), we have P (a∗), so a∗Eb, and a∗ ⫝̸/E∅ b in M. So
⫝/Edoes not have full existence in T ′.
The remainder of this subsection is devoted to the proof that when T is stable
with weak elimination of imaginaries, the stationary independence relation ⫝f in
T always has full existence in T ′. We first recall some definitions. T has stable
forking if whenever a complete type p(x) over B forks over A ⊆ B, then there is
a stable formula δ(x, y) such that δ(x, b) ∈ p(x) and δ(x, b) forks over A. Every
theory with stable forking is simple; the converse is the Stable Forking Conjecture,
which remains open (see [KP00]).
We recall a few variations on the notion of elimination of imaginaries (see [CF04]).
(1) T has elimination of imaginaries if every a ∈Meq is interdefinable with
some b ∈M, i.e., a ∈ dcleq(b) and b ∈ dcleq(a).
(2) T has weak elimination of imaginaries if for every a ∈ Meq there is
some b ∈M such that a ∈ dcleq(b) and b ∈ acleq(a).
(3) T has geometric elimination of imaginaries if every a ∈ Meq is inter-
algebraic with some b ∈M, i.e., a ∈ acleq(b) and b ∈ acleq(a).
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Let δ(x, y) be a formula. An instance of δ is a formula δ(x, b) with b ∈ My,
and a δ-formula is a Boolean combination of instances of δ. A global δ-type is
a maximal consistent set of δ-formulas with parameters from M . We denote by
Sδ(M) the Stone space of global δ-types.
The following lemma is a well-known fact about the existence of weak canonical
bases for δ-types when δ(x, y) is stable.
Lemma 2.20. Suppose T has geometric elimination of imaginaries, and δ(x, y) is
a stable formula. For any q(x) ∈ Sδ(M), there exists a tuple d such that:
(1) q(x) has finite orbit under automorphisms of M fixing d.
(2) d has finite orbit under automorphisms of M fixing q(x).
(3) q(x) does not divide over d.
If T has weak elimination of imaginaries, we can arrange that d is fixed by au-
tomorphisms of M fixing q(x). And if T has elimination of imaginaries, we can
further arrange that q(x) is fixed by automorphisms of M fixing d.
Proof. Let e ∈ Meq be the canonical base for q(x). Then q(x) is fixed by all
automorphisms fixing e, e is fixed by all automorphisms fixing q(x), and q(x) does
not divide over e. By geometric elimination of imaginaries, e is interalgebraic with
a real tuple d, and (1), (2), and (3) follow immediately. The cases when T has
elimination of imaginaries or weak elimination of imaginaries are similar. 
The following lemma is essentially the same idea as [PT97, Lemma 3], which itself
makes use of key ideas from [HP94, Lemmas 5.5 and 5.8].
Lemma 2.21. Suppose T has stable forking and geometric elimination of imagi-
naries. Then ⫝f in T has full existence in T ′.
Proof. Suppose towards a contradiction that there exist sets A, B, and C in M′
such that C = aclL′(C), and for any A∗ with tpL′(A∗/C) = tpL′(A/C), A∗ ⫝̸fC B
in M. We may assume C ⊆ B. Let p(x) = tpL′(A/C). Since T has stable forking,
the fact that tpL(A∗/B) forks over C is always witnessed by a stable L-formula.
So the partial type
p(x) ∪ {¬δ(x, b) ∣ δ(x, y) ∈ L is stable, and δ(x, b) forks over C in M}
is not satisfiable in M′. By saturation and compactness, we may assume that A
is finite and x is a finite tuple of variables. And as stable formulas and forking
formulas are closed under disjunctions, there is an L′(C)-formula ϕ(x) ∈ p(x), a
stable L-formula δ(x, y), and b ∈M y such that δ(x, b) forks over C, and
M
′ ⊧ ∀x (ϕ(x) → δ(x, b)).
Since forking and dividing agree in simple theories [Cas11, Prop. 5.17], δ(x, b)
divides over C.
Let [ϕ] be the set of all δ-types in Sδ(M) which are consistent with ϕ(x). This
is a closed set in Sδ(M): it consists of all global δ-types r(x) such that χ(x) ∈ r(x)
whenever χ(x) is a δ-formula and ϕ(M′) ⊆ χ(M′). In particular, if r(x) ∈ [ϕ],
then δ(x, b) ∈ r(x). Since δ is stable, [ϕ] contains finitely many points of maximal
Cantor-Bendixson rank. Let q(x) be such a point.
Let d be the weak canonical base for q(x) obtained in Lemma 2.20. Since [ϕ] is
fixed setwise by any L′-automorphism fixing C, q(x) has finitely many conjugates
under such automorphisms. It follows that d too has finitely many conjugates, so
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d ∈ C, as C is algebraically closed in M′. But then q(x) does not divide over C,
contradicting the fact that δ(x, b) ∈ q(x). 
Remark 2.22. The following counterexample shows the assumptions of geometric
elimination of imaginaries in T and C = acl(C) inM′ (not just inM) in Lemma 2.21
are necessary. Let T be the theory of an equivalence relation with infinitely many
infinite classes. Let T ′ be the expansion of this theory by a single unary predicate
P naming one of the classes. Let a and b be two elements of the class named by
P in M′, and let C = ∅ (which is algebraically closed in M and M′). For any
a∗ such that tpL′(a∗/∅) = tpL′(a/∅), we have a∗Eb, and xEb forks over ∅ in M.
To fix this, we move to Meq, so we have another sort containing names for all the
E-classes. Note that acleq(∅) in M still doesn’t contain any of these names. But
acleq(∅) in M′ contains the name for the class named by P , since it is fixed by
L′-automorphisms. And we recover the lemma, since xEb does not fork over the
name for the E-class of b.
Remark 2.23. It is also possible for Lemma 2.21 to fail when there are unstable
forking formulas. Let T be be the theory of (Q,<) and T ′ be the expansion of T
by a unary predicate P defining an open interval (p, p′), where p < p′ are irrational
reals. Let b1 < a < b2 be elements of M′ such that a ∈ P and b1, b2 ∉ P . Let C = ∅
(which is algebraically closed in M′). Then for any realization a∗ of tpL′(a/∅), we
have a∗ ⫝̸f∅ b1b2 in M, witnessed by the formula b1 < x < b2.
Remark 2.24. It is not possible to strengthen the conclusion of Lemma 2.21 to
the following: For all small sets A, B, and C, such that C = aclL′(C), and for any
A′′ such that tpL(A′′/C) = tpL(A/C) and A′′ ⫝fC B in M, there exists A′ with
tpL′(A′/C) = tpL′(A/C) and tpL(A′/BC) = tpL(A′′/BC).
That is, while it is possible to find a realization A′ of tpL′(A/C) such that
tpL(A′/BC) is a nonforking extension of tpL(A/C), it is not possible in general to
obtain an arbitrary nonforking extension of tpL(A/C) in this way.
For a counterexample, consider the theories T and T ′ from Example 2.19 above.
T has stable forking and geometric elimination of imaginaries. Let a and b be
elements of the clique defined by P in M′, and let C = ∅ (which is algebraically
closed in M′). Let a′′ be any element such that M′ ⊧ ¬a′′Eb, and note that
a′′ ⫝f∅ b and tpL(a′′/∅) = tpL(a/∅) (there is only one 1-type over the empty set
with respect to T ). But for any a′ with tpL′(a′/∅) = tpL′(a/∅), M′ ⊧ P (a′), so
a′Eb, and tpL(a′/b) ≠ tpL(a′′/b).
We have seen that the hypotheses of stable forking (and hence simplicity) and
geometric elimination of imaginaries in T are sufficient to ensure that ⫝f has full
existence in T ′, with no further assumptions on T ′. But we would also like ⫝f to
be a stationary independence relation in T .
In a simple theory T , ⫝f satisfies stationarity over acleq-closed sets if and only if T
is stable [Cas11, Ch. 11]. And a stable theory has weak elimination of imaginaries
if and only if it has geometric elimination of imaginaries and ⫝f satisfies stationarity
over acl-closed sets [CF04, Prop. 3.2 and 3.4]. So stability with weak elimination
of imaginaries is the natural hypothesis on T in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.25. If T is stable with weak elimination of imaginaries, then ⫝f is
a stationary independence relation in T which has full existence in T ′.
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3. Interpolative structures and interpolative fusions
Throughout this section, let L∩ be a language and let (Li)i∈I be a nonempty family
of languages, all with the same set S of sorts, such that Li ∩Lj = L∩ for all distinct
i, j ∈ I. Let Ti be a (possibly incomplete) Li-theory for each i ∈ I, and assume that
each Ti has the same set T∩ of L∩-consequences. This assumption is quite mild:
given an arbitrary family of Li-theories (Ti)i∈I , we can extend each Ti with the set
of all L∩-consequences of ⋃i∈I Ti. Set
L∪ =⋃
i∈I
Li and T∪ =⋃
i∈I
Ti,
and assume that T∪ is consistent. Alternatively, we could assume that T∩ is con-
sistent, as these two assumptions are equivalent by Corollary 3.3 below and the
assumption that the theories Ti have the same set of T∩-consequences.
Let M∪ be an L∪-structure. Suppose J ⊆ I is finite and Xi ⊆ Mx is Mi-definable
for all i ∈ J . Then (Xi)i∈J is separated if there is a family (X i)i∈J of M∩-definable
subsets of Mx such that
Xi ⊆X i for all i ∈ J,and ⋂
i∈J
X i = ∅.
We say M∪ is interpolative if for all families (Xi)i∈J such that J ⊆ I is finite and
Xi ⊆Mx is Mi-definable for all i ∈ J , (Xi)i∈J is separated if and only if ⋂i∈J Xi ≠ ∅.
Note that this generalizes the setting in the introduction.
When the class of interpolative T∪-models is elementary, we denote the theory of
this class by T ∗∪ and call it the interpolative fusion of (Ti)i∈I over T∩. In this
case, we say that “T ∗∪ exists”.
Remark 3.1. The notion of interpolative structure is rather robust. If we change
languages in a way that does not change the class of definable sets (with parame-
ters), then the class of interpolative L∪-structures is not affected. In particular:
(1) An interpolative structure M∪ remains so after adding new constant sym-
bols naming elements of M to all the languages L◻ for ◻ ∈ I ∪ {∪,∩}.
(2) Suppose L♢◻ is a definitional expansion of L◻ for ◻ ∈ I∪{∩}, L♢i ∩L♢j = L♢∩ for
distinct i and j in I, and L♢∪ = ⋃i∈I L♢i is the resulting definitional expansion
of L∪. Then any L∪-structure M∪ has a canonical expansion M
♢
∪ to an L
♢
∪-
structure. And M∪ is an interpolative L∪-structure if and only if M
♢
∪ is an
interpolative L♢∪-structure.
(3) An interpolativeM∪-structure remains so after replacing each function sym-
bol f in each of the languages L◻ for ◻ ∈ I ∪ {∪,∩} by a relation symbol
Rf , interpreted as the graph of the interpretation of f in M∪.
(4) Suppose M∪ is an L∪-structure. Moving to M
eq
∩ involves the introduction
of new sorts and function symbols for quotients by L∩-definable equivalence
relations on M . For all ◻ ∈ I ∪ {∪,∩}, let L∩−eq◻ be the language obtained
by adding these new sorts and function symbols to L◻ (note that we do
not add quotients by Li-definable equivalence relations), and let M
∩−eq
◻ be
the natural expansion of M◻ to L
∩−eq
◻ . Then M∪ is interpolative if and
only if M∩−eq∪ is interpolative. This follows from the fact that if X◻ is an
M
∩−eq
◻ -definable set in one of the new sorts, corresponding to the quotient
of Mx by an L∩-definable equivalence relation, then the preimage of X◻
under the quotient is M◻-definable.
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The name “interpolative fusion” is inspired by a connection to the classical Craig
interpolation theorem, which we recall now (see, for example, [Hod93, Theorem
6.6.3]). It is well-known that in the context of first-order logic, the Craig interpo-
lation theorem is equivalent to Robinson’s joint consistency theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose L1 and L2 are first order languages with intersection L∩
and ϕi is an Li-sentence for i ∈ {1,2}. If ⊧ (ϕ1 → ϕ2) then there is an L∩-sentence
ψ such that ⊧ (ϕ1 → ψ) and ⊧ (ψ → ϕ2). Equivalently: {ϕ1, ϕ2} is inconsistent if
and only if there is an L∩-sentence ψ such that ⊧ (ϕ1 → ψ) and ⊧ (ϕ2 → ¬ψ).
We make extensive use of the following easy generalization of Theorem 3.2.
Corollary 3.3. For each i ∈ I, let Σi(x) be a set of Li-formulas. If ⋃i∈I Σi(x) is
inconsistent, then there is a finite subset J ⊆ I and an L∩-formula ϕi(x) for each
i ∈ J such that:
Σi(x) ⊧ ϕi(x) for all i ∈ J,and {ϕi(x) ∣ i ∈ J} is inconsistent.
Proof. Using the standard trick of introducing a new constant for each free vari-
able, we reduce to the case when x is the empty tuple of variables. We may also
assume that the sets Σi are closed under conjunction. By compactness, if ⋃i∈I Σi
is inconsistent, then there is a nonempty finite subset J ⊆ I and a formula ϕi ∈ Σi
for all i ∈ J such that {ϕi ∣ i ∈ J} is inconsistent.
We argue by induction on the size of J . For the sake of notational simplicity,
we suppose J = {1, . . . , n}. If n = 1, then we choose ϕ1 to be the contradictory
L∩-formula . Suppose n ≥ 2. Then (ϕ1∧ . . .∧ϕn−1) is an (L1∪ . . .∪Ln−1)-sentence
and the set
{(ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕn−1), ϕn} is inconsistent.
Applying Theorem 3.2, we get a sentence ψ in Ln ∩ (L1 ∪ . . . ∪Ln) = L∩ such that
⊧ (ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ϕn−1) → ψ and ⊧ ϕn → ¬ψ.
Then {ϕi∧¬ψ ∣ i ≤ n−1} is inconsistent and ϕi∧¬ψ is an Li-sentence for 1 ≤ i ≤ n−1.
Applying induction, we choose for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 an L-sentence θi such that
⊧ (ϕi ∧ ¬ψ) → θi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1,and ⊧ ¬(θ1 ∧ . . . ∧ θn−1).
Finally, set ϕi to be (ψ ∨ θi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and ϕn to be ¬ψ. It is easy to check
that all the desired conditions are satisfied. 
The following consistency condition for types follows immediately from Corol-
lary 3.3. This is the generalization to our context of Robinson’s joint consistency
theorem.
Corollary 3.4. Let p(x) be a complete L∩-type, and for all i ∈ I, let pi(x) be a
complete Li-type such that p(x) ⊆ pi(x). Then ⋃i∈I pi(x) is consistent.
The following lemma says that any family of definable sets which is not separated
has “potentially” nonempty intersection.
Lemma 3.5. Let M∪ be an L∪-structure, and suppose J ⊆ I is finite and Xi ⊆Mx
is Mi-definable for all i ∈ J . The family (Xi)i∈J is separated if and only if for every
L∪-structure N∪ such that Mi ≼ Ni for all i ∈ I, ⋂i∈J Xi(N∪) = ∅.
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Proof. Suppose (Xi)i∈J is separated. Then there areM∩-definable X1, . . . ,Xn such
that Xi ⊆ X i for all i ∈ J and ⋂i∈J Xn = ∅. Suppose N∪ is a T∪-model satisfying
Mi ≼ Ni for all i ∈ I. Then Xi(N∪) ⊆X i(N∪) for all i ∈ J and ⋂i∈J X i(N∪) = ∅, so
also ⋂i∈J Xi(N∪) = ∅.
Conversely, suppose that for every L∪-structure N∪ such that Mi ≼ Ni for all
i ∈ I, ⋂i∈J Xi(N∪) = ∅. For each i ∈ J , let ϕi(x, b) be an Li(M)-formula defining
Xi. Then the partial type
⋃
i∈I
Ediag(Mi) ∪⋃
i∈J
ϕi(x, b) is inconsistent.
By compactness, there is a finite subset J ′ ⊆ I with J ⊆ J ′, a finite tuple c ∈ My
and a formula ψi(b, c) ∈ Ediag(Mi) for each i ∈ J ′ such that
{ψi(b, c) ∣ i ∈ J ′} ∪ {ϕi(x, b) ∣ i ∈ J} is inconsistent.
Let ϕi be the true formula ⊺ when i ∈ J ′∖J , and define ϕ′i(x, y, z) = ϕi(x, y)∧ψi(y, z)
for all i ∈ J ′. Note that since Mi ⊧ ψi(b, c),
ϕi(M∪, b) = ϕ′i(M∪, b, c).
Applying Corollary 3.3, we obtain an an inconsistent family {θi(x, y, z) ∣ i ∈ J ′} of
L∩-formulas such that ⊧ ϕ′i(x, y, z)→ θi(x, y, z) for each i ∈ J ′. It follows that
ϕi(M∪, b, c) ⊆ θi(M∪, b, c) for all i ∈ J ′, and ⋂
i∈J ′
θi(M∪, b, c) = ∅.
But since ϕi(M∪, b, c) = Mx when i ∈ J ′ ∖ J , and also θi(M∪, b, c) = Mx when
i ∈ J ′∖J . So already ⋂i∈J θi(M∪, b, c) = ∅, and the family (θi(M∪, b, c))i∈J separates(Xi)i∈J . 
We now show that interpolative models of T∪ can be thought of as “relatively
existentially closed” models of T∪, and the interpolative fusion T
∗
∪ can be thought
of as the “relative model companion” of T∪.
Theorem 3.6. Suppose M∪ is a model of T∪.
(1) M∪ is interpolative if and only if for all N∪ such that Mi ≼ Ni for all i ∈ I,
N∪ ⊧ ∃xϕ∪(x) implies M∪ ⊧ ∃xϕ∪(x)
whenever ϕ∪(x) is a Boolean combination of Li-formulas with parameters
from M .
(2) There exists an interpolative L∪-structure N∪ such that M∪ ⊆ N∪, and Mi ≼
Ni for all i ∈ I.
(3) If T ∗∪ exists, M∪ ⊧ T
∗
∪ , N∪ ⊧ T
∗
∪ , and Mi ≼ Ni for all i ∈ I, then M ≼ N.
Proof. Part (1) is a restatement of Lemma 3.5. Part (2) can be proven by an ele-
mentary chain argument, similar to the proof of Fact 2.8(1), by iteratively applying
Lemma 3.5 to add solutions to families of definable sets which are not separated.
We now prove part (3), assuming T ∗∪ exists. By Morleyizing each Ti, and re-
placing each function symbol with its graph, we can arrange for each i ∈ I that Ti
admits quantifier elimination and Li only contains relation symbols, without chang-
ing the class of interpolative structures or the relation of elementary substructure
(see [Hod93, Theorem 2.6.5] and Remark 3.1, and see Section 6.4 below for a more
careful treatment of Morleyization). Then, since each Ti is model-complete, when-
ever M∪ ⊆ N∪ are both models of T∪, we have
Mi ≼ Ni for all i ∈ I.
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And since there are no function symbols in L∪, every quantifier-free L∪-formula is
logically equivalent to a Boolean combination of Li-formulas. So it follows from
(1) that M∪ is interpolative if and only if it is existentially closed in the class of
T∪-models. By Facts 2.6 and 2.7, each Ti has an axiomatization by ∀∃-sentences, so
T∪ does too. Hence T∪ is inductive and Fact 2.8 applies: T
∗
∪ is the model companion
of T∪. The desired conclusion then follows from model-completeness of T
∗
∪ . 
The proof of Theorem 3.6 shows that if Ti admits quantifier eliminations and Li
only contains relation symbols for each i ∈ I, then the interpolative models of T∪
are just its existentially closed models of T∪ and the interpolative fusion of T∪ is
just its model companion. This is also true in a slightly more general situation.
Remark 3.7. Any flat literal L∪-formula (see Section 2.1) is an Li-formula for
some i ∈ I. This trivial observation has two important consequences:
(1) If ϕ(x) is a flat L∪-formula, then there is some finite J ⊆ I and a flat
Li-formula ϕi(x) for all i ∈ J such that ϕ(x) is logically equivalent to
⋀i∈J ϕi(x).
(2) If A∪ is an L∪-structure, then fdiag(A∪) = ⋃i∈I fdiagLi(Ai).
Theorem 3.8. Suppose each Ti is model-complete. Then M∪ ⊧ T∪ is interpolative
if and only if it is existentially closed in the class of T∪-models. Hence, T
∗
∪ is
precisely the model companion of T∪, if either of these exists.
Proof. We prove the first statement. Let M ⊧ T∪ be existentially closed. Suppose
J ⊆ I is finite and ϕi(x) is an Li(M)-formula for each i ∈ J such that (ϕi(M))i∈J
is not separated. We may assume each ϕi(x) is existential as Ti is model-complete.
Lemma 3.5 gives a T∪-model N extending M such that N ⊧ ∃x ⋀i∈J ϕi(x). As M is
existentially closed and each ϕi is existential, we have M ⊧ ∃x ⋀i∈J ϕi(x). Thus M
is interpolative.
Now suppose M ⊧ T∪ is interpolative. Suppose ψ(x) is a quantifier-free L∪(M)-
formula and N is a T∪-model extending M such that N ⊧ ∃xψ(x). Applying
Corollary 2.3, ψ(x) is logically equivalent to a finite disjunction of E♭-formulas
⋁nk=1 ∃yk ψk(x, yk). Then for some k, N ⊧ ∃x∃yk ψk(x, yk). By Remark 3.7,
the flat L∪(M)-formula ψk(x, yk) is equivalent to a conjunction ⋀i∈J ϕi(x, yk)
where J ⊆ I is finite and ϕi(x, yk) is a flat Li(M)-formula for each i ∈ J . So
N ⊧ ∃x∃yk ⋀i∈J ϕi(x, yk). As each Ti is model-complete, we have Mi ≼ Ni for
all i ∈ I. By Lemma 3.5, the sets defined by ϕi(x, yk) are not separated, and
since M is interpolative, M ⊧ ∃x∃yk ⋀i∈J ϕi(x, yk). So M ⊧ ∃x∃ykψk(x, yk), and
M ⊧ ∃xψ(x).
By Facts 2.6 and 2.7, each Ti has an axiomatization by ∀∃-sentences, so T∪ does
too. Hence T∪ is inductive and Fact 2.8 applies. The second statement then follows
from the first statement. 
4. Examples
In this section, we continue to adopt the notational conventions of Section 3. We
show that several theories previously studied in the literature are interpolative
fusions or bi-interpretable with interpolative fusions. This can be explained by two
phenomena:
(1) Model theorists often study model companions of theories of interest.
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(2) Many natural theories are either equal to or bi-intepretable with a union
of two or more simpler theories.
If a theory T is a union of model-complete theories, then Theorem 3.8 identifies
the model companion of T with the interpolative fusion of these theories. It turns
out that the context of interpolative fusions includes a wider breadth of examples
than one might initially expect, since Corollary 2.18 implies that if T is merely
existentially bi-interpretable with a union of model-complete theories, then the
model companion of T is existentially bi-interpretable with the interpolative fusion
of these theories.
The general theory of interpolative fusions developed in Sections 5 and 6 will allow
us to recover many known results about these examples.
4.1. Disjoint unions of theories. In this subsection we assume L∩ = ∅, so the
languages Li are pairwise disjoint. Note that equality is a primitive logical symbol,
so T∩ is the theory of a (usually infinite) set with equality. The following result is
proven in Winkler’s thesis [Win75].
Theorem 4.1. Suppose each Ti is model-complete and eliminates ∃
∞. Then T∪
has a model companion.
By Theorem 3.8, the model companion in this case is precisely T ∗∪ . So Theorem 4.1
provides us with the simplest class of interpolative fusions. Since we can Morleyize
each theory Ti without changing the class of interpolative models (see Remark 3.1),
we can do without the assumption of model-completeness.
Corollary 4.2. Suppose Ti eliminates ∃
∞. Then T ∗∪ exists.
A special case is the expansion by a generic unary predicate defined in [CP98] and
[DMS13]. This deserves special mention as it often serves as a good toy example.
Suppose L is a one-sorted language, M is an infinite L-structure, and P is a unary
predicate on M which is not in L. An M-definable set X ⊆Mn is said to be large
if there is a tuple (a1, . . . , an) ∈X(M) such that
ai ∉M for all i and ai ≠ aj for all i ≠ j.
The predicate P is generic if and only if the following holds: For every large M-
definable X ⊆Mn and every S ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, there exists (a1, . . . , an) ∈ X such that
for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n,
ak ∈ P if and only if k ∈ S.
Equivalently, every large M-definable subset of Mn intersects every subset of the
form S1 × . . . × Sn where Si ∈ {P,M ∖P} for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Let Lu = L ∪ {P}. Let T be an L-theory with no finite models, and let Tu be T
viewed as an Lu-theory, so that the models of Tu are the Lu-structures (M;P ),
where M ⊧ T and P is an arbitrary predicate on M. The following is shown in
[CP98].
Theorem 4.3. Suppose T is model-complete and eliminates ∃∞. Then Tu has a
model companion T ∗u . Moreover, the models of T
∗
u are precisely the Lu-structures(M;P ), where M ⊧ T and P is a generic predicate on M.
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We can realize T ∗u as an interpolative fusion of two theories in disjoint languages as
follows. Let I = {1,2}, L1 = L, and L2 = {P}. Then we have L∩ = ∅ and L∪ = Lu.
Let T1 = T , and let T2 be the L2-theory such that (M ;P ) ⊧ T2 if and only if P ⊆M
is both infinite and coinfinite. It is easy to see that T1 and T2 have a common
set of L∩-consequences T∩, which is simply the theory of infinite sets. The theory
T∪ properly extends Tu, and every model of Tu can be embedded into a model of
T∪, so T
∗
u is also the model companion of T∪. The theory T1 is model-complete by
assumption, and it is also easy to check that T2 is model-complete. So T
∗
∪ = T ∗u by
Theorem 3.8.
By Morleyization, we get the following restatement of Theorem 4.3 in our context,
without assuming model-completeness.
Corollary 4.4. Suppose T1 is an L1-theory which eliminates ∃
∞, and T2 is the
theory of an infinite and coinfinite predicate in the language L2 = {P}. Then T ∗∪
exists. Moreover, the models of T ∗∪ are precisely the L∪-structures (M;P ), where
M ⊧ T and P is a generic predicate on M.
4.2. Fields with multiple independent valuations. The theory of algebraically
closed fields with multiple independent valuations studied in [vdD89, Joh16] is an
interpolative fusion of copies of the theory ACVF of algebraically closed valued
fields. This is one instance of a large class of examples coming from expansions of
algebraically closed fields by extra structure (e.g. valuations, derivations, automor-
phisms, etc.) in multiple independent ways.
A valuation v on a field K is trivial if the v-topology on K is discrete, equivalently
if every element of K lies in the valuation ring of v. In this subsection all valuations
are non-trivial. Two valuations are independent if they induce distinct topologies.
Suppose K is a field and (vi)i∈I is a family of valuations on K. For i ∈ I, let Ri
be the valuation ring {a ∈ K ∶ vi(a) ≥ 0} of vi. Note that vi can be recovered from
its valuation ring Ri. We view K as a structure in a language consisting of the
language of rings together with a unary predicate naming Ri for each i ∈ I. We set
this to be our L∪. Then L∩ is the language of rings, and Li = L∩ ∪ {Ri} for each
i ∈ I. Note that the only difference between Li and Lj when i ≠ j is the name of
the relation symbol.
Let each Ti be the Li-theory of algebraically closed valued fields, and let T∩ be
the common set of L∩-consequences of Ti for i ∈ I. By well-known results about
algebraically closed valued fields (often treated in slightly different languages), each
Ti is model-complete; see for example [HHM06, Theorem 2.1.1]. Hence, T
∗
∪ is the
model companion of T∪ if either of these exist by Theorem 3.8.
The following Theorem 4.5 can be found in [Joh16]. The first statement is a special
case of [vdD, 3.1.6], so this was known earlier.
Theorem 4.5. T∪ has a model companion T
∗
∪ . Moreover, (K; (Ri)i∈I) is a model
of T ∗∪ if and only if (K; (Ri)i∈I) ⊧ T∪ and the valuations (vi)i∈I are pairwise inde-
pendent.
Let T −i be the Li-theory of valued fields for i ∈ I, and let T −∪ = ⋃i∈I T −i . As every
valuation on a field can be extended to a valuation on its algebraic closure, every
model of T −∪ can be embedded into a model of T∪. So T
∗
∪ is also the model companion
of T −∪ .
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4.3. The group of integers with p-adic valuations. In a similar spirit, we can
consider the additive group of integers (Z; 0,+,−) equipped with multiple p-adic
valuations, as studied in [Ad17].
Let I be the set of primes. We let vp be the p-adic valuation on Z for p ∈ I, and
declare k ≼p l if vp(k) ≤ vp(l). Note that vp can be recovered from ≼p. We view Z
as a structure in a language extending the language of additive groups by a binary
relation ≼p for each prime p. This is our L∪. Then we set L∩ to be the language of
additive groups and Lp = L∩ ∪ {≼p} for each p ∈ I.
For p in I, set Tp = Th(Z; 0,+,−,≼p). Then the theories Tp with p ∈ I have a
common set of L∩-consequences, which is simply Th(Z; 0,+,−). The theory Tp is
model-complete. This was proven independently by Guingnot [Gui16] and Mariaule
[Mar17], but it can also be deduced from a more general result in [Ad17]. By
Theorem 3.8, T ∗∪ is the model companion of T∪, if either of these exists. The
following was shown in [Ad17].
Theorem 4.6. T∪ is model-complete, and so T∪ = T ∗∪ .
This naturally raises the following question.
Question 4.7. When is a union of model-complete theories model-complete? In
other words, under what conditions on the theories Ti is every model of T∪ inter-
polative?
See Example 6.6 below for another example of this phenomenon.
4.4. Fields with multiplicative circular orders. The next example was consid-
ered by the second author in [Tra17], and the original motivation for developing a
general theory of interpolative fusions came from the idea of unifying this example
with the examples in Section 4.2. This example illustrates that interpolative fusions
can arise naturally in contexts often described as “pseudo-random” in mathematics.
Here, the pseudo-randomness comes from number-theoretic results on character
sums over finite fields.
A circular order on an abelian group G is a ternary relation ◁ on G which is
invariant under the group operation and satisfies the following for all a, b, c ∈ G:
(1) If ◁(a, b, c), then ◁(b, c, a).
(2) If ◁(a, b, c), then not ◁(c, b, a).
(3) If ◁(a, b, c) and ◁(a, c, d), then ◁(a, b, d).
(4) If a, b, c are distinct, then either ◁(a, b, c) or ◁(c, b, a).
An example to keep in mind is the multiplicative group T of complex numbers
with norm 1, thought of as the unit circle in the complex plane, together with the
circular order ◁+ of positive orientation.
Amultiplicative circular order on a field F is a circular order on the multiplica-
tive group F ×, viewed as a ternary relation on F . Let ACFO− be the theory whose
models are (F ;◁), where F is an algebraically closed field (viewed as a structure in
the language of rings), and ◁ is multiplicative circular order on F . The following
result is essentially shown in [Tra17].
Theorem 4.8. ACFO− has a model companion ACFO. Moreover, if Fp is the
field-theoretic algebraic closure of the prime field of characteristic p > 0, and ◁ is
any multiplicative circular order on Fp, then (Fp;◁) is a model of ACFO.
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It can be shown that for any multiplicative circular order ◁ on Fp, there is an
injective group homomorphism χ ∶ F
×
p → T such that ◁ is the preimage of ◁
+, i.e.,
◁(a, b, c) if and only if ◁+ (χ(a), χ(b), χ(c)) for a, b, c ∈ F×p .
The proof of the second statement of Theorem 4.8 in [Tra17] proceeds by exploiting
this connection and results on character sums over finite fields mentioned earlier.
We next explain how to realize ACFO as an interpolative fusion. Let L∪ ={+,−,×,0,1,◁} be the language of ACFO. Let L1 = {+,−,×,0,1} be the language
of rings, and let L2 = {×,0,1,◁}. Then L∩ = L1 ∩L2 = {×,0,1}.
Let T1 be ACF, and let T2 be the L2-consequences of ACFO. Then ACFO
− ⊆ T∪ and
T∪ ⊆ ACFO, and so ACFO is the model companion of T∪. Each completion of the
theory T2 is model complete, and T1 and T2 have the same set of L∩-consequences;
see [Tra17] for the details. Thus T ∗∪ = ACFO.
In fact, the proof of the existence of the model companion ACFO in [Tra17] pro-
ceeded by developing a notion of interpolative model of ACFO− (called “generic”
in [Tra17]) and concluding that the interpolative fusion (the theory ACFO of the
“generic” models) is the model companion of ACFO−. So the story here is told
backward.
We end with a few remarks.
Remark 4.9. The reader might wonder why we do not consider fields with additive
cyclic orders. An infinite field of characteristic p > 0 does not admit an additive
circular order, because every element is p-torsion. In characteristic 0, the theory
of algebraically closed fields with an additive circular order is consistent, but we
believe that it does not have a model companion.
We also expect that some aspects of the results above still hold if we replace
the role of the theory of algebraically closed fields with the theory of pseudo-finite
fields. Note that in this case T ∗∪ is not model-complete in its natural language, as
the theory of pseudo-finite fields is not model-complete in the language of rings.
Hence, this would be a natural example of an interpolative fusion which is not a
model companion.
4.5. Skolemizations. In this subsection, we treat another construction from Win-
kler’s thesis [Win75]. Let L be a one-sorted language, and let T be an L-theory
with only infinite models. Suppose ϕ(x, y) is an L-formula, where y is a single
variable and x is a tuple of variables of length n > 0, such that
T ⊧ ∀x∃≥ky ϕ(x, y) for all k.
Let L+ = L ∪ {f}, where f is a new n-ary function symbol, and let
T+ = T ∪ {∀xϕ(x, f(x))}.
Then T+ is the “ϕ-Skolemization” of T . Theorem 4.10 was shown in [Win75].
Theorem 4.10. If T is model-complete and eliminates ∃∞, then T+ has a model
companion T ∗+ , the generic ϕ-Skolemization of T .
We will show that T+ is existentially bi-interpretable with a union of two theories,
one of which is is existentially bi-interpretable with T , and the other of which is
interpretable in the theory of an infinite set. This will imply, by Corollary 2.18, that
T ∗+ is existentially bi-interpretable with the interpolative fusion of these theories.
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Suppose (M, f) ⊧ T+. Let E ⊆Mn+1 be ϕ(M), let px ∶ E →Mn and py ∶ E →M be
the projection on the first n coordinates and the last coordinate, respectively, and
let g ∶ Mn → E be the function a ↦ (a, f(a)). Note that px is an infinite-to-one
surjection onto Mn, and g is a section of px. We consider (M,E;px, py, g) as a
structure in a two-sorted language consisting of a copy of L for M, together with
function symbols px, py, and g. Let this be L∪, let L1 be the sublanguage of L∪
without g, and let L2 be the sublanguage of L∪ containing only px and g (without
py and the copy of L). Then L∩ contains only px.
Let T1 be the L1-theory whose models are (M,E;px, py) such that M ⊧ T , and
e ↦ (px(e), py(e)) is a bijection from E to ϕ(M). It is easy to see that T1 is
existentially bi-interpretable with T . Let T2 be the L2-theory whose models are(M,E;px, g) such that M and E are infinite sets, px is an infinite-to-one surjection
E →Mn, and g is a section of px. This theory T2 is interpretable in the theory of an
infinite setM : let E =Mn+1, let px be the projection on the first n coordinates, and
define g(a0, . . . , an−1) = (a0, . . . , an−1, a0). Then T∩ is the L∩-theory whose models
are (M,E;px) where M and E are infinite and px is an infinite-to-one surjection
E →Mn.
Now T∪ is the theory whose models are (M,E;px, py, g), where M ⊧ T , e ↦(px(e), py(e)) is a bijection from E to ϕ(M), and g∶Mn → E is a section of px. We
have seen above how to obtain such a structure from a model of T+. And conversely,
given a model of T∪, we can recover the Skolem function f as py ○g. So the following
theorem follows easily, by Corollary 2.18.
Theorem 4.11. T+ is existentially bi-interpretable with T∪. Hence, T+ has a model
companion T ∗+ if and only if T∪ has a model companion T
∗
∪ . Moreover, T
∗
+ and T
∗
∪
are existentially bi-interpretable whenever they both exist.
In [Win75], Winkler handles the case of simultaneously adding Skolem functions
for an arbitrary family of formulas, and he does not impose the restriction that
every set defined by an instance of the formula ϕ is infinite. It is possible to adjust
our construction to handle this more general context, but the technical difficulties
would obscure the main point of the example.
Remark 4.12. In the notation above, if ϕ is ⊺, then T+ is the theory of models of T
expanded by an arbitrary new n-ary function f , and T ∗+ is the “generic expansion”
of T by f . In the special case that T is the theory of an infinite set, T+ is the
theory Tn of a “random n-ary function”. It follows from the discussion above that
Tn is existentially bi-interpretable with a union of two theories, each of which is
interpretable in the theory of an infinite set. In [KR18], Ramsey and the first author
showed that Tn is NSOP1 (but not simple when n ≥ 2), and more generally that
if T is NSOP1, then any generic Skolemization of T or generic expansion of T by
new function symbols is NSOP1. We will show how to recover these results from
general results about interpolative fusions in the next paper [KTW].
4.6. Graphs. We now illustrate how to obtain “random n-ary relations” in the
context of interpolative fusions (compare with the “random n-ary functions” in
Remark 4.12 above). In particular, we show that the theory of the random graph
is existentially bi-interpretable with an interpolative fusion of two model-complete
theories, each of which is interpretable in the theory of an infinite set.
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Let L be the language of graphs and T be the the theory of (undirected, loopless)
infinite graphs with infinitely many edges. Suppose (V ;E) ⊧ T . Let SV be the
quotient {(v1, v2) ∈ V 2 ∶ v1 ≠ v2}/ ∼ where the equivalence relation ∼ is defined by
(v1, v2) ∼ (v′1, v′2) if and only if {v1, v2} = {v′1, v′2}.
Let piV ∶ {(v1, v2) ∈ V 2 ∶ v1 ≠ v2} → SV be the quotient map seen as a relation on
V 2 × SV , and let EV be the image of E under piV , seen as a relation on SV . One
can observe that the two-sorted structure (V,SV ;piV ,EV ) is essentially equivalent to(V ;E). Indeed, for distinct v1 and v2 in V , (v1, v2) is in E if and only if piV (v1, v2)
is in EV . On the other hand, (V,SV ;piV ,EV ) can be seen as built up from the two
components (V,SV ;piV ) and (V,SV ;EV ) agreeing on the common part (V,SV ).
The observations in the preceding paragraph translate into model-theoretic lan-
guage. Let (V,SV ;piV ,EV ) be as above. Choose the obvious languages L1 and L2
for (V,SV ;piV ) and (V,SV ;EV ). Then with I = {1,2}, (V,SV ;piV ,EV ) and (V,SV )
are an L∪-structure and an L∩-structure, respectively. Let T1 be the L1-theory such
that (V,S;pi) ⊧ T1 if V,S are infinite sets and pi ∶ {(v1, v2) ∈ V 2 ∶ v1 ≠ v2}→ S has
pi(a) = pi(b) if and only if a ∼ b.
Let T2 be the L2-theory such that (V,S;E) ⊧ T2 when V,S are infinite sets and
E is an infinite subset of S. The theories T1 and T2 are easily seen to be model-
complete and interpretable in the theory of an infinite set. The constructions of(V,SV ;piV ,EV ) from (V ;E) and vice versa are very simple, so we can easily verify
that they form an existential bi-interpretation between T and T∪.
It is well known that the theory of graphs has a model companion, the theory of
the random graph. We obtain:
Theorem 4.13. The theory T is existentially bi-interpretable with the theory T∪.
Hence, T ∗∪ has a model companion which is existentially bi-interpretable with the
theory of the random graph.
This example can be easily modified to show that the theory of the random
n-hypergraph, random directed graph, and random bipartite graph are all bi-
interpretable with an interpolative fusion of two theories, each of which is inter-
pretable in the theory of an infinite set.
4.7. Structures and fields with automorphisms. In this subsection T is a one-
sorted model-complete consistent L-theory. Let LAut be the extension of L by a new
unary function symbol and TAut be the theory such that (M, σ) ⊧ TAut if and only
if M ⊧ T and σ is an automorphism of M. We will show that TAut is existentially
bi-interpretable with the union of two theories each of which is existentially bi-
interpretable with T . This brings generic automorphisms as defined in [CP98] into
our framework.
Let (M;σ) ⊧ T , and set I = {1,2}. We can view (M,M; idM, σ) as a structure in a
two-sorted language consisting of two disjoint copies of L for the two copies of M
and two function symbols for idM and σ respectively. Set this to be our L∪. Let L1,
L2, and L∩ to be the sublanguages of L∪ for the reducts (M,M; idM), (M,M;σ),
and (M,M) respectively. We note that L1 differs from L2 only in the name of the
function symbol. Let T1 be the L1-theory whose models are (M,N;f) with M ⊧ T ,
N ⊧ T , and f ∶ M → N is an L-isomorphism. Obtain T2 from T1 by replacing the
function symbol from L1 with the corresponding function symbol from L2.
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Proposition 4.14. The theories T1 and T2 are each existentially bi-interpretable
with T .
Proof. As T2 is a copy of T1, it suffices to prove the statement for T1. If (M,N;f) ⊧
T1, then M ⊧ T . If M ⊧ T , then (M,M; idM) ⊧ T1. The two constructions above
can be easily turned into existential mutual interpretation between T1 and T .
Applying the first construction above followed by the second construction above
to (M,N;f) ⊧ T1 gives us (M,M; idM). It is easy to see that (idM, f−1) is an
isomorphism from (M,N;f) to (M,M; idM) in this case. Applying the second
construction above followed by the first construction above to M ⊧ T gives us
back M, so idM is already the desired isomorphism. It is easy to see that these
isomorphism can be defined by existential formulas in the respective languages.
Moreover, the choice of these formulas can be made independent of the choice of(M,N;f) ⊧ T1 and M ⊧ T . 
The existential bi-interpretation between T1 and T above restricts to a mutual
interpretation between T∩ and T . But T∩ and T are not bi-interpretable.
It is easy to see that T1 and T2 are inductive. So by Corollary 2.18, T1 and T2 are
both model-complete. Hence, T ∗∪ is the model companion of T∪ if either of these
exists by Theorem 3.8. We prove the main result of this subsection:
Theorem 4.15. The theory TAut is existentially bi-interpretable with T∪. Hence,
TAut has a model companion T
∗
Aut if and only if the interpolative fusion T
∗
∪ exists.
Moreover, T ∗Aut and T
∗
∪ are existentially bi-interpretable whenever they exist.
Proof. Applying Corollary 2.18 and the easy fact that TAut is inductive, we get the
second and third claims from the first statement. So it remains to prove the first
statement. If (M;σ) ⊧ TAut, then (M,M; idM, σ) ⊧ T∪. Suppose (M,N;f, g) is a
model of T∪. Then (M;f−1 ○ g) ⊧ TAut. It is easy to see that the two constructions
above can be turned into existential mutual interpretation between TAut and T∪.
Applying the first construction above followed by the second construction above
to (M;σ) ⊧ TAut gives us back (M;σ), so idM is already the desired isomorphism.
Applying the second construction above followed by the first construction above
to (M,N;f, g) ⊧ T∪ gives us back (M,M; idM, f−1 ○ g). Then (idM, f−1) is an
isomorphism from (M,N;f, g) to (M,M; idM, f−1 ○ g) in this case. It is easy to see
that these isomorphisms can be defined by existential formulas in the respective
languages. Moreover, the choice of these formulas can be made independent of the
choice of (M,N;f) ⊧ T1 and (M;σ) ⊧ TAut. 
The existence of a model companion of TAut is tied to classification-theoretic is-
sues. If T has the strict order property then TAut does not have a model compan-
ion [KS02]. It is conjectured that if T is unstable then TAut does not have a model
companion. Baldwin and Shelah [BS01] gave necessary and sufficient conditions for
TAut to admit a model companion when T is stable.
In the special case where T is ACF, it is well-known that TAut has a model com-
panion, called ACFA. This important theory is treated in [CH99, Mac97] and many
other places. Hence, we get the following as a corollary of Theorem 4.15:
Corollary 4.16. If T = ACF, then the interpolative fusion T ∗∪ exists and is exis-
tentially bi-interpretable with ACFA.
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Following our motivational theme that many mathematical structures that exhibit
randomness in some sense can be treated in the context of interpolative fusions, it
is natural to ask whether this is true of pseudofinite fields, i.e, infinite field which
is a model of the theory of finite fields. We do not see a way to make the theory
of pseudofinite fields bi-interpretable with an interpolative fusion. Proposition 4.17
below implies that the theory of pseudo-finite fields is interpretable in ACFA, and
hence is interpretable in an interpolative fusion. This is a folklore result which
follows from unpublished work of Hrushovski [Hru04]. We include here a direct
short proof for the sake of completeness.
The fixed field of a difference field (L,σ) is the subfield {x ∈ L ∶ σ(x) = x}.
Proposition 4.17. A field is pseudofinite if and only if it is elementarily equivalent
to the fixed field of a model of ACFA.
Proof. See [Mac97, Theorem 6] for a proof of the fact that the fixed field of a model
of ACFA is pseudofinite. Suppose k is a pseudofinite field. Let K be an algebraic
closure of k, and let σ be some automorphism of K with fixed field k. As ACFA is
the model companion of TAut when T is the theory of fields, there is an ACFA-model(K ′;σ′) such that (K;σ) is a sub-difference field of (K ′;σ′). Let F be the fixed
field of (K ′;σ′). Then k is a subfield of F , and the (field-theoretic) algebraic closure
of k inside of F is equal to k. It follows that the algebraic closure of the prime
subfield of F agrees with that of k. A well known theorem of Ax (see for example
[Cha97, Theorem 1]) implies that K and F are elementarily equivalent. 
4.8. Differential fields and D-fields. We treat the D-fields formalism developed
in [MS14], a framework which generalizes both differential fields and difference
fields. As special cases, we show that the theories DCF0 (the model companion of
the theory of differential fields of characteristic 0) and ACFA0 (the model compan-
ion of the theory of difference fields of characteristic 0) are each bi-interpretable with
an interpolative fusion of two theories, each of which is bi-interpretable with ACF0.
In the case of ACFA0, this provides an alternative presentation as an interpolative
fusion to the one described in Section 4.7.
In this subsection, all rings are commutative with unit. If K is a field, a K-algebra
is a pair (A,ρ), where A is a ring and ρ∶K → A is a ring homomorphism. Note that
ρ is necessarily injective unless A is the zero ring. The homomorphism ρ makes A
a vector space over K with left multiplication by elements in K given by
a ⋅ r ∶= ρ(a)r for a ∈K and r ∈ A.
We denote this K-vector space as V (A,ρ). A K-algebra (A,ρ) is finite if V (A,ρ)
has finite dimension. In particular, (K, idK) is a finite K-algebra. A K-algebra
homomorphism (A,ρ) → (A′, ρ′) is a ring homomorphism f ∶A → A′ such that
f ○ ρ = ρ′.
We fix a field F , a non-zero finite F -algebra (DF , ρF ), an F -algebra homomorphism
piF ∶DF → F (in other words, piF is a ring homomorphism with piF ○ ρF = idF ), and
a basis e = (e0, . . . , em) of V (DF , ρF ) such that piF (e0) = 1F and piF (ei) = 0F for
all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
Now suppose K is a field extending F . We will define objects parallel to those in
the preceding paragraph by extension of scalars. Identifying K with the F -algebra
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(K, ι) where ι∶F →K is the inclusion map, we define the K-algebra (DK , ρK) and
a K-algebra homomorphism piK ∶DK →K by setting:
DK =K ⊗F DF , ρK = idK ⊗F ρF , and piK = idK ⊗F piF .
Identifying DF with its image in DK under the injective map a↦ 1K ⊗a, it is easy
to see that (DK , ρK) is a non-zero finite K-algebra and e is a basis for V (DK , ρK)
satisfying
piK(e0) = 1K and piK(ei) = 0K for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
It follows that any a ∈DK can be written as ρK(a0)e0 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ρK(am)em for unique
elements a0, . . . , am ∈K, and piK(a) = piK(ρK(a0)) = a0.
Suppose ∂i ∶K →K are functions for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, and the map
δK ∶K →DK , a ↦ ρK(a)e0 + ρK(∂1(a))e1 + . . . + ρK(∂m(a))em
is an F -algebra homomorphism (K, ι) → (DK , ρK ○ ι). In this case, we call(K;∂1, . . . , ∂m) a D-field. Note in particular that δK is a section of piK , since
for all a ∈K, piK(δK(a)) = piK(ρK(a)) = a.
Example 4.18. We show how the framework above generalizes differential fields
and difference fields.
(1) Let F = Q, DQ = Q[ε]/(ε2), ρ(a) = a + 0ε, pi(a + bε) = a, and e = (1, ε).
For any field K of characteristic 0, DK ≅ K[ε]/(ε2). If δ∶K → K is a
function, then the map δK ∶K →DK given by a↦ a + ∂(a)ε is a Q-algebra
homomorphism if and only if ∂ is a derivation on K. So a D-field in this
case is the same thing as a differential field of characteristic 0.
(2) Let F = Q, DQ = Q×Q, ρ(a) = (a, a), pi(a, b) = a, and e = ((1,0), (0,1)). For
any field K of characteristic 0, DK ≅K×K. If σ∶K →K is a function, then
the map δK ∶K →DK given by a↦ (a,σ(a)) is a Q-algebra homomorphism
if and only if σ is a field endomorphism. So a D-field in this case is the
same thing as a difference field of characteristic 0.
The key to viewing a D-field as built up from two simpler structures is to see the
two F -algebra homomorphisms ρK and δK in a more symmetric way. As we have
seen, both ρK and δK are sections of piK . Remark 4.19 below tells us that even
more is true:
Remark 4.19. Since e is a basis of V (DF , ρF ), there are uniquely determined
elements cijk in F for 0 ≤ i, j, k ≤m such that
eiej = m∑
k=0
ρF (cijk)ek for all 0 ≤ i, j ≤m.
And since piF ○ ρF = idF , there are uniquely determined elements dk in F for
1 ≤ k ≤m such that
1DF = ρF (1F ) = e0 +
m
∑
k=1
ρF (dk)ek.
Note that the constants cijk and dk determine the multiplicative structure of DF .
Let (K;∂1, . . . , ∂m) be a D-field. Then as ρK and δK are both F -algebra homo-
morphisms, and the constants cijk and dk are in F ,
eiej = n∑
k=0
ρK(cijk)ek = n∑
k=0
∂K(cijk)ek for all 0 ≤ i, j ≤m.
Likewise, 1DK = ρK(1K) = δK(1K) = e0 +∑mk=1 ρK(dk)ek = e0 +∑mk=1 δK(dk)ek.
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The F -algebra homomorphisms ρK and δK in a D-field are still different in one im-
portant respect: e is a basis of V (DK , ρK) but might not be a basis for V (DK , δK).
Proposition 4.21 tells us that e is a basis for V (DK , δK) if and only if the D-field
is inversive, a condition introduced in [MS14]. When DF is a local F -algebra (e.g.,
in the case of the dual numbers F [ε]/(ε2)), the inversive assumption is the trivial
requirement that piK ○ δK = idK is a field automorphism of K, so e is here automat-
ically a basis for V (DK , δK). The reader who is primarily interested in this case
may prefer to skip directly to Proposition 4.21.
In the general case, every finite F -algebra is isomorphic to a product of finite local
F -algebras. So there exist n ≥ 0 and finite local F -algebras (DjF , ρjF ) for 0 ≤ j ≤ n
such that DF is isomorphic as a ring to ∏
n
j=0D
j
F , and for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, we have
ρ
j
F = θjF ○ ρF where θjF ∶DF →DjF is the projection map.
For each j ∈ {0, . . . , n}, DjF has a unique maximal ideal mjF and a residue map
pi
j
F ∶D
j
F → D
j
F /mjF . Then as j ranges over {0, . . . , n}, (θjF )−1(mjF ) ranges over the
n+1 maximal ideals of DF . Let mF = ker(piF ). Then mF is a maximal ideal of DF ,
and so mF = (θjF )−1(mjF ) for some j ∈ {0, . . . , n}. Without loss of generality, we
assume j = 0, i.e., mF = (θ0F )−1(m0F ). It follows that DF /mF ≅ D0F /m0F , and since
piF is surjective onto F , the composition pi
0
F ○ ρ
0
F ∶ F →D
0
F /m0F is an isomorphism.
We make the further assumption that for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the composition pijF ○ρjF ∶
F → DjF /mjF is an isomorphism. This assumption, together with the fact that we
work with a base field F instead of an arbitrary ring, corresponds to Assumptions
4.1 in [MS14]. The assumption holds trivially when n = 0, or equivalently, when
DF is a local F -algebra. Note that D
i
F /mjF is necessarily a finite field extension of
F , so the assumption also holds trivially if F is algebraically closed.
The entire discussion above is preserved under tensor product with K. Explicitly:
(1) With DjK = K ⊗F DjF , θjK = idK ⊗F θjF , and ρjK = idK ⊗F ρjF for j ∈{1, . . . , n}, each (DjK , ρjK) is a finite local K-algebra, and DK ≅ ∏nj=0DjK
as K-algebras, with the θjK as projection maps. In particular, ρ
j
K = θjK ○ρK
for j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We identify DjF with its image in DjK under the injective
map a↦ 1K ⊗ a.
(2) The unique maximal ideal of DjK is m
j
K = K ⊗F mjF , and pijK = idK ⊗F pijF
is the residue map DjK →D
j
K/mjK for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
(3) mK = K ⊗F mF = ker(piK) is equal to (θ0K)−1(m0K), and pijK ○ ρjK ∶ K →
D
i
K/mjK is an isomorphism for j ∈ {0, . . . , n}.
For j ∈ {0, . . . , n}, let δjK = θjK ○ δK ∶K → DjK . Then δjK is an F -algebra homomor-
phism, but not necessarily a K-algebra homomorphism. Since (pijK ○ ρjK)∶K →DjK
is an isomorphism, we obtain an F -algebra endomorphism
σj = (pijK ○ ρjK)−1 ○ (pijK ○ δjK)∶K →K.
When j = 0, σ0 = idK , since δK is a section of piK and DK/mK ≅ D0K/m0K . We
call (σ1, . . . , σn) the associated endomorphisms of the D-field (K;∂1, . . . , ∂m).
We say that the D-field is inversive if each of its associated endomorphisms is an
automorphism, equivalently if pijK ○ δ
j
K is surjective for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
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Remark 4.20. Continuing Example 4.18, we will consider what these notions mean
in the cases of differential fields and difference fields.
(1) Every D-field is trivially inversive when n = 0, or equivalently, when DF is
a local F -algebra. So in particular, differential fields of characteristic 0 are
always inversive.
(2) The finite Q-algebra Q × Q is a product of two finite local Q-algebras,
namely Q and Q, pi0Q and pi
1
Q are the projections onto the first and second
factors, and pij
Q
○ ρ
j
Q
= idQ for j ∈ {0,1}. So a difference field (K;σ) has one
associated endomorphism, namely pi1K ○ δK = σ, and (K;σ) is inversive if
and only if σ is an automorphism.
The next result provides the promised alternative characterization of inversive D-
fields. The reader who is only interested in the case where DF is a local F -algebra
might read the proof below in the following way: In that special case, n = 0,
pi
j
K = piK , and δjK = δK for all j ∈ {0, . . . , n}, so the only use of the inversive
hypothesis in the forward direction of the proof is not necessary.
Proposition 4.21. Suppose (K;∂1, . . . , ∂m) is a D-field and δK ∶ K → DK is the
associated F -algebra homomorphism. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) (K;∂1, . . . , ∂m) is inversive
(2) e is a basis of the K-vector space V (DK , δK).
Hence, if DF is a local F -algebra, then e is a basis of the K-vector space V (DK , δK).
Proof. For the forward direction, suppose (K;∂1, . . . , ∂m) is inversive. We reduce
the problem to finding for each j ∈ {0, . . . , n} a basis ej = (ej0, . . . , ejmj) of V (DjF , ρjF )
such that ej is also a basis of V (DjK , δjK). Then for all j ∈ {0, . . . , n} and i ∈{0, . . . ,mj}, let e˜ji be the element in DF satisfying
θ
j
F (e˜ji) = eji and θj′F (e˜ji ) = 0 for j′ ∈ {0, . . . , n} ∖ {j}.
Since V (DF , ρF ) ≅ ⊕nj=0 V (DjF , ρjF ) and V (DK , δK) ≅ ⊕nj=0 V (DjK , δjK), we have
that e˜ = ((e˜ji )mji=0)nj=0 is a basis for both vector spaces. It follows that e˜ and e have
the same cardinality, so it suffices to show that e spans V (DK , δK). But this is
clear, since each component of e˜ can be written as an F -linear combination of e,
and δK is an F -algebra homomorphism.
Next we explain how to obtain the basis ej for a fixed j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Note that
for all l ≤ 0, (mjF )l is a subspace of V (DjF , ρjF ), and (mjF )l = 0 when l is large
enough. Let be ej be any basis of V (DjF , ρjF ) such that for each l ≥ 0, a basis of(mjF )l can be chosen from the components of ej . This can be done by taking a basis
of (mjF )l for the largest l such that (mjF )l ≠ 0, extending it to a basis of (mjF )l−1
for the same l, and continuing in the same fashion until we reach (mjF )0 =DjF .
Extending scalars to K, we have that ej is a basis of V (DjK , ρjK) such that for
each l ≥ 0, a basis of (mjK)l can be chosen from the components of ej . It remains
to show that ej is also a basis of V (DjK , δjK). Fix some l such that (mjK)l ≠ 0.
Permuting the components of ej if necessary, we suppose ej0, . . . , e
j
k are the only
components of ej which are in (mjK)l ∖ (mjK)l+1. Then if r ∈ (mjK)l, there are
unique b0, . . . , bk ∈K such that
r − ρ
j
K(b0)ej0 − . . . − ρjK(bk)ejk is in (mjK)l+1.
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We reduce the problem to showing for arbitrary r ∈ (mjK)l that there are unique
a0, . . . , ak ∈K such that
r − δ
j
K(a0)ej0 − . . . − δjK(ak)ejk is in (mjK)l+1.
If this is true, then an easy induction argument shows that for any r ∈ DjK , there
are unique c0, . . . , cmj ∈K such that
r = mj∑
i=0
δ
j
K(ci)eji .
So fix r ∈ (mjK)l. Let b0, . . . , bk be the unique elements of K such that r −
ρ
j
K(b0)ej0 − . . . − ρjK(bk)ejk is in (mjK)l+1. As (K;∂1, . . . , ∂m) is inversive, we have
that (pijK ○ δjK) is a field isomorphism. Hence, there are unique a0, . . . , ak ∈K such
that
(pijK ○ δjK)(ai) = (pijK ○ ρjK)(bi) for i ∈ {0, . . . , k}.
It follows that ρjK(bi) − δjK(ai) ∈ mjK for i ∈ {0, . . . , k}, so
(ρjK(b0) − δjK(a0))ej0 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + (ρjK(bk) − δjK(ak))ejk is in (mjK)l+1,
and hence
r − δ
j
K(a0)ej0 − . . . − δjK(ak)ejk is in (mjK)l+1.
For uniqueness, suppose a′0, . . . , a
′
k ∈K also satisfy the conclusion. As (pijK ○ρjK) is a
field isomorphism, running the construction above backwards gives us b′0, . . . , b
′
k ∈K
such that (pijK ○ δjK)(a′i) = (pijK ○ ρjK)(b′i) for i ∈ {0, . . . , k}, and r − ρjK(b′0)ej0 − . . . −
ρ
j
K(b′k)ejk is in (mjK)l+1. Hence, b′i = bi for i ∈ {0, . . . , k}. It follows that a′i = ai for
i ∈ {0, . . . , k}, which gives us the desired uniqueness.
For the backward direction, suppose e is a basis of V (DK , δK). Consider
f ∶DK →DK ,
m
∑
i=0
δK(ai)ei ↦ m∑
i=0
ρK(ai)ei
where ai is in K for i ∈ {0, . . .m}. It is easy to check that f is a K-algebra
isomorphism from (DK , δK) to (DK , ρK). For any j ∈ {0, . . . , n}, f induces an
isomorphism (DjK , δjK) ≅ (Dj′K , ρj′K) for some j′ ∈ {0, . . . , n} (in fact, it is not hard
to show that we must have j = j′, but we do not need to use this). Since the
composition pij
′
K ○ ρ
j′
K ∶K →D
j′
K/mj′K is a field isomorphism, it follows that pijK ○ δjK ∶
K →DjK/mjK is also a field isomorphism. So (K;∂1, . . . , ∂m) is inversive. 
The proposition above suggests how to find an existential bi-interpretation between
the theory of inversive D-fields and a union of two theories, each of which is exis-
tentially bi-interpretable with the theory of fields extending F . We now spell out
the details.
In the rest of the section, we will never seriously encounter the situation where two
different F -algebras have the same underlying ring. Therefore, we will suppress the
F -embedding ρ, refer to an F -algebra (A,ρ) as the F -algebra A, and refer to ρ(c)
for c ∈ F as cA. Note that the data specified by the ring A and (cA)c∈F is completely
equivalent to the data of (A,ρ). We can then view an F -algebra A as a structure
in a language extending the language of rings by constants for the elements cA as
c ranges over F . We will refer to this as the language of F -algebras.
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Let (K;∂1, . . . , ∂m) be a D-field and δK its associated F -algebra homomorphism.
Then we can view (K,DK ;piK , e, ρK , δK) naturally as a structure in a two-sorted
language which consists of two copies of the language of F -algebras for K and DK ,
constant symbols for the components of e, and function symbols for ρK and δK . We
set this language to be L∪. Let L1, L2, and L∩ be the sublanguages corresponding
to the reducts (K,DK ;piK , e, ρK), (K,DK ;piK , e, δK), and (K,DK ;piK , e), respec-
tively. We note that L1 and L2 only differ in the names of the function symbols
ρK and δK .
Let T −1 be the L1-theory whose models (K,A;pi,u, ρ) satisfy the following condi-
tions:
(1) K and A are F -algebras, and K is a field.
(2) ρ ∶K → A is an embedding of F -algebras.
(3) u = (u0, . . . , um) is a basis of V (A,ρ) such that
uiuj = ∑
i,j,k
(cijk)Auk
and
1A = u0 + m∑
i=1
(di)Aui
(4) pi ∶ A→K is an F -algebra homomorphism with pi(u0) = 1K and pi(ui) = 0K
for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}
Let T −2 be the copy of T
−
1 obtained by replacing L1-symbols with L2-symbols. Set
T −∪ = T −1 ∪ T −2 , and let T −∩ be the set of L∩-consequence of T −1 (equivalently, of T −2 ).
Suppose (K;∂1, . . . , ∂m) be a D-field and δK its associated F -algebra homomor-
phism. It is easy to see that
(K,DK ;piK , e, ρK) ⊧ T −1 and (K,DK ;piK , e) ⊧ T −∩ .
If (K;∂1, . . . , ∂m) is inversive, it follows from Proposition 4.21 that
(K,DK ;piK , e, δK) ⊧ T −2 and (K,DK ;piK , e, ρK , δK) ⊧ T −∪ .
The following lemma can be easily verified.
Lemma 4.22. Suppose (K,A;pi,u, ρ) ⊧ T −1 . Then
f ∶ A→DK ,
m
∑
i=0
ρ(ai)ui ↦ m∑
i=0
ρK(ai)ei
is K-algebra isomorphism which moreover induces an L1-isomorphism from(K,A;pi,u, ρ) to (K,DK ;piK , e, ρK) which we also denote by f .
We will view a field extending F as a structure in the language of F -algebras.
Proposition 4.23. Both T −1 and T
−
2 are existentially bi-interpretable with the the-
ory of fields extending F .
Proof. It suffices to prove the statement for T −1 . If (K,A;pi,u, ρ) is a model of
T −1 , then K is a field extending F . Conversely, if K is a field extending F , then
since V (DK , ρK) is isomorphic to Km as a K-vector space, we can define a K-
algebra (Km, ρ) such that (K,Km;pi, e, ρ) ⊧ T −1 , where e is the standard basis of
Km and pi is the projection on the first coordinate. It is easy to see that these
constructions correspond to existential interpretations. If we start with K and
apply the second construction followed by the first, we get K back, and idK is
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the required isomorphism. And if we start with (K,A;pi,u, ρ) ⊧ T −1 and apply
the first construction followed by the second, we obtain the required isomorphism
from Lemma 4.22, since both structures are isomorphic to (K,DK ;pik, e, ρK). It
is also easy to check that this can be defined by an existential formula chosen
independently of (K,A;pi,u, ρ). Thus T1 and the theory of fields are existentially
bi-interpretable. 
The existential bi-interpretation in Proposition 4.23 restricts to a mutual inter-
pretation between T −∩ and the theory of fields extending F . But this is not
a bi-interpretation, due to the fact that ρK is not definable in the structure(K,DK ;piK , e). In fact, if (K,A;pi, e) ⊧ T −∩ , it does not necessarily follow that
A is isomorphic to DK as an K-algebra (or even as a ring).
The model companion of the theory of fields extending F is the theory of alge-
braically closed fields extending F . Applying Corollary 2.18, we get the following.
Corollary 4.24. The theories T −1 and T
−
2 have model companions T1 and T2. The
theories T1 and T2 are each existentially bi-interpretable with the theory of alge-
braically closed fields extending F .
For the rest of the section, we let T1 and T2 be as described in Corollary 4.24. Let
T −∪ = T −1 ∪ T −2 and T∪ = T1 ∪ T2.
We view a D-field (K;∂1, . . . , ∂n) as a structure in a language extending the lan-
guage of F -algebras by adding function symbols for ∂1, . . . , ∂n. In [MS14], it is
verified that the class of D-fields and the class of inversive D-fields are elementary.
It follows that we can also axiomatize the theory of algebraically closed D-fields
(D-fields whose underlying fields are algebraically closed).
Theorem 4.25. The theory of inversive D-fields is existentially bi-interpretable
with T −∪ , and the theory of algebraically closed inversive D-fields is existentially bi-
interpretable with T∪. Hence, the theory of algebraically closed inversive D-fields
has a model companion if and only if T ∗∪ exists. Moreover, this model companion
is bi-interpretable with T ∗∪ whenever they both exist.
Proof. We will only prove the first claim, as the other claims are immediate conse-
quences. If (K,A;pi,u, ρ, δ) ⊧ T −∪ , then since u is a basis for V (A,ρ) and δ and ρ
are both sections of pi, we have that for any a ∈K, there exist unique d1, . . . , dm ∈K
such that
δ(a) = ρ(a)u0 + ρ(d1)u1 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ρ(dm)um.
We define ∂i(a) = di for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Then it follows from Proposition 4.21
that (K;∂1, . . . , ∂m) is an inversive D-field. Conversely, suppose (K;∂1, . . . , ∂m) is
an inversive D-field and δK is the associated F -algebra homomorphism. Then by
Proposition 4.21, and encoding an isomorphic copy of DK with domain K
m as in
the proof of Proposition 4.23, we have (K,DK ;piK , e, ρK , δK) ⊧ T −∪ . It is easy to
see that the two constructions above describe existential interpretations between
T −∪ and the theory of inversive D-fields.
If (K,A;pi,u, ρ, δ) ⊧ T −∪ , then applying the first construction followed by the
second construction in the preceding paragraph gives us (K,DK ;piK , e, ρK , δK),
and a calculation shows that (idK , f) is an isomorphism from (K,A;pi,u, ρ, δ) to(K,DK ;piK , e, ρK , δK) where f is the function in Lemma 4.22. If (K;∂1, . . . , ∂m)
is an inversive D-field, then applying the second construction followed by the first
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construction in the preceding paragraph gives us back (K;∂1, . . . , ∂m), and idK is
already the desired isomorphism. It is also easy to check that there are existential
formulas chosen independently from (K,A;pi,u, ρ, δ) and (K;∂1, . . . , ∂m) that define
these isomorphisms. Thus the two theories are existentially bi-interpretable. 
In [MS14], it is shown that when char(F ) = 0, every D-field can be embedded into
an algebraically closed inversive D-field, and the theory of D-fields has a model
companion. Hence, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 4.26. If char(F ) = 0, then the model companion of the theory of D-fields
is bi-interpretable with T ∗∪ .
In the special cases from Example 4.18, D-fields are simply differential fields of
characteristic 0 or difference fields of characteristic 0, and the theory of algebraically
closed fields extending Q is simply ACF0, so we obtain the following consequence.
Corollary 4.27. The theories DCF0 and ACFA0 are each bi-interpretable with an
interpolative fusion of two theories T1 and T2, each of which is bi-interpretable with
ACF0.
5. Existence results
Throughout this section, we assume in addition to the notational conventions of
Section 3 that L′ is a first-order language extending L with sorts S, M and M′ are
an L-structure and an L′-structure both with underlying collection of sorts M , T ′
is an L′-theory, and T is the set of L-consequences of T ′.
The goal of the section is to provide sufficient conditions for the existence of the
interpolative fusion with an eye toward natural examples. For this purpose, it is use-
ful to find simpler characterizations of interpolative T∪-models in various settings.
In Section 5.1, we accomplish this in the setting when T∩ admits an ordinal-valued
dimension function, highlighting the notions of approximability and definability of
pseudo-denseness in the expansions Ti. In Section 5.2, we show how to relativize
these conditions to collections of definable sets we call pseudo-cells. In the remain-
ing sections, we investigate these notions under additional hypotheses on T∩ such
as ℵ0-stability and o-minimality.
Our general theory allows us to recover many results on the existence of model
companions in the literature. In fact, the existing proofs of these results can be
thought of as specializations of the general arguments developed here. This is an
imprecise claim which cannot be rigorously justified, but we will demonstrate what
we mean by revisiting the earlier examples from Section 4.
5.1. The pseudo-topological axioms. In an interpolative structure M∪, any
finite family of Li-definable sets which is not separated has nonempty intersection.
Heuristically, if each Xi is “large” in a some fixed X∩, then (Xi)i∈I cannot be
separated. When T∩ has a reasonable notion of dimension we can make this idea
precise. The setting has a certain topological flavor, hence the name.
Throughout this section, we assume the existence of a function dim, which assigns
an ordinal or the formal symbol −∞ to each M-definable set so that for all M-
definable X,X ′ ⊆Mx:
(1) dim(X ∪X ′) =max{dimX,dimX ′},
(2) dimX = −∞ if and only if X = ∅,
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(3) dimX = 0 if and only if X is nonempty and finite,
We call such a function dim an ordinal rank on M. A function on the collection
of definable sets in T -models that restricts to an ordinal rank on each T -model, and
such that dimX(M) = dimX(N) for allM ⊧ T ,M-definable setsX , and elementary
extensions N of M, is called an ordinal rank on T . In all cases of interest T defines
dim in families. Note that when T is complete, an ordinal rank on T is essentially
the same as an ordinal rank on the monster model of T .
We can equip any theory with a trivial ordinal rank by declaring dim(X) = 1
whenever X is infinite. Tame theories are generally equipped with a natural (of-
ten canonical) ordinal rank. Examples are ℵ0-stable theories with Morley rank,
superstable theories with U-rank, and supersimple theories with SU-rank.
Let X be a definable subset of Mx and A be an arbitrary subset of Mx. Then A
is pseudo-dense in X if A intersects every nonempty definable X ′ ⊆ X such that
dimX ′ = dimX . We call X a pseudo-closure of A if A ⊆X and A is pseudo-dense
in X . The following lemma collects a few easy facts about pseudo-denseness, the
proofs of which we leave to the readers.
Lemma 5.1. Let X and X ′ be M-definable subsets ofMx, and let A be an arbitrary
subset of Mx. Then:
(1) When X is finite, A is pseudo-dense in X if and only if X ⊆ A.
(2) If A is pseudo-dense in X, X ′ ⊆X, and dimX ′ = dimX, then A is pseudo-
dense in X ′.
(3) If X1, . . . ,Xn ⊆X are M-definable, with dimX i = dimX for all i, and
dimX △ (X1 ∪ . . . ∪Xn) < dimX,
then A is pseudo-dense in X if and only if A is pseudo-dense in each X i.
If in addition X is a pseudo-closure of A, then:
(4) A ⊆X ′ implies dimX ≤ dimX ′.
(5) If X ′ is another pseudo-closure of A, then dim(X△X ′) < dimX = dimX ′.
(6) If A ⊆X ′ ⊆X then X ′ is a pseudo-closure of A.
SupposeM′ is an expansion ofM. Then M′ is approximable overM (with respect
to dim) if every M′-definable set admits an M-definable pseudo-closure.
The definition above admits an obvious generalization to theories. If T is equipped
with an ordinal rank, we say that T ′ is approximable over T ifM′ is approximable
over M =M′↾L for all M′ ⊧ T ′.
Proposition 5.2. Suppose J ⊆ I is finite and Xi ⊆Mx is Mi-definable for all i ∈ J .
If there is an M∩-definable set X in which each Xi is pseudo-dense, then (Xi)i∈J
is not separated. The converse implication holds provided Mi is approximable over
M∩ for all i ∈ J .
Proof. For the first statement, suppose X is a nonempty M∩-definable subset of
Mx in which each Xi is pseudo-dense, and (X i)i∈J is a family of M∩-definable sets
satisfying Xi ⊆ X i for each i ∈ J . As Xi is pseudo-dense in X and disjoint from
X ∖X i, we have dimX ∖X i < dimX for all i ∈ J . Hence,
dim⋃
i∈J
(X ∖X i) < dimX.
Thus dim⋂i∈J X i ≥ dimX , so ⋂i∈J X i is nonempty.
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Now suppose Mi is approximable over M∩ for each i ∈ J . Simplifying notation,
we let J = {1, . . . , n}. Suppose Xi is an Mi-definable set for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and
suppose there is no M∩-definable set Z in which all of the Xi are pseudo-dense.
We show (Xi)ni=1 is separated by applying simultaneous transfinite induction to
d1, . . . , dn where di is the dimension of any pseudo-closure of Xi.
Let X i be a pseudo-closure of Xi for each i and let
Z =X1 ∩ . . . ∩Xn.
If dimXj = −∞ for some j ∈ J , then Xj and Z are both empty, so (X i)ni=1 separates(Xi)ni=1. If dimX i = dimZ for each i, then Lemma 5.1(2) shows each Xi is pseudo-
dense in Z, contradiction. After re-arranging theXi if necessary we suppose dimZ <
dimX1. Let Y1 =X1 ∩Z. As (Xi)ni=1 cannot be simultaneously pseudo-dense in an
M∩-definable set, it follows that Y1,X2, . . . ,Xn cannot be simultaneously pseudo-
dense in an M∩-definable set. As the dimension of any pseudo-closure of Y1 is
strictly less then the dimension of X1, an application of the inductive hypothesis
provides M∩-definable sets Y
1, . . . , Y n separating Y1,X2, . . . ,Xn. It is easy to see
Y 1 ∪ (X1 ∖Z), Y 2 ∩X2, . . . , Y n ∩Xn
separates X1, . . . ,Xn, which completes the proof. 
We say M∪ is approximately interpolative if whenever J ⊆ I is finite, Xi ⊆Mx
is Mi-definable for i ∈ J , and (Xi)i∈J are simultaneously pseudo-dense in some
nonempty M∩-definable set, then ⋂i∈J Xi ≠ ∅. As we will see in the later parts of
Section 5, this definition is very close in spirit to the definitions of generic predi-
cates in [CP98], generic automorphisms in [CH99], algebraically closed fields with
independent valuations in [Joh15], and algebraically closed fields with generic mul-
tiplicative circular order in [Tra17].
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.2.
Corollary 5.3. If M∪ is interpolative, then it is approximately interpolative. The
converse also holds if Mi is approximable over M∩ for each i ∈ I.
We say that T ′ defines pseudo-denseness over T if for every L-formula ϕ(x, y)
and every L′-formula ϕ′(x, z), there is an L′-formula δ′(y, z) such that if M′ ⊧ T ′,
b ∈My, and c ∈Mz, then
ϕ′(M′, c) is pseudo-dense in ϕ(M′, b) if and only if M′ ⊧ δ(b, c).
Theorem 5.4. Suppose dim is an ordinal rank on T∩. Then:
(1) If Ti defines pseudo-denseness over T∩ for all i ∈ I, then the class of ap-
proximately interpolative T∪-models is elementary.
(2) If, in addition, Ti is approximable over T∩ for all i ∈ I, then T ∗∪ exists.
Proof. We first prove (1). Let ϕ∩(x, y) be an L∩-formula, let J ⊆ I be finite,
and let ϕi(x, zi) be an Li-formula for each i ∈ J . Let δi(y, zi) be an Li-formula
defining pseudo-denseness for ϕ∩(x, y) and ϕi(x, zi). For simplicity, we assume
J = {1, . . . , n}. Then we have the following axiom:
∀y, z1, . . . , zn (( n⋀
i=1
δi(y, zi))→ ∃x n⋀
i=1
ϕi(x, zi)) .
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Then T∪, together with one such axiom for each choice of ϕ∩(x, y), J , and ϕi(x, zi)
for i ∈ J as above, axiomatizes the class of approximately interpolative T∪-models.
Statement (2) follows from statement (1) and Corollary 5.3. 
We refer to the axiomatization given in the proof of Theorem 5.4 as the pseudo-
topological axioms.
Remark 5.5. We shall see that many examples where T ∗∪ exists can be viewed as
special cases of Theorem 5.4. On the other hand, there are also interesting examples
which are not covered by Theorem 5.4. In Proposition 6.19, we consider another
sufficient condition for the existence of T ∗∪ , which does not assume any notion of
dimension on T∩. Therefore, this lies completely outside the framework of Section 5.
Below, we will revisit the example from Section 4.3. Here, there is a good notion
of dimension on T∩, and T
∗
∪ exists, but none of the Ti are approximable over T∩, so
this is not a special case of Theorem 5.4.
Consider the setting of Section 4.3. Let dim be the canonical rank on the additive
group of integers, which coincides with U-rank, acl-dimension, etc; see for example
[Con18].
Proposition 5.6. Suppose (Z; 0,+,−,≼p) is an ℵ1-saturated elementary extension
of (Z; 0,+,−,≼p). Then (Z; 0,+,− ≼p) is not approximable over (Z; 0,+,−).
Proof. Let N be an element of Z such that k ≼p N for all k ∈ Z. We show that
E ∶= {z ∈ Z ∣ N ≼p z}
does not have a pseudo-closure in Z. We make use of the fact that a (Z; 0,+,−)-
definable subset of Z is one-dimensional if and only if it is infinite. Quantifier
elimination for (Z;+,0,1) implies that every (Z; 0,+,−)-definable subset of Z is a
finite union of sets of the form (kZ + l) ∖ F for k, l ∈ Z and finite F . This is also a
special case of Conant’s quasi-coset decomposition.
Thus, if E has a pseudo-closure then E is pseudo-dense in kZ+l for some k, l ∈ Z.
We fix k ∈ Z and l ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}, and we show E is not pseudo-dense in kZ + l.
As E is a subgroup of Z and kZ + l is a coset of a subgroup, E and kZ + l are
disjoint when l ≠ 0, so it suffices to treat the case when l = 0. Then E ⊆ kZ. Let
k′ = pk so vp(k′) = vp(k) + 1. Then E ⊆ k′Z ⊆ kZ. As vp(k′m) ≥ vp(k) + 1 and
vp(k′m + k) = vp(k) for all m ∈ Z, k′Z + k is disjoint from k′Z. Thus, k′Z + k is a
one-dimensional definable subset of kZ which is disjoint from E. Hence E is not
pseudo-dense in kZ. 
Remark 5.7. One can in fact show that (Z; 0,+,−,≼p) is not approximable over(Z; 0,+,−) by applying the “quasi-coset” decomposition of (Z; 0,+,−)-definable sets
given in [Con18, Theorem 4.10] to show that
{(k, l) ∈ Z2 ∶ k ≼p l}
does not have a pseudo-closure in Z2. This presents some technical difficulties so we
do not include it here. As every (Z; 0,+,−,≼p)-definable subset of Z is (Z; 0,+,−)-
definable [Ad17], we must pass to an elementary extension to obtain a unary set
without a pseudo-closure.
The following two issues deserve further investigation. First, when the class of
approximately interpolative T∪-models is elementary, we could call the theory of
this class the approximate interpolative fusion. Can we say anything interesting
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about the model theory of the approximate interpolative fusion in cases when not
all the Ti are approximable over T∩? Second, Theorem 5.4 tells us that defining
pseudo-denseness is the key sufficient property for existence of the approximate
interpolative fusion. We believe the converse may also be true when T∩ defines
dimension, but we currently do not have a proof.
5.2. Relativization to pseudo-cells. Sometimes it is enough to check the suffi-
cient conditions of the previous section for a sufficiently rich collection C of M∩-
definable sets. We call such a C a pseudo-cell collection.
SupposeM is an L-structure equipped with an ordinal rank dim and C is a collection
of M-definable sets. We say that an M-definable set X admits a C-decomposition
if there is a finite family (Xj)j∈J from C such that
dim (X △ ⋃
j∈J
Xj) < dimX.
AnM-definable setX admits a C-patching if there is a finite family (Xj, Y j , f j)j∈J
such that for all j, j′ ∈ J :
(1) Y j is in C.
(2) f j ∶ Xj → Y j is an M-definable bijection.
(3) And finally,
dim (X △ ⋃
j∈J
Xj) < dimX.
We say C is a pseudo-cell collection for M if either every M-definable set admits
a C-decomposition or dim is preserved under M-definable bijections and every M-
definable set admits a C-patching. Examples include the collection of irreducible
varieties in an algebraically closed field and the collection of cells in an o-minimal
structure.
The definition above naturally extends to theories. Let T be an L-theory equipped
with an ordinal rank dim and C a collection of definable sets in T -models. We
say that C is a pseudo-cell collection for T if for all M ⊧ T , C ∩ Def(M) is a
pseudo-cell collection for M.
Suppose dim is an ordinal rank on M∩ and C is a collection of M∩-definable sets.
We say M∪ is C-approximately interpolative if for all finite J ⊆ I, X∩ ∈ C, and(Xi)i∈J , where Xi is Mi-definable and pseudo-dense in X∩, we have ⋂i∈J Xi ≠ ∅.
Clearly, if M∪ is approximately interpolative then it is C-approximately interpola-
tive. The following proposition gives situations where the converse is true. We omit
the straightforward proof.
Proposition 5.8. Suppose C is a collection of pseudo-cells in M∩. Then we have
the following:
(1) M∪ is approximately interpolative if and only if it is C-approximately inter-
polative.
(2) If moreover Mi is approximable over M∩ for all i ∈ I, then M∪ is interpola-
tive if and only if it is C-approximately interpolative.
Let C be a collection of definable sets in T -models. We say that T defines C-
membership if for every L-formula ϕ(x, y) there is an L-formula γ(y) such that
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for all M ⊧ T and b ∈My,
ϕ(M, b) is in C if and only if M ⊧ γ(b).
We say that T ′ defines pseudo-denseness over C if for every L′-formula ϕ(x, y)
and every L-formula ϕ(x, z), there is an L′-formula δ′(y, z) such that if M′ ⊧ T ′
and c ∈My with ϕ(M′, c) ∈ C, then
ϕ′(M′, b) is pseudo-dense in ϕ(M′, c) if and only if M′ ⊧ δ′(b, c).
Theorem 5.9. Suppose dim is an ordinal rank on T∩, C is a collection of defin-
able sets of T∩-models such that T∩ defines C-membership, and Ti defines pseudo-
denseness over C for i ∈ I. Then we have the following:
(1) The class of C-approximately interpolative T∪-models is elementary.
(2) If C is a pseudo-cell collection for T∩, then the class of approximately in-
terpolative T∪-models is elementary.
(3) If, in addition, Ti is approximable over T∩ for each i ∈ I, then the inter-
polative fusion exists.
Proof. We first prove statement (1). Let ϕ∩(x, y) be an L∩-formula, let J ⊆ I be
finite, and let ϕi(x, zi) be an Li-formula for each i ∈ J . Let γ∩(y) be an L∩-formula
defining C-membership for ϕ∩(x, y) and δi(y, zi) an Li-formula defining pseudo-
denseness over C for ϕ∩(x, y) and ϕi(x, zi) for each i ∈ J . For simplicity, we assume
J = {1, . . . , n}. Then we have the following axiom:
∀y, z1, . . . , zn ((γ∩(y) ∧ n⋀
i=1
δi(y, zi))→ ∃x n⋀
i=1
ϕi(x, zi)) .
Then T∪, together with one axiom of the above form for each choice of ϕ∩(x, y), J ,
and ϕi(x, zi) for i ∈ J as above, axiomatizes the class of C-approximately interpola-
tive T∪-models. Assertions (2) and (3) follow immediately from Proposition 5.8. 
The axiomatization given in the proof of Theorem 5.9 is slightly different than that
of Theorem 5.4. They are nevertheless very similar in spirit, so we also refer to the
former as the pseudo-topological axioms.
Clearly, if T ′ defines pseudo-denseness over T , then T ′ defines pseudo-denseness
over any collection C of definable sets of T -models. The converse is true when the
dimension is definable.
We say T defines dimension if for every ordinal α, and every L-formula ϕ(x, y),
there is an L-formula δα(x, y) such that for all M ⊧ T and b ∈My
dimϕ(M, b) = α if and only if M ⊧ δα(b).
We leave the straightforward proof of the following proposition to the reader.
Proposition 5.10. Suppose C is a collection of pseudo-cells, T defines C-
membership and dimension, and T ′ defines pseudo-denseness over C. Then T ′
defines pseudo-denseness over T .
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5.3. Tame topological base. If M is o-minimal, then M′ is approximable over M
if and only if the closure of every M′-definable set is M-definable. This equivalence
only depends on two well-known facts from o-minimality. One of these is known
as the frontier inequality, and we refer to the other as the residue inequality. We
explore these issues in an abstract setting below.
A definable topology T on M consists of a topology Tx on each M
x, for which
there is an L-formula ϕ(x, y) such that {ϕ(M, a) ∶ a ∈ My} is an open basis for
Tx. Note that we also obtain a definable topology on every structure elementarily
equivalent to M.
For the rest of Section 5.3, we suppose T is a definable topology on M and dim is
an ordinal rank on T = Th(M), such that T defines dimension.
Let A be a subset of Mx. We denote by cl(A) the closure of A with respect to Tx.
The frontier of A, fr(A), is defined as cl(A) ∖A. Since T is a definable topology,
the interior, closure, and frontier of a definable subset of Mx are definable. We say
that A has nonempty interior in X ⊆Mx if there is an open U ⊆Mx such that
U ∩X ⊆ A.
In general there need be no connection between pseudo-denseness and T-denseness.
We give conditions under which the two naturally relate. We say M satisfies the
frontier inequality if
dim fr(X) < dimX for all definable X.
This is a strong assumption which in particular implies, by a straight-forward in-
duction on dimension, that every definable set is a Boolean combination of open
definable sets.
Lemma 5.11. Suppose M satisfies the frontier inequality and X ′ ⊆ X are M-
definable sets. If dimX ′ = dimX, then X ′ has nonempty interior in X.
Proof. If X ′ has empty interior in X , then X ∖ X ′ is dense in X , and so X ′ ⊆
X ⊆ cl(X ∖X ′). In particular, X ′ ⊆ fr(X ∖X ′). The frontier inequality implies
dimX ′ < dimX ∖X ′ ≤ dimX . 
Lemma 5.12. The following are equivalent:
(1) M satisfies the frontier inequality.
(2) If A ⊆Mx is dense in a definable X ⊆Mx then A is pseudo-dense in X.
Proof. Suppose that M satisfies the frontier inequality and that A ⊆ Mx is dense
in a definable set X ⊆ Mx. Suppose X ′ ⊆ X is definable and dimX ′ = dimX .
Lemma 5.11 implies that X ′ has nonempty interior in X . Thus A intersects X ′. It
follows that A is pseudo-dense in X .
Conversely, assume (2), and let X ⊆Mx be definable. Since X is dense in cl(X),
X is also pseudo-dense in cl(X). But since X does not intersect fr(X), we have
dim fr(X) < dimcl(X). It follows that dimX = dimcl(X), so the frontier inequality
holds. 
The converse to (2) above almost always fails for general definable sets X . For
example, if A ⊆ Mx is an infinite definable set and p ∈ Mx does not lie in cl(A),
then A is pseudo-dense in X = A ∪ {p} but not dense in X . However, the converse
to (2) does hold for certain definable sets, which we call dimensionally pure.
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Let X ⊆Mx be definable. Given p ∈ X , we define
dimpX =min{dim(U ∩X) ∶ U is a definable neighborhood of p}.
We say that X is dimensionally pure if dimpX = dimX for all p ∈ X . Equiva-
lently, X is dimensionally pure if and only if dimU = dimX for all U ⊆X such that
U is definable, nonempty, and open in X .
Lemma 5.13. Suppose X ⊆Mx is definable. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) X is dimensionally pure.
(2) If a subset A of Mx is pseudo-dense in X, then A is dense in X.
Proof. Suppose X is not dimensionally pure. Let U be a definable nonempty open
subset of X such that dimU < dimX . Then X ∖ U is pseudo-dense in X and not
dense in X .
Suppose X is dimensionally pure and A is pseudo-dense in X . Suppose U is a
nonempty open subset of X . Then there is a definable nonempty open subset U ′
of U . Then dimU ′ = dimX , so A intersects U ′. Hence A is dense in X . 
The following proposition gives another characterization of dimensionally pure sets.
We will not use this characterization, so we leave its proof to the reader.
Proposition 5.14. Suppose X ⊆ Mx is definable. If X is dimensionally pure,
then there are no definable sets X1 and X2 such that X = X1 ∪X2, X1 and X2
are closed in X, neither X1 nor X2 contains the other, and dimX1 ≠ dimX2. If
M satisfies the frontier inequality, then the converse holds.
For a definable X ⊆ Mx, we define the essence of X , es(X), and the residue of
X , rs(X):
es(X) = {p ∈X ∶ dimpX = dimX}
rs(X) = {p ∈X ∶ dimpX < dimX}
As Tx admits a definable basis, and T defines dimension, it follows that es(X) and
rs(X) are definable.
We say that M satisfies the residue inequality if
dimrs(X) < dimX for all definable X.
Note that the residue inequality implies that all definable discrete sets are finite.
Lemma 5.15. If M satisfies the residue inequality, then for all definable X ⊆Mx,
es(X) is dimensionally pure.
Proof. AsX = rs(X)∪es(X) and dim rs(X) < dimX , we have dimes(X) = dim(X).
Now suppose p ∈ es(X) and U is a definable neighborhood of p. Then we have
dimpX = dimX and dim(U ∩X) = dimX . But
(U ∩X) = (U ∩ rs(X))∪ (U ∩ es(X)),
and dim(U ∩ rs(X)) ≤ dim rs(X) < dimX, so dim(U ∩es(X)) = dimX = dimes(X).
Hence dimp es(X) = dimes(X), as was to be shown. 
We will not use the following proposition, but we include it here, since it provides
additional motivation for the residue inequality.
Proposition 5.16. M satisfies the residue inequality if and only if every definable
set is a finite disjoint union of dimensionally pure definable sets.
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Proof. Suppose first that M satisfies the residue inequality. Let X ⊆ Mx be de-
finable. We argue by induction on dimX . If dimX = −∞, then X = ∅ and
the conclusion holds vacuously. Otherwise, X is the disjoint union of es(X) and
rs(X). By Lemma 5.15, es(X) is dimensionally pure, and by the residue inequality
dimrs(X) < dimX , so by induction rs(X) is a finite disjoint union of dimensionally
pure definable sets.
Conversely, for any definable set X , suppose that X is a disjoint union of dimen-
sionally pure definable sets Y1, . . . , Ym. We will show that dim rs(X) < dimX . We
may assume without loss of generality that 1 ≤ j ≤m is such that
dimYk = dimX when k ≤ j and dimYk < dimX when k > j.
Let p ∈ rs(X), and suppose for contradiction that p ∈ Yk for some k ≤ j. Then
since Yk is dimensionally pure, dimp Yk = dimYk = dimX , so for any definable
neighborhood U of p,
dimX = dim(U ∩ Yk) ≤ dim(U ∩X) ≤ dimX.
So dimpX = dimX , contradicting the fact that p ∈ rs(X). Thus rs(X) ⊆ ⋃k>j Yk,
and dim rs(X) ≤ dim⋃k>j Yk < dimX . 
We say T is dim-compatible if M satisfies both the frontier inequality and the
residue inequality. For the remainder of Section 5.3, dim is an ordinal rank
on T = Th(M) such that T defines dimension, and T is a dim-compatible
definable topology on M. Definability of the dimension and the topology ensure
that dim-compatibility is an elementary property, i.e., the topology on any model
of T is dim-compatible.
Proposition 5.17. Suppose X ⊆Mx is definable and A ⊆Mx. Then A is pseudo-
dense in X if and only if A is dense in es(X).
Proof. Since dim rs(X) < dimX and dimes(X) = dimX , A is pseudo-dense in
X if and only if A is pseudo-dense in es(X). The equivalence then follows from
Lemma 5.12, Lemma 5.13, and Lemma 5.15. 
Proposition 5.18. Any expansion T ′ of T defines pseudo-denseness over T .
Proof. Suppose M is a T -model and M′ is a T ′-model expanding M. Suppose(Xb)b∈My and (X ′c)c∈Mz are families of subsets of Mx, which are M-definable and
M
′-definable, respectively. By Proposition 5.17, X ′c is pseudo-dense in Xb if and
only if X ′c is dense in es(Xb).
Using definability of the topology and dimension, essences of definable sets are
uniformly definable, i.e., there is an M-definable family (Yb)b∈My such that Yb =
es(Xb) for all b ∈My. Thus X ′c is pseudo-dense in Xb if and only if X ′c is dense in
Yb. And using definability of the topology, the set of all (b, c) such that X ′c is dense
in Y b is definable. 
Proposition 5.19. Suppose M′ expands M. Then M′ is approximable over M if
and only if the closure of any M′-definable set is M-definable.
Proof. Suppose that the closure of any M′-definable set is M-definable. Then for
any M′-definable X ⊆Mx, cl(X) is a pseudo-closure of X by Lemma 5.12.
Conversely, suppose M′ is approximable over M and X ′ ⊆ Mx is M′-definable.
Let X be a pseudo-closure of X ′. We apply induction to the dimension of X . If
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dimX = −∞, then X ′ is empty and trivially M-definable. Now suppose dimX ≥ 0.
We have
cl(X ′) = cl(X ′ ∩ es(X))∪ cl(X ′ ∩ rs(X)).
Since X ′ is pseudo-dense in X , X ′ is dense in es(X) by Proposition 5.17. It follows
that cl(X ′ ∩ es(X)) = cl(es(X)), which is M-definable. As (X ′ ∩ rs(X)) ⊆ rs(X),
any pseudo-closure of (X ′ ∩ rs(X)) has dimension at most dim rs(X) < dimX .
So cl(X ′ ∩ rs(X)) is M-definable by induction. Thus cl(X ′) is a union of two
M-definable sets and is therefore M-definable. 
We conclude this section by giving examples of structures with compatible definable
topologies. In each case T and dim are canonical, so we do not describe them in
detail. And in each case the existence of dimensionally pure decompositions (and
hence the residue inequality, by Proposition 5.16) follows from the appropriate cell
decomposition or “weak cell decomposition” result. In different settings, cells (or
“weak cells”) have different definitions, but they are easily seen to be dimensionally
pure in each case.
The most familiar case is when M is an o-minimal expansion of a dense linear
order, see [vdD98b]. Similarly, it follows from [SW19, Proposition 4.1,4.3] that if
M is a dp-minimal expansion of a divisible ordered abelian group then the usual
order topology is compatible. This covers the case when M is an expansion of
an ordered abelian group with weakly o-minimal theory. It is shown in Johnson’s
thesis [Joh16] that a dp-minimal, non strongly minimal, expansion of a field admits
a definable field topology and it is shown in [SW19] that this topology is compatible.
It follows in particular that a C-minimal expansion of an algebraically closed field,
or a P-minimal expansion of a p-adically closed field admits a compatible definable
topology. It was previously shown in [CKDL17] that P-minimal expansions of p-
adically closed fields satisfy the frontier inequality and admit dimensionally pure
decompositions.
We say that T is an open core of T ′ if the closure of every T ′-definable set in
every T ′-model M′ is M = M′∣L definable. Proposition 5.18 and Proposition 5.19
together yield the following theorem.
Theorem 5.20. If T∩ admits an ordinal rank dim and a dim-compatible definable
topology, and T∩ is an open core of Ti for each i ∈ I, then T ∗∪ exists. In particular,
if T∩ is an o-minimal expansion of a dense linear order or a p-minimal expansion
of a p-adically closed field, and T∩ is an open core of Ti for each i ∈ I, then T ∗∪
exists.
We give a concrete example of Theorem 5.20. Suppose T∩ is a complete and model
complete o-minimal theory that extends the theory of ordered abelian groups. For
each i ∈ I, let Ti be the theory of a T -model N equipped with a unary predicate
Ri defining a dense elementary substructure of N. Then Ti is model complete
by [vdD98a, Thm 1] and T∩ is an open core of Ti [DMS10, Section 5]. Applying
Theorem 5.20, we see that the theory T∪ of a T -model N equipped with a family(Ri)i∈I of unary predicates defining dense elementary substructures of N has a
model companion.
5.4. ℵ0-stable base. We assume throughout this subsection that T is ℵ0-stable
and dim is Morley rank on T . We write mult for Morley degree on T .
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Suppose X1 and X2 are M-definable subsets of Mx. Then X1 is almost a subset
of X2, if
dim(X1 ∖X2) < dim(X1),
and X1 is almost equal to X2, if X1 is almost a subset of X2 and vice versa.
An M-definable subset X of Mx is almost irreducible if whenever X =X1 ∪X2
for M-definable X1 and X2, we have X is almost equal to X1 or to X2. Any
M-definable set of Morley degree one is almost irreducible, and the converse holds
when Th(M) defines Morley rank or when M is ℵ0-saturated.
The following easy proposition is the main advantage of assuming that T∩ is ℵ0-
stable in our setting.
Lemma 5.21. Suppose A is a subset of Mx. Then an M-definable set X ⊆Mx is
a pseudo-closure of A if and only if A ⊆X and
(dimX,multX) ≤Lex (dimX ′,multX ′)
for all M-definable X ′ ⊆Mx with A ⊆X ′.
Proof. By standard properties of Morley rank and degree in ℵ0-stable theories,
for any M-definable X and X ′, if (dimX ′,multX ′) <Lex (dimX,multX), then
dim(X ∖X ′) = dimX . If X ′ ⊆X , then the converse is true.
Let X be a pseudo-closure of A, so A ⊆ X , and suppose for contradiction
that there is some M-definable X ′ ⊆ Mx with A ⊆ X ′ and (dimX ′,multX ′) <Lex(dimX,multX). Then dim(X ∖X ′) = dimX , but A ∩ (X ∖X ′) = ∅, contradicting
the fact that A is pseudo-dense in X .
Conversely, suppose A ⊆X and (dimX,multX) is minimal in the lexicographic
order among M-definable sets containing A. Then for anyM-definable X ′ ⊆X with
dimX ′ = dimX , (dim(X ∖X ′),mult(X∖X ′)) <Lex (dimX,multX). It follows that
A /⊆ (X ∖X ′), so A ∩X ′ ≠ ∅. Hence X is a pseudo-closure of A. 
The preceding lemma has the following important immediate consequence for the
approximability condition in this setting.
Proposition 5.22. Every A ⊆ Mx has a pseudo-closure. Hence every expansion
of M is approximable over M and every expansion of T is approximable over T .
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.21, using the fact that the
lexicographic order on pairs (dimX,multX) is a well-order. 
Corollary 5.23. If Th(M∩) is ℵ0-stable and dim is Morley rank, then M∪ is
interpolative if and only it is approximately interpolative.
As a demonstration of the material developed so far, we will revisit the example of
difference fields as presented in Section 4.7. Suppose K is a model of ACF. We say
that V ⊆ Kx is a irreducible if it is K-definable and irreducible with respect to
the Zariski topology on K, or equivalently, V is a quasi-affine variety.
Suppose K and K ′ are algebraically closed fields and f ∶ K → K ′ is a field iso-
morphism. Then (K,K ′;f) is a model of the theory T1 (or equivalently of T2) in
Corollary 4.16. As in the proof of Proposition 4.14, (K,K ′;f) is isomorphic to(K,K; idK) via the map (idK , f−1). If Z ⊆Km × (K ′)n, set
(idK , f−1)(Z) = {(a, f−1(b)) ∣ (a, b) ∈ Z} ⊆Km+n.
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Then Z ⊆ Km × (K ′)n is (K,K ′;f)-definable if and only if (idK , f−1)(Z) is K-
definable. Hence, we can liberally import concepts and results from definable sets
in ACF to definable sets in (K,K ′;f). In particular, we say Z is irreducible
if (idK , f−1)(Z) is irreducible. Likewise, we say Z is Zariski-closed in Z ′ if(idK , f−1)(Z) is Zariski-closed in (idK , f−1)(Z ′).
The remark below follows easily from quantifier elimination in ACF.
Remark 5.24. Suppose K and K ′ are algebraically closed fields.
(1) Every (K,K ′)-definable subset of Km×(K ′)n is a finite union of sets of the
form V ×V ′ where V ⊆Km is an irreducibleK-definable set and V ′ ⊆ (K ′)m
is an irreducible K ′-definable set.
(2) If f ∶ K → K ′ is a field isomorphism, then every (K,K ′;f)-definable set is
a finite union of irreducible (K,K ′;f)-definable sets.
(3) If V ⊆Km is an irreducible K-definable set, and V ⊆ (K ′)n is an irreducible
K ′-definable set, then V × V ′ is an irreducible (K,K ′;f)-definable set.
Recall that T∩ is the theory of pairs (K,K ′), where K and K ′ are algebraically
closed fields. It is easy to see that this theory is ℵ0-stable. We write dim for Morley
rank on (K,K ′) and mult for Morley degree on (K,K ′). The following facts are
easy to verify.
Remark 5.25. If V ⊆ Km is (K,K ′)-definable, then dim(V ) and mult(V ) are
equal to the dimension and multiplicity of V considered as aK-definable set relative
to ACF, and similarly for V ′ ⊆ (K ′)n. If V ⊆Km is K-definable and V ⊆ (K ′)m′ is
K ′-definable, then dim(V × V ′) = dim(V ) + dim(V ′). If V and V ′ are irreducible,
then V ×V ′ is irreducible and mult(V ×V ′) = 1. The collection of all such irreducible
sets V × V ′ is a pseudo-cell collection for T∩.
These observations lead immediately to a characterization of pseudo-denseness.
Lemma 5.26. Suppose V ⊆ Kx and V ′ ⊆ (K ′)y are irreducible, pi and pi′ are the
coordinate projections from V × V ′ to V and V ′, and Z ⊆ V × V ′ is an irreducible
definable set in (K,K ′;f). Then Z is pseudo-dense in V × V ′ if and only if pi(Z)
is Zarski-dense in V and pi′(Z) is Zarski-dense in V ′.
Proof. Suppose pi(Z) is Zariski-dense in V and pi′(Z) is Zariski-dense in V ′. Using
Remark 5.24, Z has a pseudo closure of the form
(W1 ×W ′1) ∪ . . . ∪ (Wn ×W ′n)
where Wi is an irreducible K-definable subset of V , and W
′
i is an irreducible K
′-
definable subset of V ′ for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Using Lemma 5.21 and replacing the
relevant sets with their Zariski-closures in V and V ′ if necessary, we can arrange
that Wi is closed in V , W
′
i is closed in V
′, and hence Wi ×W
′
i is closed in V × V
′
for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. As Z is irreducible, we must have
Z ⊆Wi ×W ′i for a single i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Thus Z has a pseudo-closure of the form W × W ′ with W ⊆ V and W ′ ⊆ V ′
irreducible. As pi(Z) ⊆ W , and pi′(Z) ⊆ W ′, W is Zariski-dense in V and W ′ is
Zariski-dense in V ′. Applying Remark 5.25, we get dim(W ×W ′) = dim(V × V ′).
Since mult(V ×V ′) = 1, it follows from Lemma 5.21 that V ×V ′ is a pseudo-closure
of Z. In particular, Z is pseudo-dense in V × V ′.
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Now suppose Z is pseudo-dense in V × V ′. Let W ⊆ V be a pseudo-closure of
pi(Z), and let W ′ ⊆ V ′ be a pseudo-closure of pi′(Z). As V ×V ′ is a pseudo-closure
of Z, we must have dim(V × V ′) ≤ dim(W ×W ′). This forces dimW = dimV
and dimW ′ = dimV ′. Since V and V ′ are irreducible, mult(V ) = mult(V ′) = 1.
Applying Lemma 5.21, pi(Z) is pseudo-dense in V , and pi′(Z) is pseudo-dense in
V ′. Since V and V ′ are irreducible, pi(Z) is Zariski-dense in V and pi′(Z) is Zariski-
dense in V ′, as desired. 
Suppose K is an algebraically closed field and σ is an automorphism of K. We say
that σ is a generic automorphism if for all irreducible K-definable sets V ⊆Km
and Z ⊆ V ×σ(V ) such that the projections of Z onto V and σ(V ) are Zariski-dense
in V and σ(V ) respectively, we can find a ∈ V such that
(a,σ(a)) ∈ Z.
It is well known that (K;σ) ⊧ ACFA if and only if K ⊧ ACF and σ is a generic auto-
morphism. This description of models of ACFA is often referred to as Hrushovksi’s
geometric characterization/axioms [Mac97]. The following proposition clarifies the
relationship between this and our pseudo-topological characterization/axioms.
Proposition 5.27. Suppose K is an algebraically closed field and σ is an auto-
morphism of K. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) σ is a generic automorphism.
(2) With I = {1,2}, (K,K; idK) viewed as an L1-structure, and (K,K;σ)
viewed as an L2 structure for L1 and L2 as in Corollary 4.16, the L∪-
structure (K,K; idK , σ) is approximately interpolative.
Proof. We first show the backward direction. Suppose (2) holds, and let V and
Z be as in the definition of a generic automorphism. Set V ′ = σ(V ). Applying
Lemma 5.26, we find that Z as a (K,K; idK)-definable set is pseudo-dense in V ×V ′.
Also by Lemma 5.26, {(a,σ(a)) ∶ a ∈ K} as a (K,K;σ)-definable set is pseudo-
dense in V × V ′. Therefore Z ∩ {(a,σ(a)) ∶ a ∈ K} ≠ ∅ by (2), which is the desired
conclusion.
Conversely, suppose (1) holds. By Remark 5.25, (K,K)-definable sets of the
form V × V ′ with V and V ′ irreducible form a pseudo-cell collection. Hence, it
suffices to fix V and V ′, and show that X ∩ Y ≠ ∅ whenever X is a (K,K; idK)-
definable set, Y is a (K,K;σ)-definable set, and X and Y are each pseudo-dense
in V × V ′. Using Remark 5.24, we can reduce to the case when X and Y are
irreducible. Let Y ∗ = (idK , σ−1)(Y ). Our job is to show that there is (a, b) ∈ V ×V ′
with (a, b) ∈X and (a,σ−1(b)) ∈ Y ∗. By Lemma 5.26, we have that the projections
of Y ∗ and X onto V , of Y ∗ onto σ−1(V ′), and of X onto V ′ have Zariski-dense
image. Using generic flatness (see [Gro67] or [Nit05]), we can arrange that these
maps are flat by shrinking X , Y ∗, V , and V ′ if necessary. Let Y ∗×V X be the fiber
product of Y ∗ and X over V . Then
Y ∗ ×V X ⊆ (V × σ−1(V ′)) ×V (V × V ′) = V × σ−1(V ′) × V ′.
As flatness is preserved under base-change and composition, the obvious maps
from Y ∗ ×V X to σ
−1(V ′) and to V ′ are flat. Let Z˜ be an irreducible component
of Y ∗ ×V X and Z the image of Z˜ in σ
−1(V ) × V ′. As flat maps are open [Har77,
Exercise III.9.1], the image of the projections of Z˜ and hence of Z onto σ−1(V ′)
and onto V ′ contain Zariski-open subsets of σ−1(V ′) and V ′ respectively. By (1),
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Z contains a point of the form (σ−1(b), b). Hence, there is a point of the form(a,σ−1(b), b) in Y ∗ ×V X . This implies that (a,σ−1(b)) is in Y ∗ and (a, b) is in X ,
which is our desired conclusion. 
Proposition 5.28 below, combined with Theorem 4.15, allows us to recover the fact
that the theory of difference fields has a model companion.
Proposition 5.28. Let T1 and T2 be as in Corollary 4.16. Then T
∗
∪ exists.
Proof. By Proposition 4.14, T1 and T2 are bi-interpretable with ACF, so in par-
ticular they are ℵ0-stable. It follows that T∩ is also ℵ0-stable, so T1 and T2 are
automatically approximable over T∩. T1 and T2 also define pseudo-denseness over
T∩, using Lemma 5.26 and the fact that ACF defines dimension and irreducibility.
Thus T ∗∪ exists by Theorem 5.4. 
Remark 5.29. Note that the proof of Proposition 5.28 does not use Proposi-
tion 5.27. It follows from Corollary 4.16 that (K;σ) ⊧ ACFA if and only if(K,K; idK , σ) ⊧ T ∗∪ where T ∗∪ is as in Proposition 5.28. Combining with the fact
the (K;σ) ⊧ ACFA if and only if σ is a generic automorphism, and the fact that the
models of T ∗∪ are the approximately interpolative models of T∪, we get an alternative
proof of Proposition 5.27.
The proof we gave for Proposition 5.27 is purely at the level of structures and
not theories. This is technically harder but done to make a point: In addition to
recovering the fact that various theories in the literature have a model companion,
the material we develop in this section is the common abstraction of the proofs in
the literature that these theories have model companions.
Having finished our discussion of ACFA, we now return to the general case. In
Proposition 5.6, we gave a concrete example of an expansion of T = Th(Z; 0,+,−)
which is not approximable over T . It is well known that T is superstable but not ℵ0-
stable, so this demonstrates that superstability is not sufficient for Proposition 5.22.
For the reader who is still looking for a free ride outside of the ℵ0-stable context,
Proposition 5.31 will dash this hope.
If dim1,dim2 are ordinal ranks on an L
♢-theory T ♢ then we say dim1 is smaller
than dim2 if dim1X ≤ dim2X for all definable sets X .
Lemma 5.30. The theory T ♢ is ℵ0-stable if and only if it admits an ordinal rank
dim such that for every T ♢-model M♢, M♢-definable set X, and family (Xn)n∈N of
pairwise disjoint M♢-definable subsets of X, we have dimXn < dimX for some n.
If T ♢ is ℵ0-stable, then Morley rank is the smallest ordinal rank with this property.
Proof. It is well-known that Morley rank RM is an ordinal rank satisfying the
hypotheses when T ♢ is ℵ0-stable. Suppose dim is an ordinal rank satisfying the
hypotheses. We will show that RM(X) ≤ dimX for all M♢-definable sets X in T ♢-
models M♢. This implies that RM is ordinal valued and hence that T ♢ is ℵ0-stable.
As RM and dim are preserved in elementary extensions, it suffices to fix an ℵ0-
saturated T ♢-model M♢ and show RM(X) ≤ dim(X) for all M♢-definable sets X .
We show by induction on ordinals α that if α ≤ RM(X), then α ≤ dim(X). If
0 ≤ RM(X), then X is nonempty, so 0 ≤ dim(X). If α is a limit ordinal and α ≤
RM(X), then β ≤ RM(X) for all β < α, so by induction β ≤ dim(X) for all β < α,
and hence α ≤ dim(X). If α = β + 1 is a successor ordinal and α ≤ RM(X), then
since M♢ is ℵ0-saturated, there are pairwise disjoint M-definable subsets (Xn)n∈N
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of X such that β ≤ RM(Xn) for all n. By induction, β ≤ dim(Xn) for all n,
and by our assumption on dim there is some n such that dim(Xn) < dim(X). So
α ≤ dim(X). 
Proposition 5.31. Suppose L♢ is countable and dim♢ is an ordinal rank on a
complete L♢-theory T ♢. If T ♢ is not ℵ0-stable, then there is an expansion of T
♢
which is not approximable over T ♢.
Proof. Suppose T ♢ is not ℵ0-stable. Applying Lemma 5.30, we obtain a T
♢-model
M
♢, an M♢-definable set X with dim♢X = α, and a sequence (Xn)n∈N of pairwise
disjoint M♢-definable subsets of X such that dim♢Xn = α for all n. Since X and
each Xn are definable with parameters from a countable elementary submodel, we
may assume M♢ is countable.
Given S ⊆ N, let AS = ⋃n∈SXn. We show that AS does not have a pseudo-
closure for uncountably many S ⊆ N. Suppose S ⊆ N is nonempty and X ′ is a
pseudo-closure of AS . As AS ⊆ X , we have dim♢X ′ ≤ α. As S is nonempty, we
have Xn ⊆ X ′ for some n, so dim♢X ′ ≥ α. Thus any pseudo-closure X ′ of AS has
dim♢X ′ = α.
Now suppose S,S′ ⊆ N are nonempty and S /⊆ S′. We show any pseudo-closure of
AS is not a pseudo-closure of AS′ . Fix n ∈ S∖S′ and suppose X ′ is a pseudo-closure
of AS . Then dim
♢X ′ = α, Xn is an M♢-definable subset of X ′ with dim♢Xn = α,
but Xn is disjoint from AS′ . Thus X
′ is not a pseudo-closure of AS′ .
Let J be an uncountable collection of nonempty subsets of N such that S /⊆ S′
for all distinct S,S′ ∈ J. If S,S′ ∈ J are distinct, then AS and AS′ cannot have
a common pseudo-closure. As M♢ and L are countable, there are only countably
many M♢-definable sets, so there are uncountably many S ∈ J such that AS does
not have a pseudo-closure. The expansion of M♢ by a predicate defining any such
AS is not approximable over M
♢. It follows that the theory of this expansion is not
approximable over T ♢. 
We next give a useful characterization of definability of pseudo-denseness over an
ℵ0-stable theory. Lemma 5.21 motivates the following definition. Suppose M
′ is a
model of T ′, M =M′↾L, and X ′ ⊆Mx is M′-definable. Define
dim
′
X ′ = dimX and mult′X ′ =multX
where X is a pseudo-closure of X ′. The following corollary is an immediate conse-
quence of Lemma 5.21.
Lemma 5.32. For A ⊆Mx and M-definable X ⊆Mx, we have the following:
(1) A is pseudo-dense in X if and only if we have both dim′(X ∩A) = dim(X)
and mult′(X ∩A) =mult(X).
(2) If X is almost irreducible, then A is pseudo-dense in X if and only if
dim
′(X ∩A) is the same as dim(X).
In general dim′ might not be an ordinal rank on T ′ as dim′(X ′) might be different
from dim′(X ′(N′)) where N′ is an elementary extension of M′. When T defines
Morley rank, we can easily check that dim′ is an ordinal rank on T ′, which we will
refer to as the induced rank on T ′.
We say T defines multiplicity (or has the DMP) if for all L-formulas ϕ(x, y),
ordinals α, and n, there is an L-formula µα,n(y) such that for all M ⊧ T and b ∈My
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we have that
M ⊧ µα,n(b) if and only if dimϕ(M, b) = α and mult ϕ(M, b) = n.
In particular, if T defines multiplicity, then T defines Morley rank, and the induced
rank on T ′ is well-defined.
Proposition 5.33. Suppose T defines multiplicity. Then T ′ defines pseudo-
denseness over T if and only if T ′ defines induced rank.
Proof. Suppose T ′ defines pseudo-denseness and ϕ′(x, y) is an L′-formula. Let(X ′b′)b′∈Y ′ be a family of subsets of Mx defined by ϕ′(x, y). Using the assumption
that T ′ defines pseudo-denseness and a standard compactness argument, we obtain
a family (Xc)c∈Z defined by a formula whose choice might depend on ϕ′(x, y) but
not onM′, such that for every b′ ∈ Y , X ′b has a pseudo-closure which in a member of
the family (Xc)c∈Z . It follows from Proposition 5.22 that dim′(X ′b′) = α for b′ ∈ Y
if and only there is c ∈ Z such that X ′b is pseudo-dense in Xc and dim(Xc) = α. As
T defines multiplicity and T ′ defines pseudo-denseness, it follows that T ′ defines
induced rank.
Now suppose T ′ defines induced rank. Let C be the collection of almost ir-
reducible subsets of T -models. Then C is a collection of pseudo-cells for T . As
T defines multiplicity, T defines C-membership. So by Proposition 5.10, it suf-
fices to show T ′ defines pseudo-denseness over C. Let (X ′b′)b′∈Y ′ and (Xc)c∈Z be
a families defined by an L′-formula ϕ′(x, y) and an L-formula ϕ(x, z). It follows
from Lemma 5.21 that when Xc is in C, X
′
b′ is pseudo-dense in Xc if and only if
dim′(X ∩X ′) = dim(X). The desired conclusion follows. 
Remark 5.34. If T defines Morley rank, then mult′ is preserved under elementary
extensions, so we may speak of induced multiplicity on T ′. There is also an analogue
of Proposition 5.33 which involves both dim′ and mult′: Suppose T defines Morley
rank. Then T ′ defines pseudo-denseness if and only if T ′ defines induced rank and
induced multiplicity. We do not include it here as we do not have an application in
mind.
Theorem 5.35. Suppose T∩ is ℵ0-stable and defines multiplicity. If each Ti defines
induced rank, then T ∗∪ exists.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.4, Proposition 5.22, and
Proposition 5.33. 
Proposition 5.33 and Theorem 5.35 are mainly of interest because there are several
situations where the induced rank on T ′ is a natural notion of dimension, and its
definability follows from our general knowledge about T ′. Proposition 5.37 below
presents a general class of such situations.
The algebraic dimension adim(X) of an N-definable set X is the maximal k
for which there is a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ X(N) such that (after permuting coordinates)
a1, . . . , ak are acl-independent over N . It is well-known that algebraic dimension is
an ordinal rank on Th(N), which coincides with Morley rank for strongly minimal
theories. The following fact is also well known (see [CP98, Lemma 2.2]).
Fact 5.36. A theory defines algebraic dimension if and only if it eliminates ∃∞.
Proposition 5.37. Suppose T is strongly minimal and acl′ agrees with acl in all
T ′-models. Then T ′ defines induced rank if and only if T ′ eliminates ∃∞.
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Proof. Suppose M′ ⊧ T ′, and M =M′↾L. Since T is strongly minimal, dim = adim.
We write dim′ for the induced rank on T ′ and adim′ for the algebraic dimension in
M
′. Using Fact 5.36, it suffices to show that dim′ = adim′.
If X ′ is an arbitrary M′-definable subset of Mx,
dim′(X ′) =min{adim(X) ∣X ⊆Mx is M-definable, and X ′ ⊆X}.
As acl′ = acl, whenever a ∈ X ′(M′) has k components which are acl′-independent
overM , these components are also acl-independent overM , and we have a ∈X(M′)
for any M-definable X such that X ′ ⊆X . Hence, adim′(X ′) ≤ dim′(X ′).
Conversely, let X ⊆ Mx be a pseudo-closure of X ′, and n = adim(X). Then
X ′ is not contained in any M-definable set of smaller dimension. Since the set of
M-definable sets of dimension less than n is closed under finite unions, by compact-
ness there is some a′ ∈ X ′(M′) which is not contained in any M-definable set of
dimension less than n. If a′ does not have n components which are acl′-independent
over M , then since acl′ = acl, this dependence is witnessed by a′ ∈ Y , where Y is
M-definable and adim(Y ) < n. This contradicts the choice of a′. 
As a demonstration of Proposition 5.33 and Proposition 5.37, we will revisit the
theory of algebraically closed fields with multiple valuations described in Section 4.2
and show that this has a model companion. We need the following fact about
algebraically closed valued fields, which can be found in [vdD89].
Fact 5.38. Suppose K is an algebraically closed field and R ⊆ K is a nontrivial
valuation ring. Then the model-theoretic algebraic closure in (K;R) agrees with
the field-theoretic algebraic closure in K (which agrees with the model-theoretic
algebraic closure in K).
Applying Proposition 5.33, Proposition 5.37, and Fact 5.38 we recover the promised
fact, which is also the first part of Theorem 4.5.
Proposition 5.39. Suppose L∩ is the language of rings, and for each i ∈ I, Li
extends L∩ by a unary relation symbol, Ti is the theory whose models are (K;Ri)
with K ⊧ ACF and Ri a nontrivial valuation ring on K. Then T ∗∪ exists.
In [vdD] and [Joh16], the strategy to show that the theory of algebraically closed
fields with multiple valuations has a model companion involves:
(1) Identifying a class C of “generic” algebraically closed fields with multiple
valuations.
(2) Showing that C consists precisely of the existentially closed models of the
theory of algebraically closed fields with multiple valuations.
(3) Showing that C is first-order axiomatizable.
For an algebraically closed field K and a family (Ri)i∈I of nontrivial valuation
rings on K, we say (K; (Ri)i∈I) is generic if whenever V ⊆ Km is Zariski-closed
and irreducible, J ⊆ I is finite, Ui ⊆ Km is vi-open in in V for i ∈ J , we have
⋂i∈J Ui ≠ ∅.
We will show that this notion of genericity agrees with our notion of approximately
interpolative structure. This is a special case of the notions of genericity in [vdD]
and [Joh16]: they work in a more general setting and use different terminology. We
need the following lemma about algebraically closed valued fields.
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Lemma 5.40. Suppose K is an algebraically closed field, R ⊆ K is a nontrivial
valuation ring, V ⊆ Km is irreducible, and X ⊆ V is (K;R)-definable. Let v be
the valuation associated to R and dim be the acl-dimension on (K;R). Then the
following are equivalent:
(1) dimX = dimV .
(2) X is Zariski-dense (equivalently pseudo-dense) in V .
(3) X has nonempty interior in the v-topology on V .
Proof. Fact 5.38 together with Lemma 5.21 shows that (1) and (2) are equivalent.
The proof of [vdD89, Proposition 2.18] shows that (2) implies (3). As every Zariski-
closed set is v-closed, it follows that any subset of V which is not Zariski-dense in
V has empty interior in the v-topology on V . 
Proposition 5.41. Suppose (K; (Ri)i∈I) has K ⊧ ACF and Ri a nontrivial valu-
ation ring on K for i ∈ I. Then following are equivalent:
(1) (K; (Ri)i∈I) is generic.
(2) With L∩ the language of rings and Li extending L∩ by a unary relation
symbol for each i ∈ I, (K; (Ri)i∈I) as an L∪-structure is approximately
interpolative.
Proof. The backward direction follows immediately from Lemma 5.40. It is easy
to see that the collection of irreducible varieties forms a pseudo-cell collection for
ACF. Applying Lemma 5.40 again, we get the forward direction. 
Remark 5.42. Proposition 5.41 can alternatively be obtained as a consequence of
Theorem 4.5, Corollary 5.3, the fact that T∩ is ℵ0-stable, and the result from [vdD]
and [Joh16] that the generic models are the existentially closed models of T∪. The
current proof of Proposition 5.41 again illustrates the point made in Remark 5.29
that the material we develop in this section is the common abstraction of the proofs
in the literature that various theories have model companions
Note that a separate argument is needed to show that (K; (Ri)i∈I) as in Propo-
sition 5.41 is generic if and only if (vi)i∈I is an independent family of valuations.
We do not include a proof of this result here, as we found no other way except to
essentially repeat the argument in [Joh16].
In the same spirit but more closely related to the notion of induced dimension,
we show how the definition of generic predicates is related to approximately in-
terpolative structures. The proof that T ∗∪ exists for this example must wait until
Section 5.5.
Proposition 5.43. Suppose M is an infinite one-sorted L-structure and P is a
unary predicate on M which is not in L. Set I = {1,2}, and let L1 = L and
L2 = {P}. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) P is a generic predicate.
(2) M∪ is approximately interpolative.
Proof. Note that T∩ is the strongly minimal theory of an infinite set with no struc-
ture, so dim = adim. Let C be the collection of Mn as n ranges over N. From the
fact that T∩ admits quantifier elimination, it is easy to deduce that C is a pseudo-
cell collection. Therefore, by Proposition 5.8, it suffices to show that P is a generic
predicate if and only if M∪ is C-approximately interpolative, i.e., X1 ∩ X2 ≠ ∅
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whenever the M1-definable set X1 ⊆ Mn and the M2-definable set X2 ⊆ Mn are
pseudo-dense in Mn.
We first show that an M1-definable set X1 ⊆ Mn is large if and only if X1 is
pseudo-dense in Mn. Let adim′ be the induced dimension on M1. As algebraic
closure in T∩ is trivial, it follows directly from the definitions that an M1-definable
subset X1 of M
n is large if and only if adim′(X1) = n. On the other hand, as
adim′(X1) < n if and only if X1 is contained in an M -definable set of Morley rank< n, andMn has Morley degree 1 (as anM -definable set), it follows by Lemma 5.21
that X1 is pseudo-dense in M
n if and only if adim′(X1) = n.
On the other hand, it follows from quantifier elimination that an M2-definable
set X2 ⊆ Mn is pseudo-dense in Mn if and only if it differs by an M∩-definable
set of smaller dimension from a set of the form ∏ni=1 Si, where Si ∈ {P,M ∖ P}
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. So M∪ is C-approximately interpolative if and only if every large
M1-definable set meets every set of this form, as desired. 
Remark 5.44. The notion of genericity introduced in [Tra17] is also very close
in spirit to the notion of approximately interpolative structure. It is also possible
to prove that these notions are equivalent in the same fashion as Proposition 5.27,
Proposition 5.41, and Proposition 5.43, but that is outside the scope of this paper.
5.5. Toward ℵ0-categorical base. Throughout this subsection, we assume L has
finitely many sorts and T is ℵ0-stable, ℵ0-categorical, weakly eliminates imaginaries,
and has no finite models. We write dim for Morley rank on T and mult for Morley
degree on T . We make extensive use of Proposition 5.22, which ensures that every
subset of a model of T . Despite this, we consider this subsection more of a first step
toward developing the theory of interpolative fusions over an ℵ0-categorical base,
rather than a continuation of the preceding section. A full-fledged theory should
also cover Proposition 6.19.
The ℵ0-stable assumption also gives us the following “inductive” procedure to check
whether a subset is pseudo-dense in an almost irreducible set.
Lemma 5.45. Suppose X ⊆Mx is almost irreducible, D is a collection of almost
irreducible subsets of Mx such that any almost irreducible subset of Mx is almost
equal to an element in D, and A is a subset of Mx. For α < dimX, let Dα(A,X)
be the collection of almost irreducible Xα ∈D such that
dimXα = α, A is pseudo-dense in Xα, and Xα is almost a subset of X.
If Dβ(A,X) = ∅ for all α < β < dimX, then we have the following:
(1) If Dα(A,X) is infinite up to almost equality, then A is pseudo-dense in X.
(2) If Dα(A,X) is finite up to almost equality, X1α, . . . ,Xnα are the representa-
tives of the almost equality classes, and
A′ ∶= A ∖ n⋃
i=1
X iα is pseudo-dense in X,
then Dβ(A′,X) = ∅ for all α ≤ β < dimX, and A is pseudo-dense in X if
and only if A′ is.
Proof. As M is ℵ0-stable, A ∩X has a pseudo-closure Y which is a subset of X
by Proposition 5.22. Suppose Dβ(A,X) = ∅ for all α < β < dimX . Then either
dimY ≤ α or dimY = dimX . If Dα(A,X) is infinite up to almost equality, then
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dimY > α, and so dimY = dimX . The latter implies A is pseudo-dense in X by
Lemma 5.21. Thus we get statement (1).
Now suppose X1α, . . . ,X
n
α and A
′ are as stated in (2). Since A′ is a subset of A,
Dβ(A′,X) is a subset of Dβ(A,X) for all β. So in particular, Dβ(A′,X) = ∅ for
all α < β < dimX . Suppose Xα is an element of Dα(A′,X). Then A is also pseudo-
dense in Xα and so Xα is almost equal to X
i
α with i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. As X iα ∩A′ = ∅,
X iα and Xα are both almost irreducible, and dimX
i
α = dimXα, it follows from
Lemma 5.1 that A′ is not pseudo-dense in Xα which is absurd. Thus,
Dα(A′,X) = ∅ for all α ≤ β < dimX.
If A′ is pseudo-dense in X then clearly A is. Suppose A′ is not pseudo-dense in X .
Then A′ ∩X has a pseudo-closure Y ′ with dimY ′ < dimX . It follows that A has
a pseudo-closure Y which is a subset of Y ′ ∪X1α ∪ . . . ∪X
n
α . It is easy to see that
dimY < dimX , and so A is not pseudo-dense in X . We have thus obtained all the
desired conclusions in (2). 
The lemma above is hardly useful if the purpose is defining pseudo-denseness for
a general ℵ0-stable theory. The issue is that many of the objects involved in the
previous lemma are not definable. Remarkably, many of them are definable when
we additionally assume T is ℵ0-categorical. We recall a number of facts about
ℵ0-stable and ℵ0-categorical theories.
Fact 5.46. The first two statements below only require ℵ0-categoricity:
(1) T is complete.
(2) For all finite x, there are finitely many formula ϕ(x) up to T equivalence.
(3) T defines multiplicity.
(4) ([CHL85], Theorem 5.1) M has finite Morley rank, that is, for all finite x,
dimMx < ω.
(5) ([CHL85], Theorem 6.3) if x is a single variable, and p ∈ Sx(M), then p is
definable over Mx ×Mx.
We now prove a key lemma that does not hold outside of the ℵ0-categorical setting.
Lemma 5.47. For each finite x there is an L-formula ψ(x, z) such that whenever
M ⊧ T and D = (Xc)c∈Z is the family of subsets of Mx defined by ψ(x, z), we have
that every member of D is almost irreducible and every almost irreducible subset of
Mx is almost equal to a member of D.
Proof. Fix M ⊧ T of the given T , and a finite tuple x of variables. We reduce
the problem to finding a formula ψ(x, z) independent of the choice of M such that
with D = (Xc)c∈Z the family of subsets of Mx defined by ψ(x, z), every almost
irreducible X is almost equal to Xc for some c ∈ Mz. The analogous statement
also hold in other models of T as T is complete. As T defines multiplicity, we can
modify ψ(x, z) to exclude the Xc which are not almost irreducible.
We reduce the problem further to showing that every almost irreducible X ⊆Mx
is almost equal to a subset of Mx which is M-definable over some element of Mw
with ∣w∣ = 2∣x∣. Suppose we have done so. By Fact 5.46(2), there are finitely many
formulas ψ1(x,w), . . . , ψl(x,w) such that every L-formula in variables (x,w) is T -
equivalent to one of these. By routine manipulation, we can get a finite tuple z of
variables and a formula ψ(x, z) such that for all i ∈ {1, . . . , l} and d ∈Mw, there is
c ∈Mz with ψi(M, d) = ψ(M, c). Hence, we obtained the desired reduction.
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Let p ∈ Sx(M) be the generic type of X and peq the unique element of Sx(M eq)
extending p. By merging the sorts, we can arrange that ∣x∣ = 1. By Fact 5.46(5),
there is c ∈ M2 such that p is definable over c. Hence peq is definable over c and
therefore stationary over acleq(c). It follows that
q = peq↾Sx(acleq(c)) has mult(q) = 1.
Let X ′ ⊆ Mx be defined by a minimal formula of q. Then X ′ is Meq-definable
over acleq(c) and X ′ is almost equal to X . Let X ′1, . . . ,X ′l be all the finitely many
conjugates of X ′ by Aut(M/c). Then ⋂li=1X ′i is M-definable over c and is almost
equal to X which is the desired conclusion. 
A function up-to-permutation from Z ⊆ Mz to Mw is a relation f ⊆ Z ×Mw
satisfying the following two conditions:
(1) For all c ∈ Z, there is d ∈Mw such that (c, d) ∈ f .
(2) If (c, d) and (c, d′) are both in f , then d is a permutation of d′.
A function up-to-permutation f determines an ordinary function f˜ ∶ Z → Mw/ ∼,
where ∼ is the equivalence relation defined by permutations. We are interested in
f instead of f˜ , as it is possible that f is M-definable while f˜ is only Meq-definable.
For C ⊆ Z, we will write f(Z) for the set
{d ∈Mw ∣ there is c ∈ C such that (c, d) ∈ f}.
It is easy to observe that ∣f˜(Z)∣ ≤ ∣f(Z)∣ ≤ ∣w∣!∣f˜ (Z)∣ with f˜ as above. In particular,
f(Z) is finite if and only if f˜(Z) is.
The following fact only uses the assumption that T is complete and weakly elimi-
nates imaginaries.
Fact 5.48. For all M ⊧ T , 0-definable Z ⊆Mz, and 0-definable equivalence relation
R ⊆ Z2, there is w and a 0-definable function up-to-permutation from Z to Mw
such that cRc′ in Z if and only if f(c) = f(c′). Moreover, the choice of formula
defining f can be made depending only on the choices of L-formulas defining Z and
R but not on the choice of M.
Proposition 5.49. The theory T ′ defines pseudo-denseness over T if and only if
T ′ eliminates ∃∞.
Proof. For the forward direction, suppose T and T ′ are fixed, T ′ defines pseudo-
denseness, ϕ′(x, y) is an L′-formula, M′ ⊧ T ′, M = M′↾L, (X ′b)b∈Y ′ is the family of
subsets of Mx defined by ϕ′(x, y). Our job is to show that the set of b ∈ Y ′ with
infinite X ′b can be defined by a formula whose choice might depend on ϕ(x, y) but
does not depend on M′. Let D = (Xc)c∈Z be the family of subsets ofMx defined by
an L-formula ψ(x, z) as described in Lemma 5.47. Note that X ′b is infinite if and
only if there is c ∈ Z such that
X ′b is pseudo-dense in Xc and dim(Xc) > 0.
By assumption, the set of pairs (b, c) with X ′b pseudo-dense in Xc can be defined by
a formula whose choice does not depend onM′. By Fact 5.46, T defines multiplicity.
In particular, the set of c ∈ Z with dimXc > 0 can be defined by an L-formula whose
choice does not depend on M′. The desired conclusion follows.
For the backward implication, suppose T and T ′ are fixed, T ′ eliminates ∃∞,
ϕ′(x, y) and ψ(x, z) are an L′-formula and an L-formula, M′ ⊧ T ′, M =M′↾L, and
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(X ′b)b∈Y ′ and (Xc)c∈Z are the families of subsets of Mx defined by ϕ′(x, y) and
ψ(x, z). Set
Pd = {(b, c) ∈M (y,z) ∣X ′b is pseudo-dense in Xc}.
We need to show that Pd can be defined by an L′-formula whose choice might
depend on ϕ′(x, y) and ψ(x, z) but not on M′.
We first reduce to the special case where ψ(x, z) is a formula as described in
Lemma 5.47. Let δ(x,w) be a formula as described in Lemma 5.47 and (Xd)d∈W
the family of subsets of Mx defined by δ(x,w), and suppose we have proven the
corresponding statement for δ(x,w). We note that X ′b is pseudo-dense in Xc for
b ∈ Y ′ and c ∈ Z if and only if for all d ∈ W with Xd almost a subset of Xc and
dimXd = dimXc, we have X ′b is pseudo-dense in Xd. The desired reduction follows
from the special case and Fact 5.46 which states that T defines multiplicity.
We next make a further reduction. Note that by the reduction in the preceding
paragraph D = (Xc)c∈Z is a family as described in Lemma 5.45, so we will set
ourselves up to apply this lemma. For α < dimMx, b ∈ Y , and c ∈ Z, we define
Dα,b,c to be the set of d ∈ Z such that dimXd = α, X ′b is pseudo-dense in Xd, and
Xd is almost a subset of Xc. In other words, if Dα(X ′b,Xc) is defined as in Lemma
5.45, then
d is in Dα,b,c if and only if Xd is in Dα(X ′b,Xc).
Set Pd0 to be the set of (b, c) ∈ Pd with dimXc = 0. For α < γ ≤ dimMx, set
Pd
γ = {(b, c) ∈ Pd ∣ dimXc = γ} and set
Pd
γ
α = {(b, c) ∈ Pd ∣ dimXc = γ and Dβ,b,c = ∅ for all α < β < γ}.
We reduce the problem further to showing Pdγα can be defined by an L
′-formula
whose choice is independent of M′ for all α < γ ≤ dimMx. Note that (b, c) ∈M (y,z)
is in Pd0 if an only if Xc ⊆ X ′b and dim(Xc) = 0, so Pd0 can be defined by a
formula whose choice is independent of M′. Moreover, Pd = ⋃β<dimMx Pdβ and
Pd
β =Pdββ−1, so by Fact 5.46(4) we obtained the desired reduction.
We will show the statement in the previous paragraph by lexicographic induction
on (γ,α). We first settle some simple cases. For γ = 1 and α = 0, the condition
Dβ,b,c = ∅ for all α < β < γ is vacuous, the desired conclusion follows from the
fact that T defines multiplicity and T ′ eliminates ∃∞. Suppose we have proven the
statement for all smaller values of γ. It follows from Pdβ = Pdββ−1 for γ > 0 that
Pd
0, . . . ,Pdγ−1 can be defined by L′-formulas whose choice is independent of M′.
Let
Zγ = {c ∈ Z ∣ dim(Xc) = γ}.
Note for β < γ and (b, c) ∈ Y ×Zγ that d ∈Mz is in Dβ,b,c if and only if dimXd = β
and (b, d) ∈ Pdγβ. Using the fact that T defines multiplicity, we get for each β < γ
that the family (Dβ,b,c)(b,c)∈Y ×Zγ can be defined by a formula independent of the
choice of M′. We get from Lemma 5.45 that (b, c) ∈M (y,z) is in Pdγ0 if and only if
dimXc = γ, Dβ,b,c = ∅ for all 0 < β < γ, and X ′b is infinite.
Hence, Pdγ0 can be defined by an L
′-formula independent of the choice of M′ by
the assumption that T ′ eliminates ∃∞ and Fact 5.46(3).
Suppose 0 < α < γ ≤ dimMx and we have shown the statement for all lexico-
graphic lesser values of (γ,α) not just for the formula ϕ(x, y) but also for any similar
chosen ϕ∗(x, y∗). From the argument in the preceding paragraph, Pd0, . . . ,Pdγ−1
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and (Dβ,b,d)(b,c)∈Y ×Zγ for each β < γ can be defined by formulas independent of the
choice of M′. By the assumption that T weakly eliminates ∃∞ and Fact 5.48, there
is w and a L-definable function up-to-permutation f from Z to Mw defined by a
formula whose choice does not depend on M′ such that for all d1 and d2 in Z,
f(d1) = f(d2) if and only if Xd1 is almost equal to Xd2 .
In particular, the family (f(Dα,b,c))(b,c)∈Y ×Zγ can be defined by a formula whose
choice does not depend on M′. As T ′ eliminates ∃∞, there is n such that
∣f(Dα,b,c)∣ > n∣w∣! implies f(Dα,b,c) is infinite.
Now let Y ∗ be the set of b∗ = (b, c, d1, . . . , dn) in Y ×Z × . . . ×Z where the product
by Z is taken n + 1-times such that the following properties hold:
(1) c ∈ Zγ and Dβ,b,c = ∅ for all 0 < β < γ.
(2) f(Dα,b,c) is finite.
(3) dimXdi = α and X ′b is pseudo-dense in Zdi for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
(4) If dimXd = α and X ′b is pseudo-dense in Zd for some d ∈ Z, then Xd is
almost equal to Xdi for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
For each b∗ ∈ Y ∗, set
X ′b∗ =X ′b ∖ n⋃
i=1
Xdi .
Then by the induction hypothesis and Fact 5.46(3) the family (X ′b∗)b∗∈Y ∗ can be
defined by a formula ϕ∗(x, y∗) whose choice does not depend on M′. We obtain
Pd
∗γ
α−1 from ϕ
∗(x, y∗) in the same fashion as we get Pdγα−1 from ϕ(x, y). The
induction hypothesis implies that Pd∗γα−1 can be defined by formulas whose choice
does not depend on M′. It follows from Lemma 5.45 that (b, c) ∈ Pdγα if and only
if dimZc = γ and Dβ,b,c = ∅ for all α < β < γ and either of the following hold:
(1) f(Dα,b,c) is infinite.
(2) There are d1, . . . , dn in Z such that b
∗ = (b, c, d1, . . . , dn) is in Y ∗ and
X ′b∗ is in Pd
∗γ
α−1.
Thus Pdγα can be defined by a formula whose choice does not depend on M
′ which
completes the proof. 
Combining Theorem 5.4, Proposition 5.22, and Proposition 5.49, we have proven
the following theorem.
Theorem 5.50. Suppose L has finitely many sorts, T∩ is an ℵ0-stable and ℵ0-
categorial theory with no finite models which weakly eliminates imaginaries, and Ti
eliminates ∃∞ for all i ∈ I. Then T ∗∪ exists.
The conditions of Theorem 5.50 are satisfied for instance when L∩ = ∅ and T∩
is the theory of infinite sets. Hence, we recover Winkler’s “prehistoric results” on
interpolative fusions, Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2. The following proposition
combined with Theorem 4.11 allows us to recover Theorem 4.10, the other result
from Winkler.
Proposition 5.51. Suppose I = {1,2}, T1 and T2 are as in Section 4.5, and T1
eliminates ∃∞. Then T ∗∪
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Proof. We will verify the conditions of Theorem 5.50 to show that T ∗∪ exists. We
have assumed that T1 eliminates ∃
∞. We saw in Section 4.5 that T2 is interpretable
in the theory of an infinite set, and hence so is its reduct T∩. So both T2 and T∩
are ℵ0-categorical and ℵ0-stable. It follows that T2 eliminates ∃
∞. It is also easy
to see that T∩ admits weak elimination of imaginaries. 
A similar argument allows us to deduce from Theorem 4.13 the fact that the theory
of graphs has a model companion. We also get from Theorem 4.15 that if T satisfies
the conditions of this section, then TAut has a model companion. We will leave the
details to the reader.
The theory Tq of vector spaces over the finite field Fq with q elements is ℵ0-stable,
ℵ0-categorical, and weakly eliminates imaginaries. Thus any theory T
′ extending Tq
defines pseudo-denseness if and only if it eliminates ∃∞. This does not generalize
to vector spaces over characteristic zero fields, which are ℵ0-stable and weakly
eliminate imaginaries, but are not ℵ0-categorical. For example, let T be the theory
of torsion-free divisible abelian groups (vector spaces over Q). Let T ′ be ACF0,
and note that T ′ is an expansion of T . Then T ′ does not define pseudo-denseness
over T . Suppose M′ is an ℵ1-saturated model of T
′. Let
L = {(a, b, c) ∈M3 ∶ ab = c}
and consider the definable family {La ∶ a ∈ M} where La = {(b, c) ∈ M2 ∶ ab = c}.
We leave the easy verification of the following to the reader:
Lemma 5.52. Fix a ∈M. Then La is pseudo-dense in M2 if and only if a ∉ Q.
As Q is countable and infinite it cannot be a definable set in an ℵ1-saturated
structure. Thus M′ does not define pseudo-denseness over (M;+).
There is a natural rank rk on any ℵ0-categorical theory, described in [Sim18b,
Section 2.3] and [CH03, Section 2.2.1]. This rank is known to agree with thorn
rank on ℵ0-categorical structures, so it is an ordinal rank on rosy ℵ0-categorical
theories. A special case of Theorem 5.20 is that any expansion of the theory DLO
of dense linear orders defines pseudo-denseness over DLO with respect to rk (which
agrees with the usual o-minimal dimension over DLO). This fact, together with
Proposition 5.49, and recent groundbreaking work on NIP ℵ0-categorical structures
[Sim18b, Sim18a] motivates the following question.
Question 5.53. Suppose T is NIP, ℵ0-categorical, and rosy. If T
′ eliminates ∃∞
than must T define psuedo-denseness over T (with respect to rk)?
Unfortunately rk does not necessarily agree with Morley rank on ℵ0-stable, ℵ0-
categorical theories. One might hope that an approach to Question 5.53 would
synthesize the ideas of Section 5.5 and Section 5.3.
6. Preservation results
Throughout this section, we use the notational conventions of Section 3, fixing I,
languages L◻ and theories T◻ for ◻ ∈ I ∪ {∪,∩} and (except in Section 6.6) we
assume the interpolative fusion T ∗∪ exists.
We seek to understand when properties of the theories Ti are preserved in passing
to the interpolative fusion T ∗∪ . We have already seen a close connection between
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interpolative fusions and model completeness, which we reformulate as a preserva-
tion result in the brief Section 6.1 below. In order to understand definable sets and
types, we often want something stronger than model-completeness, so Section 6.2
and 6.3 are devoted to K-completeness of T ∗∪ for various classes K (see Section 2.2).
Remark 6.1. By Remarks 2.4 and 3.7, if T ∗∪ is K-complete, then for any pair(A∪,M∪) ∈ K,
T ∗∪ ∪⋃
i∈I
fdiagLi(Ai) ⊧ ThL∪(A)(M∪).
This is significant because it allows us to understand certain L∪-types in terms of
quantifier-free Li-types.
In Section 6.4, we use Morleyization to translate preservation of K-completeness to
results on general interpolative fusions. We then turn to applications, which demon-
strate the usefulness of these results. We give sufficient conditions for preservation
of stability and NIP in Section 6.5 and ℵ0-categoricity in Section 6.6. We also ob-
tain a sufficient condition for existence of T ∗∩ when the Ti are ℵ0-categorical, which
is unrelated to the pseudo-topological conditions in Section 5.
Many of the results in this section contain the hypothesis “suppose T∩ admits a
stationary independence relation which satisfies full existence in Ti for all i ∈ I”.
When T∩ or Ti is incomplete, we mean that this property holds in all consistent
completions of these theories. By Proposition 2.25, this hypothesis is always satis-
fied by ⫝fwhen T∩ is stable with weak elimination of imaginaries. For example, this
applies when T∩ is the theory of an infinite set or the theory of algebraically closed
fields. In the general case, elimination of imaginaries for T∩ is easily arranged (see
Remark 3.1).
6.1. Preservation of model-completeness. We interpret Theorem 3.8 as a first
preservation result.
Theorem 6.2. Suppose each Ti is model-complete. Then T
∗
∪ is model-complete,
and every L∪-formula ψ(x) is T ∗∪ -equivalent to a finite disjunction of formulas of
the form
∃y ⋀
i∈J
ϕi(x, y),
where J ⊆ I is finite and each ϕi(x, y) is a flat Li-formula.
Proof. The first assertion follows immediately from Theorem 3.8. Since T ∗∪ is model-
complete, ψ(x) is T ∗∪ -equivalent to an existential L∪-formula ∃z ϕ(x, z). By Corol-
lary 2.3, ϕ(x, z) is equivalent to a finite disjunction of E♭-formulas. Distributing
the quantifier ∃z over the disjunction and applying Remark 3.7 yields the desired
result. 
6.2. Preservation of acl- and bcl-completeness. Given ◻ ∈ I ∪ {∪,∩}, let
acl◻(A) be the M◻-algebraic closure of a subset A of a T ∗∪ -model M∪. The com-
bined closure, ccl(A), of a subset A of M∪ is the smallest set containing A which
is acli-closed for each i ∈ I. More concretely, b ∈ ccl(A) if and only if
b ∈ aclin(. . . (acli1(A)) . . . ) for some i1, . . . , in ∈ I.
Theorem 6.3. Suppose T∩ admits a stationary independence relation ⫝ which
satisfies full existence in Ti for all i. If each Ti is acl-complete then T
∗
∪ is acl-
complete and acl∪ = ccl.
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Proof. Theorem 6.2 shows T ∗∪ is model-complete. In order to apply Proposition 2.5,
we will show that the class of T ∗∪ -models has the disjoint ccl-amalgamation property.
So suppose A∪ is a ccl-closed substructure of a T
∗
∪ -model M∪ and f ∶A∪ → N∪ ⊧
T ∗∪ is an embedding. Let M∪ be a monster model of T̂∪ = ThL∪(N∪), so N∪ is an
elementary substructure of M∪. Let A
′ = f(A) ⊆ N . Let p◻(x) = tpL◻(M/A) for
each ◻ ∈ I∪{∩}, where x is a tuple of variables enumeratingM . By acl-completeness
of Ti, f ∶Ai → Ni is partial elementary for all i ∈ I, so f ∶A∩ → N∩ is also partial
elementary, and we can replace the parameters from A in p◻(x) by their images
under f , obtaining a consistent type p′◻(x) over A′ for all ◻ ∈ I ∪ {∩}.
Fix i ∈ I. Since A is algebraically closed in Mi, A′ is algebraically closed in Mi.
By full existence for ⫝ in Ti, there is a realization M ′i of p
′
i(x) in Mi such that
M ′i ⫝A′ N in Mi. Let qi(x) = tpLi(M ′i/N).
For all i, j ∈ I, tpL∩(M ′i/A′) = tpL∩(M ′j/A′) = p′∩(x), so by stationarity for ⫝,
tpL∩(M ′i/N) = tpL∩(M ′j/N). Let q∩(x) be this common type, so q∩(x) ⊆ qi(x) for
all i. We claim that ⋃i∈I qi(x) is realized an an elementary extension of N∪.
By Corollary 3.4, the partial L∪(N)-type
⋃
i∈I
(Ediag(Ni) ∪ qi(x))
is consistent, since each Li(N)-type (Ediag(Ni) ∪ qi(x)) contains the complete
L∩(N)-type (Ediag(N∩) ∪ q∩(x)). Suppose it is realized by M ′′ in N′∪. Then M ′′
is the domain of a substructure M′′∪ isomorphic to M∪ via the enumeration of both
structures by the variables x. Let f ′∶M∪ →M′′∪ be this isomorphism. Also Ni ≼ N′i
for all i ∈ I, and in particular N′∪ ⊧ T∪. Since T∪ is inductive, there is an extension
N
∗
∪ of N
′
∪ such that N
∗
∪ is existentially closed, i.e., N
∗
∪ ⊧ T
∗
∪ . Since each Ti is model-
complete, we have N′i ≼ N∗i for all i ∈ I, so M ′′ satisfies ⋃i∈I qi(x) in N∗∪. And since
T ∗∪ is model-complete, N∪ ≼ N∗∪.
We view N∗∪ as an elementary substructure of M∪, and we view f
′ as an em-
bedding M∪ → N∗∪. If a ∈ A, then a is enumerated by a variable xa from x, and
the formula xa = a is in p∩(x). So f ′(a) satisfies the formula xa = f(a). This
establishes the amalgamation property.
For the disjoint amalgamation property, note that we haveM ′′ ⫝A′ N in M∩, so
by algebraic independence for ⫝, M ′′ ∩N = A′, and hence f ′(M) ∩N = f(A).
By Proposition 2.5, T ∗∪ is ccl-complete and every ccl-closed substructure is acl∪-
closed. It follows that for any set B ⊆M ⊧ T , acl∪(B) ⊆ ccl(B).
For the converse, it suffices to show acl∪(B) is acli-closed for all i ∈ I. Indeed,
acli(acl∪(B)) ⊆ acl∪(acl∪(B)) = acl∪(B).
So acl∪ = ccl, and T ∗∪ is acl-complete. 
Corollary 6.4. Assume T∩ admits a stationary independence relation which sat-
isfies full existence in Ti for all i. Suppose each Ti is bcl-complete. Then T
∗
∪ is
bcl complete and every L∪-formula is T
∗
∪ -equivalent to a finite disjunction of b.e.
formulas of the form
∃y ⋀
i∈J
ϕi(x, y),
where J ⊆ I is finite and ϕi(x, y) is a flat Li formula for all i ∈ J .
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Proof. Theorem 2.13 implies Ti is acl-complete and bcli = acli for all i ∈ I. We have
bcl∪(A) ⊆ acl∪(A) for any subset A of a T∪-model. But also, for all i ∈ I,
acli(bcl∪(A)) = bcli(bcl∪(A))
⊆ bcl∪(bcl∪(A))
= bcl∪(A).
So bcl∪(A) is acli-closed for all i ∈ I, hence ccl(A) ⊆ bcl∪(A).
Theorem 6.3 implies T ∗∪ is acl-complete and ccl(A) = bcl∪(A) = acl∪(A). Apply-
ing Theorem 2.13 again, T ∗∪ is bcl-complete.
It remains to characterize L∪-formulas up to equivalence. Theorem 2.13 shows
every L∪-formula is T
∗
∪ -equivalent to a finite disjunction of b.e. formulas. Let
∃y ψ(x, y) be a b.e. formula appearing in the disjunction. By Corollary 2.3, the
quantifier-free formula ψ(x, y) is equivalent to a finite disjunction of E♭-formulas
⋁mj=1 ∃zj θj(x, y, zj). Distributing the quantifier ∃y over the disjunction, we find
that ∃y∃zj θj(x, y, zj) is a b.e. formula. Applying Remark 3.7 to the flat formula
θj(x, y, zj) yields the result. 
We conclude with two counterexamples showing that the hypotheses on T∩ are
necessary for acl-completeness of interpolative fusions. In the first example T∩ is
unstable with elimination of imaginaries, and in the second example T∩ is stable
but fails weak elimination of imaginaries. In neither example does T∩ admit a
stationary independence relation which satisfies full existence in Ti for all i.
Example 6.5. Let L∩ = {≤} and Li be the expansion of L∩ by a unary predicate Pi
for i ∈ {1,2}. Let T∩ = DLO, and Ti be the theory of a dense linear order equipped
with a downwards closed supremum-less set defined by Pi for i ∈ {1,2}. Then T ∗∪
exists and has exactly two completions: an L∪-structure M∪ is a T
∗
∪ -model if and
only if we either have P1(M∪) ⊊ P2(M∪) or P2(M∪) ⊊ P1(M∪). In either kind of
model ∅ is easily seen to be algebraically closed. The completions of T ∗∪ are not
determined by fdiagL1(∅) ∪ fdiagL2(∅), so T ∗∪ is not acl-complete.
Example 6.6. Let L∩ = {E} where E is a binary relation symbol. Let Li = {E,Pi}
where Pi is unary for i ∈ {1,2}. Let T∩ be the theory of an equivalence relation
with infinitely many infinite classes. Let Ti be the theory of a T∩-model with a dis-
tinguished equivalence class named by Pi. Then every model of T∪ is interpolative,
so T ∗∪ = T∪. A T ∗∪ -model M∪ may have P1(M∪) = P2(M∪) or P1(M∪) ≠ P2(M∪), so
T ∗∪ has exactly two completions. Again, acl∪(∅) = ∅ and the completions are not
determined by fdiagL1(∅) ∪ fdiagL2(∅), so T ∗∪ is not acl-complete.
6.3. Preservation of quantifier elimination. In contrast to preservation of
model-completeness, acl-completeness, and bcl-completeness, we cannot obtain
quantifier elimination in T ∗∪ without tight control on algebraic closure in the Ti.
In this section we will assume each Ti admits quantifier elimination, hence Ti is
bcl-complete and bcli = acli for all i ∈ I by Theorem 2.13.
Theorem 6.7 below is motivated by some comments in the introduction of [MS14]
on the failure of quantifier elimination in ACFA.
Theorem 6.7. Assume T∩ admits a stationary independence relation which sat-
isfies full existence in Ti for all i. Suppose every Ti has quantifier elimination,
and
acli(A) = acl∩(A) and AutL∩(acl∩(A)/A) = AutLi(acl∩(A)/A)
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for all L∪-substructures A of T
∗
∪ -models and all i ∈ I. Then T ∗∪ has quantifier
elimination.
Proof. Theorem 6.3 shows T ∗∪ is ccl-complete. We will show T
∗
∪ is substructure
complete. Suppose A∪ is an L∪-substructure of a T
∗
∪ -model M∪, N∪ is another
model of T ∗∪ , f ∶A∪ → N∪ is an embedding. Any acl∩-closed subset of M is acli-
closed for all i ∈ I. Hence,
acl∩(A) = acli(A) = ccl(A) for all i ∈ I.
As each Ti is substructure complete, f is partial elementary Mi → Ni, so f extends
to a partial elementary map gi∶acli(A) = acl∩(A)→ Ni.
Fix j ∈ I. For all i ∈ I, g−1i ○ gj is an L∩-automorphism of acl∩(A) fixing A
pointwise, so in fact it is an Li-automorphism of acl∩(A) by the assumption on
the automorphism groups. It follows that gj = gi ○ (g−1i ○ gj) is an Li-embedding
acl∩(A) → Ni. Since i was arbitrary, gj is an L∪-embedding. But acl∩(A) = ccl(A),
so by ccl-completeness, gj is partial elementary M∪ → N∪, and hence so is gj ∣A =
f . 
We prefer hypothesis which can be checked language-by-language, i.e., which refer
only to properties of Ti, T∩, and the relationship between Ti and T∩ rather than how
Ti and Tj relate when i ≠ j, or how Ti relates to T∪. The hypothesis of Theorem 6.7 is
not strictly language-by-language, because it refers to an arbitrary L∪-substructure
A. However, there are several natural strengthenings of this hypothesis which are
language-by-language. One is to simply assume the hypothesis of Theorem 6.7
for all sets A. Simpler language-by-language criteria are given in the following
corollaries.
Corollary 6.8. Assume T∩ admits a stationary independence relation which sat-
isfies full existence in Ti for all i. Suppose each Ti admits quantifier elimination.
If either of the following conditions hold for all sets A, then T ∗∪ has quantifier
elimination:
(1) acli(A) = ⟨A⟩Li for all i ∈ I.
(2) acli(A) = dcl∩(A) for all i ∈ I.
Proof. We apply Theorem 6.7, so assume A = ⟨A⟩L∪ .
(1) We have A ⊆ acl∩(A) ⊆ acli(A) = ⟨A⟩Li = A.
(2) We have dcl∩(A) ⊆ acl∩(A) ⊆ acli(A) = dcl∩(A).
In both cases, the group AutL∩(acl∩(A)/A) is already trivial, so its subgroup
AutLi(acl∩(A)/A) is too. 
Corollary 6.9. Assume T∩ admits a stationary independence relation which satis-
fies full existence in Ti for all i. Suppose each Ti admits quantifier elimination and
a universal axiomatization. Then T ∗∪ has quantifier elimination.
Proof. Every Li-substructure of a model of Ti is an elementary substructure, and
hence acli-closed, so we can apply Corollary 6.8(1). 
6.4. Consequences for general interpolative fusions. Many of the results
above can be translated to the general case (when the Ti are not necessarily model-
complete) by Morleyization. This allows us to understand L∪-formulas and com-
plete L∪-types relative to Li-formulas and complete Li-types.
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To set notation: For each i, Morleyization gives a definitional expansion L♢i of Li
and an extension T ♢i of Ti by axioms defining the new symbols in L
♢
i . We assume
that the new symbols in L♢i and L
♢
j are distinct for i ≠ j, so that L♢i ∩ L♢j = L∩.
It follows that each T ♢i has the same set of L∩ consequences, namely T∩. We let
L♢∪ = ⋃i∈I L♢i and T ♢∪ = ⋃i∈I T ♢i . Then every T∪-modelM∪ has a canonical expansion
to a T ♢∪ -model M
♢
∪, and by Remark 3.1, M∪ is interpolative if and only if M
♢
∪ is
interpolative.
Proposition 6.10. (1) Every formula ψ(x) is T ∗∪ -equivalent to a finite dis-
junction of formulas of the form
∃y⋀
i∈J
ϕi(x, y)
where J ⊆ I is finite and ϕi(x, y) is an Li-formula for all i ∈ J .
(2) If M∪ is a T
∗
∪ -model, then
T ∗∪ ∪⋃
i∈I
EdiagLi(M) ⊧ EdiagL∪(M).
Proof. For (1), each Morleyized theory T ♢i has quantifier elimination, hence is
model-complete, so we can apply Theorem 6.2 to the theory (T ♢∪ )∗ of interpolative
T ♢∪ models. This says (T ♢∪ )∗ is model-complete, and ψ(x) is (T ♢∪ )∗-equivalent to
a finite disjunction of formulas of the form ∃y ⋀i∈J ϕi(x, y), where each ϕi(x, y)
is a flat L♢i -formula. But since L
♢
i is a definitional expansion of Li, each formula
ϕi(x, y) can be translated back to an Li-formula.
For (2), since (T ♢∪ )∗ is model-complete, we have
(T ∗∪ )♢ ∪ fdiagL♢∪(M) ⊧ EdiagL♢∪(M).
But fdiagL♢∪(M) = ⋃i∈I fdiagL♢i (M), and fdiagL♢i (M) is completely determined by
EdiagLi(M), so the result follows. 
We note that Proposition 6.10(2) is simply a restatement of Theorem 3.6(3), which
we think of as “relative model-completeness”.
We will now establish a sequence of variants on Proposition 6.10, with stronger
hypotheses and stronger conclusions.
Proposition 6.11. Assume T∩ admits a stationary independence relation which
satisfies full existence in Ti for all i. Then:
(1) Every formula ψ(x) is T ∗∪ -equivalent to a finite disjunction of formulas of
the form
∃y ⋀
i∈J
ϕi(x, y)
where J ⊆ I is finite, ϕi(x, y) is an Li-formula for all i ∈ J , and
⋀i∈J ϕi(x, y) is bounded in y.
(2) If A is an algebraically closed subset of a T ∗∪ -model M , then
T ∗∪ ∪⋃
i∈I
ThLi(A)(M) ⊧ ThL∪(A)(M).
Proof. Just as in the proof of Proposition 6.10, but this time using the fact that(T ♢∪ )∗ is bcl-complete and applying Corollary 6.4. 
It follows from Proposition 6.11 that if T∩ admits a stationary independence relation
which satisfies full existence in Ti for all i, then the completions of T
∗
∪ are determined
by the Li-types of acl∪(∅) for all i.
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Proposition 6.12. Assume T∩ admits a stationary independence relation which
satisfies full existence in Ti for all i. Suppose further that
acli(A) = acl∩(A) and AutL∩(acl∩(A)/A) = AutLi(acl∩(A)/A)
for all L∪-substructures A of T
∗
∪ -models and all i ∈ I. Then:
(1) Every formula ψ(x) is T ∗∪ -equivalent to a finite disjunction of formulas
∃y ⋀
i∈J
ϕi(x, y)
where J ⊆ I is finite, ϕi(x, y) is an Li-formula for all i ∈ J , and
⋀i∈J ϕi(x, y) is bounded in y with bound 1.
(2) If A is an L∪-substructure of a T
∗
∪ -model M then
T ∗∪ ∪⋃
i∈I
ThLi(A)(M) ⊧ ThL∪(A)(M).
Proof. Observing that Morleyization does not affect our hypotheses about acli and
acl∩, we find that (T ♢∪ )∗ has quantifier elimination, by Theorem 6.7. This gives us
(2) as in the proof of Proposition 6.10.
For (1), note that ψ(x) is (T ♢∪ )∗-equivalent to a quantifier-free formula. The
result then follows from Corollary 2.3 and Remark 3.7. 
Remark 6.13. As in Corollary 6.8(1), we can replace the hypotheses of Propo-
sition 6.12 with: T∩ admits a stationary independence relation which satisfies full
existence in Ti for all i, and for all sets A and all i ∈ I, acli(A) = ⟨A⟩Li . The
assumption acli(A) = dcl∩(A) gives us something stronger, see Remark 6.15 below.
With a slightly stronger hypothesis, we can get true relative quantifier elimination
down to Li-formulas in T
∗
∪ .
Proposition 6.14. Assume T∩ admits a stationary independence relation which
satisfies full existence in Ti for all i. Suppose further that
acli(A) = acl∩(A) and AutL∩(acl∩(A)/A) = AutLi(acl∩(A)/A)
for all sets A and all i ∈ I. Then:
(1) Every formula is T ∗∪ -equivalent to a Boolean combination of Li-formulas.
(2) For any subset A of a T ∗∪ -models M,
T ∗∪ ∪⋃
i∈I
ThLi(A)(M) ⊧ ThL∪(A)(M).
Proof. We first move to a relational language by replacing all function symbols by
their graphs. Then we proceed just as in the proof of Proposition 6.12, noting that
when L♢∪ is relational, a quantifier-free L
♢
∪-formula is already a Boolean combination
of L♢i -formulas. 
Remark 6.15. Once again, as in Corollary 6.8(2), we can replace the hypotheses of
Proposition 6.14 with: T∩ admits a stationary independence relation which satisfies
full existence in Ti for all i, and acli(A) = dcl∩(A) for all sets A and all i ∈ I. The
assumption acli(A) = ⟨A⟩Li does not suffice for this, because this condition is lost
when moving to a relational language.
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6.5. Preservation of stability and NIP. In this subsection we give applications
of some of the technical work above.
Proposition 6.16. Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 6.14. If each Ti is stable
(NIP), then T ∗∪ is stable (NIP).
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 6.14(1) as stable (NIP) formulas
are closed under Boolean combinations. 
We can also use Proposition 6.14(2) to count types.
Proposition 6.17. Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 6.14, and suppose that
I is finite. If each Ti is stable in κ, then T
∗
∪ is stable in κ. As a consequence, if
each Ti is ℵ0-stable then T
∗
∪ is ℵ0-stable, and if each Ti is superstable, then T
∗
∪ is
superstable.
Proof. We consider Sx(A), where x is a finite tuple of variables, A ⊆ M ⊧ T ∗∪ , and∣A∣ ≤ κ. By Proposition 6.14(2), a type in Sx(A) is completely determined by its
restrictions to Li for all i ∈ I. Since the number of Li-types over A in the variables
x is at most κ, we have ∣Sx(A)∣ ≤∏i∈I κ = κ, since I is finite. 
We do not expect to obtain preservation of stability or NIP without strong re-
strictions on acl, as in the hypotheses of Proposition 6.14. The proofs of Proposi-
tions 6.16 and 6.17 do not apply to other classification-theoretic properties such as
simplicity, NSOP1, and NTP2, as these properties are not characterized by counting
types, and formulas with these properties are not closed under Boolean combina-
tions in general. However, we can obtain preservation results for some of these
properties under more general hypotheses. These results will be contained in fu-
ture papers, beginning with [KTW].
Corollary 4.2, Proposition 6.14, the fact that a theory with trivial algebraic closure
eliminates ∃∞, and Proposition 6.16, together imply Corollary 6.18.
Corollary 6.18. Suppose acli is trivial for all i ∈ I. Then T ∗∪ exists. If M∪ ⊧
T ∗∪ then every M∪-definable set is a Boolean combination of Mi-definable sets for
various i ∈ I. If each Ti is additionally stable (NIP) then T ∗∪ is stable (NIP).
A special case of Corollary 6.18, when L1 and L2 = {<} are disjoint and T2 is the
theory of dense linear orders, is proven in [SS12, Corollary 1.2].
6.6. Preservation of ℵ0-categoricity. In this subsection, we do not assume that
the interpolative fusion T ∗∪ exists. Applying the preservation results above, we show
that T ∗∪ exists and is ℵ0-categorical provided that certain hypotheses, including
ℵ0-categoricity, on the Ti hold. This section closely follows work of Pillay and
Tsuboi [PT97].
Proposition 6.19. Assume T∩ admits a stationary independence relation which
satisfies full existence in Ti for all i. Assume also that all languages have only
finitely many sorts. Suppose that each Ti is ℵ0-categorical and that there is some
i∗ ∈ I such that acli(A) = acl∩(A) for all i ≠ i∗. Then the interpolative fusion exists.
Proof. A T∪-model M∪ has the joint consistency property if for every finite
B ⊆ M such that B = acli∗(B) and every family (pi(x))i∈J such that J is a finite
subset of I, pi(x) is a complete Li-type over B for all i ∈ J , and the pi have a
common restriction p∩(x) to L∩, then ⋃i∈I pi(x) is realized in M∪.
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Note that the joint consistency property is elementary. Indeed, by ℵ0-
categoricity, there is an Li∗-formula ψ(y) expressing the property that the set
B enumerated by a tuple b is acli∗ -closed. Since B is finite, every complete type
pi(x) over B is isolated by a single formula. And the property that the Li-formula
ϕi(x, b) isolates a complete Li-type over B whose restriction to L∩ is isolated by the
L∩-formula ϕ∩(x, b) is definable by a formula θϕi,ϕ∩(b). So the class of T∪-models
with the joint consistency property is axiomatized by T∪ together with sentences of
the form
∀y [(ψ(y) ∧⋀
i∈J
θϕi,ϕ∩(y))→ ∃x ⋀
i∈J
ϕi(x, y)] .
It remains to show that a structure M∪ is interpolative if and only if it has the
joint consistency property. So suppose M∪ is interpolative, let B and (pi(x))i∈J be
as in the definition of the joint consistency property, and suppose for contradiction
that ⋃i∈J pi(x) is not realized in M∪. Note that since B is acli∗ -closed, it is also
acli-closed for all i ≠ i∗, since acli(B) = acl∩(B) ⊆ acli∗(B) = B.
Each pi(x) is isolated by a single Li-formula ϕi(x, b), and
M∪ ⊧ ¬∃x ⋀
i∈J
ϕi(x, b).
It follows that the ϕi are separated by a family of L∩-formulas (ψi(x, ci))i∈J . Let
C = B∪{ci ∣ i ∈ J}. By full existence for ⫝ in Ti, since B is acli-closed, pi(x) has an
extension to a type qi(x) over C such that for any realization ai of qi(x), a⫝B C.
By stationarity, the types qi(x) have a common restriction q∩ to L∩. Now for all
i ∈ J , since ϕi(x, b) ∈ pi(x), ψi(x, ci) ∈ qi(x), and hence ψi(x, ci) ∈ q∩(x). This is a
contradiction, since {ψi(x, ci) ∣ i ∈ J} is inconsistent.
Conversely, suppose M∪ has the joint consistency property. Let (ϕi(x, ai))i∈J
be a family of formulas which are not separated. Let B = acli∗((ai)i∈J). Since Ti∗
is ℵ0-categorical, and there are only finitely many sorts, B is finite. For each i ∈ J ,
there is an L∩-formula ψ
i(x, b) such that M∪ ⊧ ψi(a, b) if and only if tpL∩(a/B)
is consistent with ϕi(x, ai) (we may take ψi(x, b) to be the disjunction of formulas
isolating each of the finitely many such types). Since the formulas ψi(x, b) do not
separate the formulas ϕi(x, ai), there must be some element a ∈ Mx satisfying
⋀i∈J ψi(x, b). Then p∩(x) = tpL∩(a/B) is consistent with each ϕi(x, ai), so p∩(x)∪{ϕi(x, ai)} can be extended to a complete Li-type pi(x) over B. By the joint
consistency property, there is some element in Mx realizing ⋃i∈J pi(x), and in
particular satisfying ⋀i∈J ϕi(x, ai). 
A type-counting argument as in Proposition 6.17 now gives preservation of ℵ0-
categoricity.
Theorem 6.20. Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 6.19, and let T ∗∪ be the
interpolative fusion. Assume additionally that I is finite. Then every completion
of T ∗∪ is ℵ0-categorical.
Proof. Let T̂ be a completion of T ∗∪ . It suffices to show that for any finite tuple
of variables x, there are only finitely many L∪-types over the empty set in the
variables x relative to T̂ . Since acl∪ = acli∗ is uniformly locally finite, there is an
upper bound m on the size of acl∪(a) for any tuple a ∈Mx when M ⊧ T̂ .
By Proposition 6.11, tpL∪(acl∪(a)) is determined by ⋃i∈I tpLi(acl∪(a)). So the
number of possible L∪-types of a is bounded above by the product over all i of the
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number of Li-types of m-tuples relative to Ti. This is finite, since I is finite and
each Ti is ℵ0-categorical. 
The presentation of the ℵ0-categorical theory of the random graph as an interpola-
tive fusion in Section 4.6 illustrates Theorem 6.20. Indeed, letting T1 and T2 be as
in Section 4.6, T∩ is the theory of two infinite sets with no extra structure, which
is stable with weak elimination of imaginaries, and algebraic closure in T2 is trivial
and thus agrees with algebraic closure in T∩.
We recover the following result of Pillay and Tsuboi.
Corollary 6.21 ([PT97, Corollary 5]). Assume T∩ is stable with weak elimination
of imaginaries. Let I = {1,2}, suppose T1 and T2 are ℵ0-categorical single-sorted
theories, and suppose acl1(A) = acl∩(A) for all A ⊆ M1. Then T∪ admits an ℵ0-
categorical completion.
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